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Abstract
In this paper, motivated by the theory of operads and PROPs we reveal the combinatorial nature of tensor calculus
for strict tensor categories and show that there exists a monad which is described by the coarse-graining of graphs and
characterizes the algebraic nature of tensor calculus. More concretely, what we have done are listed in the following:
1. We give a combinatorial formulation of a progressive plane graph introduced by Joyal and Street and some of their
properties are investigated.
2. We introduce the category T.Sch of tensor schemes to make the construct of a free strict tensor category a functor
F : T.Sch → Str.T from the category T.Sch of tensor schemes to the category Str.T of strict tensor categories. We
also construct a right adjunction U : Str.T→ T.sch of F.
3. We analysis the associated monad of the adjunction which is named as the monad of tensor calculus and show that
it is described by the coarse-graining of graphs. A algebra of this monad is named as a tensor manifold.
4. Identity morphisms in a tensor manifold and several operations on a tensor manifold such as tensor product,
composition and fusion are introduced. We show that they satisfy some natural compatible conditions. We also show that
under these compatible conditions the appointment of identity morphisms and these operations can totally characterize
the algebraic structure of a tensor manifold.
5. We construct a functor Ψ : T.SchT → Str.T from the category T.SchT of tensor manifolds to the category of
strict tensor categories, and we show that Ψ is a left inverse of the natural comparison functor Φ : Str.T → T.SchT
which means that Φ is an embedding. We also show that the adjunction F,U is not monadic, hence we can interpret a
strict tensor category as a special kind of tensor manifold.
6. We prove that Ψ is also a left adjunction of the comparison functor Φ.
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1. Introduction
As the title shows, the theme of this paper has two parts. One is to introduce a combinatorial language formulating
the mathematical theory of tensor calculus established by Joyal and Street in the famous paper [JS91]. The other one is
to excavate the monad of tensor calculus which is just hidden behind the work of Joyal and Street. The first part reveals
the combinatorial nature of tensor calculus, and in the combinatorial language the monad of tensor calculus is described
by the coarse-graining of planar graphs. But a very interesting fact is that the construction of coarse-graining appears
naturally in a wide range of theories in physics such as the theories of topological order [LW04, LW05, CGW10] and
quantum order [Vi06], the theory of loop quantum gravity [AKRZ14]. This fact has strongly motivated us to conjecture
a big picture called a theory of tensor geometry.
Combinatorial formulation of progressive plane graphs
In [JS91], Joyal and Street proved a firm theoretical foundation of graphical calculus for strict tensor categories. In
the first chapter of [JS91], they introduced several important notions such as (leveled/boxed) progressive plane graph,
tensor scheme, diagram in a strict tensor category, diagram in a tensor scheme, evaluation of diagrams in a strict tensor
category, free strict tensor category, etc, which are essential for formulating graphical calculus as a mathematical theory.
In this paper, we will recall these notions in a combinatorial language and prove a combinatorial theory of tensor
calculus for strict tensor categories. The combinatorial definition of a graph is well-known and has been used for many
years in the theory of operads and PROPs [Mar06, LV12, MSS02]. The key difficult in the theory is to find a simple and
coherent way to characterize the progressive planar structure on a progressive plane graph.
The notion of a (combinatorial) progressive planar graph is introduced in the beginning of section 3.1. We think that
it is a right combinatorial formulation of a progressive plane graph in the sense that:
• By definition a progressive planar structure is a linear extension of a partial order with some properties, so we can
see that for any two isomorphic progressive planar graphs there is an unique isomorphism between them, that is, the
groupoid of progressive planar graphs is a clique.
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• We have proved that there is a natural (preserving tensor products and compositions) bijection between the set of
progressive planar graphs and the set of progressive plane graphs(section 3.6). We call the natural bijection this planar
geometric realization of progressive planar graphs.
progressive planar graphs
planar geometric realization
∼=
// progressive plane graphs
A direct consequence of this fact should be that the combinatorial theory affirms the conjecture of P.Selinger in [Se09]
that the ”recumbent” planar isotopy of progressive plane graphs can be generalized to arbitrary planar isotopy. As a
combinatorial date, a progressive planar graph can be stored in a computer, so the combinatorial theory with these
advantages may provides us an effective tool to do tensor calculus by a computer.
What is tensor geometry
In fact, there is a deeper theory behind the work of Joyal and Street, namely, a theory of tensor geometry. In our
opinion, this new geometry is a kind of categorical noncommutative geometry or a nonpertubative generalization of
(non-symmetric) operads and PROPs. In this new geometry, we should replace classical objects such as groups and
associative algebras by ”quantum object” such as PRO (non-symmetric version of PROP [Mar06, LV12, MSS02]) and
tensor manifolds (section 6.1). The notion of a tensor manifold is a natural generalization of both a PRO and a strict
tensor category which is seen as the most general setting making the notion of a tensor and their calculus meaningful
[JS91]. We hope in the future to introduce the notions of structured tensor manifolds which may generalize symmetric,
braided, rigid categories, etc.
More precisely, the construct of a free strict tensor category is in fact a functor
F : T.Sch → Str.T
from the category T.Sch of tensor schemes to the category Str.T of strict tensor categories, and in sections 5.2, 5.3 we
will show that there exists a right adjoint functor of F
U : Str.T→ T.Sch,
which is essentially given by the construction of space of prime diagrams in a strict tensor category and is a resolution of
strict tensor categories in some sense.
By the general theory of adjunctions [Mac71], this adjunction will give rise to a monad (T, µ, η) in the category T.Sch
of tensor schemes and we call it the monad of tensor calculus. A tensor manifold is by definition an algebra of this monad.
All tensor manifolds and their morphisms form a category denoted by T.SchT and the theory of tensor geometry is the
study of this category or its structured version.
According to the general theory of monads [Mac71], there should be an adjunction naturally associated to (T, µ, η)
(FT , UT , εT , ηT ) : T.Sch ⇀ T.SchT ,
and there is an unique comparison functor
Φ : Str.T→ T.SchT ,
such that FT = Φ ◦ F and U = UT ◦ Φ, that is, in the following diagram both the F -square and the U -square commute
Str.T
Φ //❴❴❴❴❴❴
U

T.SchT
UT

T.Sch
F
OO
T.Sch.
FT
OO
The functor Φ sends every strict tensor category to its associated tensor manifold. A left inverse of Φ
Ψ : T.SchT → Str.T
can be constructed. We will prove that the comparison functor is not an equivalence of categories, but an embedding
(section 6.3). Thus strict tensor categories are just special kinds of tensor manifolds (which are called critical tensor
manifolds in section 6.4) and tensor manifolds are nontrivial generalization of strict tensor categories. Moreover, we show
that Ψ is left adjoint to Φ (Theorem 6.4.6).
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Motivations
A strong belief in our work is that strict tensor categories may not be the most general setting for defining algebraic
structures on tensor systems (= tensor schemes, for definition see section 4.1). This belief mainly comes from our
motivations to the field of tensor calculus.
The theory of tensor manifolds was strongly motivated by the theory of operads and PROPs [Mar06, LV12], and has
some differences in the following aspects:
• operads, PROPs and their colored version are free on the level of objects, while tensor manifolds can be non-free on
the level of objects.
• The monads controlling operads/PROPs and tensor manifolds are different slightly. Monads characterizing algebraic
structures on a tensor systems of operadic type are described by the construction of substitution of graphs [Mar06]. While
the monad characterizing a tensor manifold is described by fine-graining of graphs (section 5.6) and a similar construction
also appears in recent work in loop quantum gravity [AKRZ14].
Other motivations to the theory of tensor geometry come from our several interests. We categorize them into three
related classes. The first is our interest in formal structures of non-perturbative quantum field theory, aiming to answer
the question that: are there some formal mathematical structures to help us to unify string theory, loop quantum gravity
[Ro97, Sm97] and string-net condensation [LW04, LW05]? The idea is that the formal structure of a tensor manifold
is very similar to that of sigma models in perturbative string theory in the sense that in perturbative string theory we
consider the space of fields
world sheet→ background space
which are maps from world-sheets to a background space, while in theory of tensor geometry we consider the space of
spin-networks
planar graph→ tensor manifold
which can be seen as maps from planar graphs (”Feynman graphs”) to a tensor manifold. The action in string theory is
determined by the geometry structure of and other fields on the background space while in the theory of tensor manifold
we just have an algebraic structure of a monad. The two theories are different but this ”anolog” motivates us very much.
The second is trying to find a cohomology theory of strict tensor categories generalizing that of operads and props
[Mar94, Mar96, Mar06, MV07]. Our work shows that we can interpret a strict tensor category as an algebra of the monad
of tensor calculus, so there would be a Barr-Beck homology [BB69] of a strict tensor category. We hope in the future we
can come back to this issue.
The third is mainly concern with possible connections with various kinds of renormalization theories, such as entan-
glement renormalization [Vi06] for quantum phase transition of quantum lattice systems, wave function renormalization
[CGW10] in the theory of topological phases and algebraic/integrable renormalization [CK00, CK01] in perturbative
quantum field theory.
Although we can not predict the futures of all this three directions, we emphasize that there is a common mathematical
concept which should be treated as a basic one, that is, spin networks [Ma99, Ba94] and the different directions just
interpret them in different ways, such as morphisms in tensor categories, quantum entanglements, non-local excitation of
gauge fields, quanta of geometry, histories or circuits of quantum computation [BS09]. So it is reasonable to hope that a
theory of tensor manifolds can provide a helpful insight to the ”big unification”.
Many constructions in algebraic geometry, super geometry and noncommutative geometry may be generalized in
the setting of tensor geometry, such as functor of points, odd functor of points, etc. We think that these generaliza-
tions are deserved to investigate and some of them will be connected to Feynman transformations in theory of operads
and props [KWZ12], where ”odd” point in super algebraic geometry is replaced by a family of ”odd” Feynman graphs
in super tensor geometry. In our opinion, the works of D.N.Yetter [Yet03], A.A.Davydov [Dav97] and T.Maszczyk
[Mas06, Mas11] may suggest possible connections between classical commutative/noncommutative geometry with tensor
geometry. There are also many people whose works have impacted on our ideas greatly, so we list some of their articles,
such as [Co04, Fi02, FI05, FM01, GK94, Io00, Io07, K93, K94, Ko11, Ko13, Lo12, QZ11].
The paper is organized as follows.
In section 2, we introduce the notions of a pre-graph, a graph and their geometric realizations. Pre-graphs and their
geometric realizations are discussed in section 2.1. Graphs and their geometric realizations are discussed in section 2.2.
Some operations such as tensor product, grafting, substitution and coarse-graining of graphs are introduced in section
2.3. In section 2.4, we introduce some structures on graphs such as orientation, polarization and anchored structures.
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Section 3 is devoted to a combinatorial theory of progressive planar graphs (planar graphs for short). In section 3.1,
we give the definition of a progressive planar graph and its several equivalent descriptions. In section 3.2, we show some
properties of a progressive planar graph, especially we prove that there is at most one compatible planar structure on a
progressive, polarized and anchored graph. In section 3.3, we show that every planar structure on a progressive graph
can induces a planar structure on its set of vertices. The tensor product of planar graphs are discussed in section 3.4. In
section 3.5, we show that on the set of planar graphs there is a well-defined composition for two composable planar graphs
which is associative. Moreover, we show every planar graph can be decomposed as a composition of several essential prime
planar graphs. In section 3.6, we introduce the planar geometric realization of a progressive planar graph and show that it
provides a canononical (preserving tensor product and composition) isomorphism between the set Γ of isomorphic classes
of our progressive planar graphs and the set G of isomorphic classes of Joyal and Street’s progressive plane graphs. The
notions of a fissus planar graph and its coarse-graining are introduced in section 3.7.
In section 4.1, we introduce the category of tensor schemes. The notions of a diagram in a tensor scheme and a
diagram in a strict tensor category are introduced in section 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. In section 4.4, we prove that there
is a well-defined value of a diagram in a strict tensor category. The notions of a compound fissus planar graph and its
coarse-graining are introduced in section 4.5.
In section 5, we introduce two functors F : T.Sch → Str.T, U : Str.T → T.Sch and prove that they form an
adjunction. The functor F is just the construction of a free strict tensor category generated by a tensor scheme which
was introduced by Joyal and Street in [JS91]. The functor U is given essentially by the construction of prime diagrams
in a strict tensor category. We also give a detailed description of the unit, counit, multiplication and comultiplication of
this adjunction. The functor F is introduced in section 5.1 and the functor U is introduced in section 5.2. Section 5.3 is
devoted to prove the fact that F and U form an adjunction. In order to simplify the descriptions of functors G = FU
and T = UF , we introduce two functors Γ⊗ and ΓF in section 5.4 and show that G and T are isomorphic to Γ and
ΓF , respectively. The unit η : I → UF and counit ε : FU → I of tensor calculus are discussed in section 5.5 and the
multiplication µ : T ◦ T → T and comultiplication δ : G→ G ◦G are discussed in section 5.6.
Section 6 is devote to a theory of tensor manifolds. In section 6.1, we give the definition of a tensor manifold. The
category of tensor manifolds is introduced and we denote is as T.SchT . Some basic properties are also investigated. Some
operations on a tensor manifold is introduced in section 6.2, such as tensor product, composition, fusions associated with
a pair of linear partitions (defined in section 3.7). Moreover, we show that in addition with a family of identity morphisms
and some compatible conditions these operations determine the structure of a tensor manifold uniquely. In section 6.3,
we construct a left inverse Ψ of the comparison functor Φ : Str.T → T.SchT and prove that Φ is not an equivalence of
categories, hence the the adjunction of tensor calculus is not monadic. In section 6.4, we show that Ψ is left adjoint to Φ.
In section 7.1, we review definitions about strict tensor categoies and strict tensor functors. In section 7.2, we review
the definition of a progressive plane graph introduced in [JS91] and related notions. Section 7.3 is devoted to a basic
review of adjunctions and their associated (co)monads.
2. Combinatorics of graphs
2.1. Pre-graphs
In this section, we will introduce the notion of a pre-graph and its geometric realization. First recall that a partition
of a non-empty set X is a set of nonempty subsets of X such that every element x in X is in exactly one of these subsets
(page 28 in [Ha60]) (i.e., X is a disjoint union of the subsets). In this paper, we define the partition of an empty set to
be itself. The notion of a pre-graph is essentially the notion of a wheeled graph in [MMS06], but some terminologies are
different from theirs in this paper.
Definition 2.1.1. A (combinatorial) pre-graph Γ = (H,P, σ) consists of
• a finite set H whose elements are called half-edges or flags of Γ,
• a partition P of H whose blocks are called vertices of Γ,
• an involution σ : H → H, whose orbits are called edges of Γ.
The sets of half-edges, vertices and edges of Γ are denoted by H(Γ), V (Γ) and E(Γ), respectively. If H(Γ) is an empty
set, we call Γ an empty graph. The partition P defines a function π : H(Γ)→ V (Γ) which sends a half-edge to its block
and also defines an equivalence relation
P
∼ on H(Γ) such that h1
P
∼ h2 if and only if h1, h2 belongs to a same block of P .
We say that a vertex v ∈ V (Γ) has valency or degree n if it consists of n half-edges. A half-edge h ∈ H(Γ) is incident
to v ∈ V (Γ) if h ∈ v, an edge e is incident to v if at least one of its half-edges is incident to v. The involution σ defines
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another function from H(Γ) to E(Γ) which sends a half-edge to the edge which it belongs to. For any half-edge h, we
denote by h the edge which h belongs to.
Following rules in page 8 of [GK94], we may associate to each pre-graph Γ a finite CW complex
|Γ| =
H(Γ)× [0, 12 ]
∼
,
which is a quotient space of H(Γ) × [0, 12 ] with respect to an equivalence relation ∼ defined as: (h1, l1) ∼ (h2, l2), for
h1, h2 ∈ H(Γ) and 0 ≤ l1, l2 ≤
1
2 if one of three conditions is satisfied: (a) h1 = h2 and l1 = l2, (b) h1
P
∼ h2, l1 = l2 = 12 ,
(c) h1 = σ(h2), l1 = l2 = 0. That is, in topological space H(Γ) × [0,
1
2 ], we identify (h1,
1
2 ), (h2,
1
2 ) if h1, h2 are in the
same block, and identify (h1, 0), (h2, 0) if h1 = σ(h2). The space |Γ| is called the geometric realization of Γ. Now we
give an example of a pre-graph and its geometric realization.
Example 2.1.2. Let Γ be a pre-graph (H,P, σ), where
H = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i},
P = {{a, b, c, d, e}, {f, g, h, i, j}, {k, l}},
σ = (a)(b)(c)(df)(eg)(hi)(j)(kl).
The set of edges is E(Γ) = {{a}, {b}, {c}, {d, f}, {e, g}, {h, i}, {j}, {k, l}} and there are three vertices v1 = {a, b, c, d, e},
v2 = {f, g, h, i, j}, v3 = {k, l}. Picturally, its geometric realization is as follows:
v1
a
b
c
d f
e g
v2 j
i
h k
l
v3
.
To make a vertex distinct, we put one • on the place of the vertex. We will usually make no distinction between a pre-graph
and its geometric realization.
Definition 2.1.3. Let Γ1 = (H1, P1, σ1) and Γ2 = (H2, P2, σ2) be two pre-graphs, an equivalence or isomorphism of
them is a bijection φ : H1 → H2 that preserves partitions and commutes with involutions, that is,
• for every h ∈ H1, then σ2(φ(h)) = φ(σ1(h)),
• h1
P1∼ h2 if and only if φ(h)
P2∼ φ(h2), for every h1, h2 ∈ H1, where
P1∼,
P2∼ are equivalence relations defined by P1, P2
respectively.
Obviously, any equivalence φ : H(Γ1)→ H(Γ2) of two pre-graphs naturally induces a homeomorphism |φ| : |Γ1| → |Γ2|
of their geometric realizations. It can be easily checked that, if φ1 : H(Γ1) → H(Γ2) and φ2 : H(Γ2) → H(Γ3) are two
equivalence of pre-graphs, then their composition φ2 ◦ φ1 : H(Γ1) → H(Γ3) naturally is an equivalence of pre-graph Γ1
and pre-graph Γ2, we denote it by φ2 ◦ φ1 : Γ1 → Γ2. Thus all pre-graphs and their equivalences form a locally small
groupoid. The following are some common notions associated with pre-graphs.
Real and virtual edges
An edge e is called an virtual edge if it contains two half-edges and is contained in a vertex, that is, e = {h1, h2}
with π(h1) = π(h2). A virtual edge is also called a loop or a wheel. An edge is called an real edge if it is not an
virtual edge. The sets of virtual and real edges of graph Γ is denoted by Evir(Γ) and Ere(Γ), respectively and we have
E(Γ) = Evir(Γ)⊔Ere(Γ), where ⊔ denotes disjoint union of sets. In example 2.1.2, e1 = {h, i} and e2 = {k, l} are virtual
edges, e3 = {d, f} and e4 = {j} are real edges. h, i, k, l are virtual half-edges and d, f, j are real half-edges.
d f
j
e4
e3
e1
l
e2
i
h k
v3
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Real and virtual vertices
A vertex v is called a virtual vertex if it contains a virtual edge, more precisely, there is a two-element σ-orbit {h1, h2} ⊂ v
with h1 6= h2, h1 = σ(h2), otherwise we call it a real vertex. The sets of virtual and real vertices of graph Γ is denoted
by Vvir(Γ) and Vre(Γ), respectively. Obviously, V (Γ) = Vvir(Γ) ⊔ Vre(Γ). In example 2.1.2, v1 is a real vertex and v2, v3
are virtual vertices.
v1
v2
v3
Real and virtual legs
A half-edge h is called a leg if it forms an one-element orbit of σ (i.e. an edge with one element) or belongs to a virtual
edge. In the former case, we call it a real leg and in the later case we call it a virtual leg. For a half-edge h ∈ H(Γ),
if h 6= σ(h) and π(h) = π(σ(h)), then h a virtual leg of Γ and h = (h, σ(h)) is called a virtual boundary edge of Γ.
By definition, a leg is virtual if and only if it belongs to a virtual edge. If h = σ(h), we call h a real leg and h = {h}
a real boundary edge. We denote the sets of legs, real legs and virtual legs of Γ by Leg(Γ), Legre(Γ) and Legvir(Γ).
Obviously, we have Leg(Γ) = Legre(Γ) ⊔ Legvir(Γ). In example 2.1.2, Legre(Γ) = {a, b, c, j} and Legvir(Γ) = {h, i, k, l}.
a
b
c j
i
h k
l
Inner and external edges
An edge is called an inner edge if it is a real and two-element edge. Otherwise, we call it a boundary edge or
an external edge. Virtual edges are external edges by definition. We denote the set of inner edges and the set of
external edges by Inn(Γ) and Ext(Γ), respectively, and we have E(Γ) = Inn(Γ) ⊔ Ext(Γ). In example 2.1.2, Inn(Γ) =
{{d, f}, {e, g}} and Ext(Γ) = {{a}, {b}, {c}, {h, i}, {j}, {k, l}}. Please do not confuse a leg with its corresponding external
edge, for example, a, b, c, j are real legs and their corresponding external edges are a = {a}, b = {b}, c = {c}, j = {j}, and
h, i, k, l are virtual legs and their corresponding external edges are h = i = {h, i}, k = l = {k, l}.
a
b
c
d f
e g j
i
h k
l
Inner and external vertices
A vertex is called an external vertex if there is a leg incident to it. Otherwise we call it an inner vertex. By
definition, we see that a vertex is external if and only if there is an external edge incident to it. For example, in the
following pre-graph, v1, v2, v3 are external vertices and v4 is an inner vertex.
v1
v2
v3
v4
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2.2. Graphs and their geometric realization
In this paper, we will mainly focus on a sub-class of pre-graphs which are pre-graphs with their loops dissociated, and
we call them graphs. More precisely,
Definition 2.2.1. A pre-graph is called a graph when it has no virtual vertex with degree ≥ 3, and a graph is called
reduced when it is non-empty and has no virtual edge.
Empty pre-graphs are graphs, and we can associate any non-empty pre-graph an unique reduced graph by cutting off
all its virtual edges.
pre-graph (H,P, σ)
graph no virtual vertice of deg≥3
reduced graph non-empty & no virtual edges
Notice that all virtual vertices of a graph are of degree 2, so all virtual edges are ”dissociative”, that is, each virtual
edge of a graph viewed as a pre-graph is a loop with its geometric realization being
.
Thus every virtual edge in a graph Γ forms a connected component of |Γ|. In order to compatible with Joyal and Street’s
geometric theory of graphs, so we define the geometric realization of a virtual edge of a graph as a ”decorated segment”,
that is, for every virtual edge, its geometric realization will be a topological space like this: . This means that
for any graph its geometric realization will be a geometric graph with vertices decorated: real vertices will be decorated
by • and virtual vertices will be decorated by ◦.
Remark 2.2.2. For a graph Γ we define its geometric realization as the quotient space of H(Γ)× [0, 12 ] with respect to a
new equivalence ∼′ obtained by modifying condition (c) of ∼ in the definition of geometric realization of a pre-graph.
More precisely, the geometric realization of Γ is defined as |Γ| =
H(Γ)×[0, 12 ]
∼′ , where ∼
′ is defined as: (h1, l1) ∼ (h2, l2),
for h1, h2 ∈ H(Γ) and 0 ≤ l1, l2 ≤
1
2 if one of three conditions is satisfied: (a) h1 = h2 and l1 = l2, (b) h1
P
∼ h2,
l1 = l2 =
1
2 , (c
′) h1 6
P
∼ h2, h1 = σ(h2), l1 = l2 = 0. In order to distinguish real and virtual vertices in its geometric
realization, we put a • in the place of a real vertex but put a ◦ in the place of a virtual vertex.
Now we give an example of a graph and its geometric realization.
Example 2.2.3. In example 2.1.2, if we remove the virtual edge {h, i}, we get a graph and its geometric realization would
be
v1
a
b
c
d f
e g
v2 j
k
l
v3
.
If we remove {k, l} further, we get its associated reduced graph with its geometric realization being
v1
a
b
c
d f
e g
v2 j
.
We will not distinct a graph with its geometric realization usually. The following are some useful notions.
Unitary graph
A graph is called an unitary graph if it has only two half-edges and one virtual vertex.
For example, the dates H = {a, b}, P = {{a, b}} and σ(a) = b, σ(b) = a defines an unitary graph, its geometrical
realization is
a bv
, where v denotes the unique virtual vertex {a, b}.
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Prime graph
A non-unitary graph with only one vertex is called a prime graph. A prime graph is also called a corolla. By definition,
tt is obvious that a prime graph is a pre-graph with exactly one real vertex, and we call it a n-corolla if the degree of its
vertex is n. The following graph is an example of prime graph with degree 5.
Closed graph
A graph without legs is called a closed graph. An ideal of graph Γ = (H,P, σ) is a graph Γo = (Ho, P o, σo) such that
Ho = H − Leg(Γ), P o = P |Ho and σ
o = σ|Ho . Ideals of unitary and prime graphs are empty graphs.
2.3. Operations on/of graphs
In this section, we will introduce some related notions and constructions related to graphs and operations which can
implement on graphs. It will be easy to see that the combinatorial definition of a graph has some advantages to make
these constructions precise and coherent.
Sub-graph
Following [Gr06], a subgraph of graph Γ = (H,P, σ) is a graph Γ′ = (H ′, P ′, σ′) such that H ′ ⊆ H , P ′ ⊆ P and for any
h ∈ H ′,
σ′(h) =
{
σ(h), if σ(h) ∈ H ′,
h, if σ(h) /∈ H ′.
By definition, we see that subgraphs of Γ are one-to-one correspondence to subsets of the partition P (Γ). If H ′ ( H , we
call Γ′ a real subgraph of Γ. If Γ′ is a subgraph of Γ, we usually denote this fact as Γ′ ⊆ Γ. If Γ′ is a real subgraph of Γ,
we denote this as Γ′ ( Γ.
Path
Two vertices v and v′ are connected if there is a sequence of inner edges ({h0, h′0}, ..., {hn, h
′
n}) such that π(h0) = v,
π(h′i) = π(hi+1) for 0 ≤ i < n and π(h
′
n) = v
′. We call such a sequence a path between v and v′. If v = v′, we call it a
closed path or circuit. A graph is connected if each pair of vertices is connected.
Obviously, we can define connected components of a graph to be its maximal connected subgraphs. Corollas and
unitary graphs are connected.
Quotient graph and division
First recall that for two set X and X ′ with X ′ ⊂ X , the complement set X−X ′ of X ′ is defined to be {x|x ∈ X, x 6∈ X ′},
and if P is a partition of X , then there will be a partition of X ′ induced from P naturally, denoted by P |X′ . Now let us
give the definition of a quotient graph. If Γ′ ⊆ Γ be a subgraph, we define a new graph Γ′′ = (H ′′, P ′′, σ′′) as follows:
• H ′′ = (H −H ′) ⊔ Leg(Γ′);
• P ′′ = P |H−H′ ⊔ {Leg(Γ′)};
• σ′′ = σ|H′′ , that is, σ′′ is the restriction of σ on H ′′.
We call Γ′′ the quotient graph of Γ with respect to the subgraph Γ′, and write this fact as Γ′′ = Γ/Γ′ or Γ′֌ Γ։ Γ′′.
On their geometric realizations, |Γ′′| can be obtained by a contraction of |Γ| along |(Γ′)o|. For any graph Γ, Γ/Γ would
be a corolla if Leg(Γ) 6= ∅ or an empty graph if Leg(Γ) = ∅.
A division of graph Γ is a finite set of subgraphs D = {Γ1, ...,Γn} such that H(Γ) = ⊔ni=1H(Γi). Each Γi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
is called a cell or acomponent of this division. We also call a division a vertex-partition. If a graph Γ has a division
D = {Γ1, ...,Γn}, then it is obvious that for any different i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}
(Γ/Γi)/Γj = (Γ/Γj)/Γi,
thus the totally quotient graph Γ/D = Γ/{Γ1, ...,Γn} is well-defined, and we call it the contraction of Γ according to
the division D.
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Splitting and fission
Following [Gr06], given two vertices v1 and v2 of Γ, we call the set E(v1, v2) of all edges incident to v1 and v2 an inner
thick edge, that is,
E(v1, v2) = {e ∈ E(Γ)|e→ v1, e→ v2}.
If v is an external vertex of Γ, we call the set E(v) of all boundary edges incident to v an external thick edge, that is,
E(v) = {{h} ∈ E(Γ)|h ∈ Leg(Γ), h→ v}.
A splitting of a graph is an assignment of a partition to each external and internal thick edges and a partition of virtual
edges. A splitting is also called as a thick-edge-partition.
Let Γ = (H,P, σ) be a graph with a splitting, then it is easy to see that the splitting structure can be equivalently
defined as an equivalent relation ∼ on H such that for every h1, h2 ∈ H(Γ)
• h1 = σ(h2) and π(h1) 6= π(h2) imply that h1 ∼ h2;
• h1 ∼ h2 and π(h1) = π(h2) imply that σ(h1) ∼ σ(h2), where π is the map π : H(Γ)→ V (Γ) defined by P ;
• h1 = σ(h2) and π(h1) = π(h2) implies that h1 ≁ h2.
By definition, we see that on the quotient space H/ ∼ there will be a well-defined partition P/ ∼ and a well-defined
involution σ/ ∼, thus we can get a new graph Γ/ ∼= (H/ ∼, P/ ∼, σ/ ∼) and call it the fusion of Γ according to the
splitting.
Coarse-graining
When a graph Γ have both a splitting and a division, we call them compatible if there are both a naturally induced
splitting on condensation of Γ and a naturally induced division on fusion of Γ, and in this case we have Γ/(D,∼) =
(Γ/D)/ ∼= (Γ/ ∼)/D.
So when a graph Γ is equipped with both a dividing structure D and a compatible splitting structure ∼, we call the
pair (D,∼) a partition of Γ and call Γ/(D,∼) the coarse-graining or residue of Γ according to partition (D,∼). A
procedure to represent a graph as coarse-graining of another graph with a splitting and a compatible division is called
fine-graining.
Substitution
Let Γ1 = (H1, P1, σ1) and Γ2 = (H2, P2, σ2) be two graphs, v ∈ Vre(Γ2) be a real vertex of Γ2 and θ : v → Leg(Γ1) ⊆
H1 is a bijection of sets. If Γ1 = (H1, P1, σ1) is reduced, we define a new graph Γ = (H,P, σ) as follows:
• H = H1 ⊔ (H2 − v);
• P = P1 ⊔ (P2 − {v});
• for any h ∈ H ,
σ(h) =

σ2(h), if h ∈ H2 − v, σ2(h) /∈ v,
θ(h), if h ∈ H2 − v, σ2(h) ∈ v,
σ1(h), if h ∈ H1 − Leg(Γ1),
σ2(θ
−1(h)), if h ∈ Leg(Γ1), θ−1(h) 6∈ Leg(Γ2),
h, if h ∈ Leg(Γ1), θ−1(h) ∈ Leg(Γ2).
We call Γ the substitution of Γ2 by Γ1 with respect to (v, θ), and write this fact as Γ = Γ2 ⊳(v,θ) Γ1. It is easy to
see that Γ1 is canonically isomorphic to a subgraph of Γ, and Γ2 is canonically isomorphic to a quotient graph of Γ. We
write this fact as Γ1 ֌ Γ2 ⊳(v,θ) Γ1 ։ Γ2. Please notice that for any virtual vertex v ∈ Vvir(Γ1), after subustition it will
become a real vertex of Γ, that is, v ∈ Vre(Γ).
The construction of substitution is essential for the description of monads characterizing operads or PROPs [Mar06,
LV12, Lo12] and is closely related with divisions of graphs.
Tensor product of graphs
Recall that for a set X1 with a partition P1 and a set X2 with a partition P2, there is a partition on their disjoint union
X1 ⊔X2 naturally, we denoted it by P1 ⊔ P2. If σ1 and σ2 are involutions on X1 and X2 respectively, then there will be
an involution of X1 ⊔X2 naturally, we denote it by σ1 ⊔ σ2.
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The notion of tensor product can be introduced for pre-graphs. For any two pre-graphs Γ1 = (H1, P1, σ1) and
Γ2 = (H2, P2, σ2), we define their tensor product to be a triple (H,P, σ) with H = H1 ⊔ H2, P = P1 ⊔ P2 and
σ = σ1 ⊔ σ2. It is easily to check that the triple forms a pre-graph, we denote it by Γ1 ⊗ Γ2. Evidently, we have
V (Γ1 ⊗ Γ2) = V (Γ1) ⊔ V (Γ2), and similar results also hold for the set of (real/virtual) edges and (real/virtual) legs, etc.
The following proposition can be directly checked.
Proposition 2.3.1. The groupoid of pre-graphs equipped with the tensor product defined above forms a symmetric tensor
category with empty pre-graph as the unit object.
Elementary, essential prime and invertible graphs
A graph is called elementary if it is tensor product of finite number of prime graphs and unitary graphs. A graph
is called essential prime if it is an elementary graph and contains exactly one real vertex. A graph is called invertible
if it is tensor product of finite number of unitary graphs. It is obvious that an elementary graph is a corolla iff it is
connected, and each connected component of an invertible graph is an unitary graph.
Merge
Following [BM08] (see also [KW13]), we recall the notion of merge. Let Γ = (H,P, σ) be a graph, v1, v2 ∈ V (Γ) be two
real vertices. We define a new graph Γ′ = (H ′, P ′, σ′) as follows:
• H ′ = H ;
• P ′ = (P − {v1, v2}) ⊔ {v1 ⊔ v2};
• σ′ = σ.
We call Γ′ the merge of Γ along v1, v2, and write Γ
′ = ∨v1,v2Γ.
If Γ1 and Γ2 are two graphs with v1 ∈ V (Γ1) and v2 ∈ V (Γ2), we define the merge of Γ1 and Γ2 along v1, v2 as
∨v1,v2(Γ1 ⊗ Γ2). Intuitively, merge is just fusion of vertices and can be viewed as a special kind of contraction.
Grafting of two graphs
Now we define the notion of grafting of two graphs. Let Γ1 = (H1, P1, σ1) and Γ2 = (H2, P2, σ2) be two graphs. Let
h1 ∈ Leg(Γ1) and h2 ∈ Leg(Γ2) be legs. We define a new graph Γ = (H,P, σ) called grafting of Γ1 and Γ2 along h1, h2
as follows:
• if both h1, h2 are real legs, H = H1 ⊔H2, P = P1 ⊔ P2 and
σ(h) =

σ1(h), if h ∈ H1 − {h1},
σ2(h), if h ∈ H2 − {h2},
h2, if h = h1,
h1, if h = h2;
• if both h1, h2 are virtual legs, H = (H1 − {h1}) ⊔ (H2 − {h2}), P = (P1 ⊔ P2)|(H1−{h1,σ1(h1)})⊔(H2−{h2,σ2(h2)}) ⊔
{{σ1(h1), σ2(h2)}} and
σ(h) =

σ1(h), if h ∈ H1 − {h1, σ(h1)},
σ2(h), if h ∈ H2 − {h2, σ(h2)},
σ2(h2), if h = σ1(h1),
σ1(h1), if h = σ2(h2);
• if h1 is a real leg and h2 is a virtual leg, H = H1 ⊔ (H2 − {h2, σ2(h2)}), P = (P1 ⊔ P2)|H and
σ(h) =
{
σ1(h), if h ∈ H1,
σ2(h), if h ∈ H2 − {h2, σ2(h2)};
• if h1 is a virtual leg and h2 is a real leg, H = (H1 − {h1, σ1(h1)}) ⊔H1, P = (P1 ⊔ P2)|H and
σ(h) =
{
σ1(h), if h ∈ H1 − {h1, σ1(h1)},
σ2(h), if h ∈ H2.
In this situation we write Γ = Γ1 ◦
h1
h2
Γ2. The class of graphs are closed under grafting and evidently we have Vre(Γ) =
Vre(Γ1) ⊔ Vre(Γ2), Ere(Γ) = Ere(Γ1) ⊔ Ere(Γ2).
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Example 2.3.2.
• If Γ1 =
h1 h2
, Γ2 =
h3 h4
, then Γ1 ◦
h2
h3
Γ2 =
h1 h2 h4h3
.
• If Γ1 =
h1 h2
, Γ2 =
h3 h4
, then Γ1 ◦
h2
h3
Γ2 =
h1 h2
.
• If Γ1 =
h1 h2
, Γ2 =
h3 h4
, then Γ1 ◦
h2
h3
Γ2 =
h1 h4
.
If h1, h2 are two legs of graph Γ = (H,P, σ), we define a new pre-graph Γ
′ = (H ′, P ′, σ′) as follows:
• if both h1, h2 are real legs, H ′ = H , P ′ = P and
σ′(h) =

σ(h), if h ∈ H − {h1, h2},
h2, if h = h1,
h1, if h = h2;
• if both h1, h2 are virtual legs, H ′ = H − {h1, h2}, P ′ = P |H′ ⊔ {{σ(h1), σ(h2)}} and
σ′(h) =

σ(h), if h ∈ H − {h1, σ(h1), h2, σ(h2)},
σ(h2), if h = σ(h1),
σ(h1), if h = σ(h2);
• if h1 is a real leg and h2 is a virtual leg, H ′ = H − {h2, σ(h2)}, P ′ = P |H′ and
σ′(h) =
{
σ(h), if h ∈ H − {h1, h2, σ(h2)},
h, if h = h1;
• if h1 is a virtual leg and h2 is a real leg, H ′ = H − {h1, σ(h1)}, P ′ = P |H′ and
σ′(h) =
{
σ(h), if h ∈ H − {h1, σ(h1), h2},
h, if h = h2.
We also write Γ′ as ◦h1h2Γ and call it the self-grafting of Γ along legs h1, h2. Obviously, the class of graphs is not closed
under grafting.
Using the notions of self-grafting and tensor product of graphs, we can write Γ1 ◦
h1
h2
Γ2 as ◦
h1
h2
(Γ1 ⊗ Γ2). If h1, ..., hm
are legs of Γ1, l1, ..., lm are legs of Γ2, we denote by Γ1 ◦
h1,...,hm
l1,...,lm
Γ2 the graph ◦
h1
l1
(· · · ◦
hm−1
lm−1
(◦hmlm (Γ1 ⊗ Γ2)) · ··) obtained
by successively grafting Γ1 and Γ2 along {hi, li}s if each step of grafting is well-defined. Please notice that there are some
symmetries in above notations, that is, Γ1 ◦
h1
h2
Γ2 = Γ2 ◦
h2
h1
Γ1 = Γ1 ◦
h2
h1
Γ2 = Γ2 ◦
h1
h2
Γ1 and ◦
h1
h2
Γ = ◦h2h1Γ.
2.4. Some structures on graphs
In this section, we will recall definitions of an oriented graph, directed graph and progressive graph and other related
notions following [JS91].
Oriented graph
An oriented graph is a graph Γ together with a function sgn : H(Γ) → {+,−} (called orientation) such that for
each edge e = {h1, h2} with h1 6= h2, sgn : e→ {+,−} is an isomorphism of sets.
It is easy to see that any subgraph of an oriented graph is an oriented graph with the naturally induced orientation.
We usually write an oriented graph as
−→
Γ and one of its inner edges as −→e to emphasize their orientation structures. The
input set In(v) of a vertex v by defined is {h ∈ v|sgn(h) = +} and output set Out(v) by definition is {h ∈ v|sgn(h) = −}.
For an oriented edge −→e = {h−, h+} with sgn(h−) = −, sgn(h+) = +, we define its source s(
−→e ) and target t(−→e ) to be
vertices π(h−) and π(h+), respectively. A leg h is called an input of
−→
Γ if sgn(h) = +, and a leg h is called an output of
−→
Γ if sgn(h) = −. We denote by In(
−→
Γ ) and Out(
−→
Γ ) the sets of inputs and outputs of
−→
Γ .
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Example 2.4.1. Take Γ be the graph in example 2.2.3, we define sgn as follows:
+
+
−
− +
+ − −
−
+
,
that is, sgn−1(+) = {a, b, e, f, l} and sgn−1(−) = {c, d, j, k}. More intuitively, we specify an orientation structure of a
graph by drawing an arrow on each edges, for example we picture the oriented graph above as
v1
a
b
c
d f
e g
v2 j
k
l
v3
.
In this example, In(v1) = {a, b, e}, Out(v1) = {c, d}, In(v2) = {f}, Out(v2) = {g, j}, In(v3) = {l} and Out(v3) = {k}.
For source and target of edges, we have v1 = s({d, f}) = t({e, g}) = t({a}) = t({b}) = s({c}), v2 = s({e, g}) = t({d, f}) =
and s({k, l}) = t({k, l}) = v3. The input set In(
−→
Γ ) is {a, b, l} and the output set Out(
−→
Γ ) is {c, j, k}.
Directed graph and directed path
A directed graph is an oriented graph
−→
Γ such that for any vertex v ∈ V (
−→
Γ ), both In(v) and Out(v) are non-empty
sets. Any subgraph of a directed graph is a directed graph naturally. Any quotient graph of an oriented graph is an
directed graph naturally. A vertex v ∈ V (Γ) is called an input vertex if In(Γ) ∩ In(v) 6= ∅, the set of all input vertices
is denoted by Vin(Γ). Similarly we call a vertex v ∈ V (Γ) an output vertex if Out(Γ) ∩Out(v) 6= ∅,denote the set of all
output vertices by Vout(Γ).
Let
−→
Γ 1 = (Γ1, sgn1) and
−→
Γ 2 = (Γ2, sgn2) be two directed graphs. We define their tensor product to be a directed
graph
−→
Γ = (Γ, sgn) with Γ = Γ1 ⊗ Γ2 and sgn = (sgn1 ⊔ sgn2). Usually, we write
−→
Γ as
−→
Γ 1 ⊗
−→
Γ 2, and obviously this
product is associative.
In an oriented graph
−→
Γ , a directed path of length n(≥ 1) is a sequence of directed edges e1e2 · · · en such that
t(ei) = s(ei+1), 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. If both v = s(e1) and v
′ = t(en) exist, we call v the starting point and v
′ the ending point
of the directed path. A directed path with identical starting point and ending point is called a directed closed path or a
circuit. A directed graph is called acyclic if it contains no directed circuit.
For any two directed edges e1 and e2, we use the notation e1 → e2 to denote that there is a directed path starting
from e1 and ending with e2 and use the notation e1 9 e2 to denote that there is no directed path starting from e1 and
ending with e2. Similarly, for two directed edges v1 and v2, we denote the fact that there is a directed path starting with
v1 and ending with v2 as v1 → v2. If there is no directed path from v to v′, we denote this as v 9 v2. We also introduce
the notation e → v and e 9 v to denote that there is a directed path starting from e, ending with v and there is no
directed path starting from e, ending with v, respectively. For a subgraph
−→
Γ′ of
−→
Γ and an edges e /∈ E(Γ′), the notation
e→ Γ′ denotes that there is at least one vertex v ∈ V (Γ′) such that e→ v in
−→
Γ , otherwise we denote as e9 Γ′.
A subgraph
−→
Γ′ of directed graph
−→
Γ is called admissible if it satisfies that for any directed path e1e2 · · · en in
−→
Γ ,
e1, en ∈ E(
−→
Γ )⇐⇒ ei ∈ E(
−→
Γ′), 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The following proposition is obvious.
Proposition 2.4.2. Γ′ ⊂ Γ is admissible if and only if Γ/Γ′ is a directed graph.
Polarized, anchored and progressive graph
A polarized graph is an oriented graph together with a choice of linear order on In(v) and Out(v) for each vertex v.
A anchored graph
−→
Γ is a directed graph together with a choice of linear orders on In(Γ) and Out(Γ). A progressive
graph is a directed and acyclic graph. In a progressive graph
−→
Γ , we can define a partial order < on the set of edges E(Γ)
as follows: for any two edges e1, e2 ∈ E(Γ),
e1 < e2 ⇐⇒ e1 → e2.
So roughly speaking, a progressive graph is an oriented graphs with a ”global flow” induced by the orientation.
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Composition of anchored graphs
Let
−→
Γ 1 = (Γ1, sgn1) and
−→
Γ 2 = (Γ2, sgn2) be two anchored graphs with Out(
−→
Γ 1) = {o1, ..., on} and In(
−→
Γ 1) =
{i1, ..., in}. The composition of
−→
Γ 1 and
−→
Γ 2 is a anchored graph
−→
Γ = (Γ, sgn) with Γ = Γ1 ◦
o1,...,on
i1,...,in
Γ2 and sgn =
(sgn1 ⊔ sgn2)|H(Γ).
It can be easily checked that the composition is well-defined, and In(
−→
Γ ) = In(
−→
Γ 1), Out(
−→
Γ ) = Out(
−→
Γ 2). In this
situation, we also write
−→
Γ =
−→
Γ 2 ◦
−→
Γ 1.
Remark 2.4.3. Unlike non-oriented cases, the symmetry of our notations disappears in oriented cases, that is,
−→
Γ 2 ◦
−→
Γ 1
and
−→
Γ 1 ◦
−→
Γ 2 are different notions, they may not isomorphic as oriented graphs even if both of them exist.
In the graph
−→
Γ =
−→
Γ 2 ◦
−→
Γ 1, edges are classified into three classes: ”old” edges that coming from E(
−→
Γ 1)−{o1, ..., on}
and that coming from E(
−→
Γ 2)−{i1, ..., in} and ”new” edges formed through grafting of legs. We denote by Eo(
−→
Γ1), Eo(
−→
Γ2)
and En(
−→
Γ ) the sets of the three classes of edges, that is, Eo(
−→
Γ1) = E(
−→
Γ 1) − {o1, ..., on}, Eo(
−→
Γ2) = E(
−→
Γ 2) − {i1, ..., in}
and En(
−→
Γ ) = {e1, ..., en} where any ek ∈ En(
−→
Γ ) is of the form
ek =

{ok, ik}, if both ok and ik are real;
{ok}, if ok is real and ik is virtual;
{σ1(ok), σ2(ik)}, if both ok and ik are virtual;
{ik}, if ok is virtual and ik is real,
for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Obviously, we have E(
−→
Γ ) = Eo(
−→
Γ 1) ⊔ En(
−→
Γ ) ⊔Eo(
−→
Γ 2).
Example 2.4.4.
• If
−→
Γ 1 =
h1 h2
,
−→
Γ 2 =
h3 h4
, then
−→
Γ 2 ◦
−→
Γ 1 =
h1 h2 h4h3
.
• If
−→
Γ 1 =
h1 h2
,
−→
Γ 2 =
h3 h4
, then
−→
Γ 2 ◦
−→
Γ 1 =
h1 h2
.
• If
−→
Γ 1 =
h1 h2
,
−→
Γ 2 =
h3 h4
, then
−→
Γ 2 ◦
−→
Γ 1 =
h3 h4
.
• If
−→
Γ 1 =
h1 h2
,
−→
Γ 2 =
h3 h4
, then
−→
Γ 2 ◦
−→
Γ 1 =
h1 h4
.
The following proposition explains the advantage of the way we define the composition.
Proposition 2.4.5. Composition of anchored graphs is associative.
Proof. Directly check case by case.
3. Progressive planar graphs
In this section, we will establish a combinatorial theory of Joyal-Street’s (boxed/leveled) progressive plane graphs.
We will introduce the notion of a (combinatorial) progressive planar graph and show some of its basic properties. We
will also give the definitions of tensor product and composition of planar graphs. At last we will introduce the notion of
the planar geometric realization of a planar graph and prove that planar geometric realization provides an equivalence
between our combinatorial theory and the geometric theory of Joyal-Street.
3.1. Definition of a progressive planar graph
Here we give a combinatorial definition of a progressive planar graph and show some of its basic properties.
Definition 3.1.1. A (combinatorial) progressive planar structure on a directed graph
−→
Γ is a linear order  on the
set of edges E(Γ) satisfying
(P1) e1 → e2 implies e1 ≺ e2, for every two distinct edges e1, e2;
(P2) for any distinct edges e1, e2, e3, if e1 → e2 and e1 ≺ e3 ≺ e2 then e3 → e2 or e1 → e3.
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A directed graph
−→
Γ with a (combinatorial) progressive planar structure ≺ is called a progressive planar graph and is
denoted by (
−→
Γ ,≺) or (Γ,≺), Γ for convenient. We will say a planar structure and a planar graph for short in stead of a
(combinatorial) progressive planar structure and a (combinatorial) progressive planar graph in this paper. A planar graph
is called elementary (prime, essential prime, unitary, invertible ) if the underlying graph is elementary (prime, essential
prime, unitary, invertible). If the underly graph of a planar graph is reduced, we call this planar graph reduced.
Example 3.1.2. Here we show an example of elementary planar graph.
1 2 543
6 7
8 9
1110
12
where the numbers labeling edges represent the linear order ≺ on the set of edges.
Example 3.1.3. We will show an example of general reduced planar graph.
2 3 41
7 13 14 17
10 11
6
5
9 12
15
8
Evidently, for any planar graph (
−→
Γ ,≺), the orientation sgn and planar structure ≺ together can define an unique
linear order ≺H on the sets H(Γ) of half-edges such that:
• if h2 6= σ(h1), then h1 ≺H h2 ⇐⇒ h1 ≺ h2;
• if h2 = σ(h1), then h1 ≺H h2 ⇐⇒ sgn(h1) = −.
An equivalence or isomorphism of (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) and (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) is an equivalence φ : Γ1 → Γ2 of graphs that preserves
the linear orders on sets of half-edges H(Γ1) and H(Γ2), i.e, for any h1, h2 ∈ H(Γ1)
h1 ≺H(Γ1) h2 ⇐⇒ φ(h1) ≺H(Γ2) φ(h2).
We say (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) is equivalent to (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) if there is an equivalence between them, and we denote this fact as (
−→
Γ 1,≺1
) ∼= (
−→
Γ 2,≺2). All planar graphs and their equivalence form a groupoid. We denote the set of isomorphic classes of planar
graphs by Γ. We usually do not make a distinction between a planar graph and its isomorphism class. A planar graph
(
−→
Γ ,≺) with |In(
−→
Γ )| = m and |Out(
−→
Γ )| = n is called an (m,n)-planar graph.
Example 3.1.4. The linear order on half-edges of the planar graph in example 3.1.2 is shown as
2
1
4
3 765
8 9 11
10 12
1413 16
15
.
Example 3.1.5. The linear order on half-edges of the planar graph in example 3.1.3 is shown as
15
2 3 41
9 18 19 22
14 15
7
8
10
11
5
6 12
13
16
17
20
21
.
Here we summarize some notions we have introduced:
oriented graph graph+orientation
directed graph orientation+In(v)&Out(v) nonempty
progressive graph directed + acyclic
polarized graph In(v)&Out(v) totally ordered
anchored graph directed + In(Γ)&Out(Γ) totally ordered
planar graph progressive + ≺
For simplicity, in this paper we use the notation e1 ≺ e2 to denote e1  e2 and e1 6= e2. And in almost of all cases we
discuss about a linear order, we will restrict on the cases of different elements if we do not point out clearly.
The following proposition shows that in the definition of a planar graph, the condition (P2) can be replaced by other
equivalent conditions.
Proposition 3.1.6. If
−→
Γ is a directed graph with a linear order ≺ on the set of edges E(Γ). Then the following three
conditions are equivalent:
(P2) for any three edges e1, e2, e3, if e1 → e2 and e1 ≺ e3 ≺ e2 then e3 → e2 or e1 → e3;
(P r2 ) for any three edges e1, e2, e3, if e1 → e2, e1 ≺ e3 and e1 9 e3 then e2 ≺ e3 or e3 → e2;
(P l2) for any three edges e1, e2, e3, if e1 → e2, e3 ≺ e2 and e3 9 e2 then e3 ≺ e1 or e1 → e3.
(P˜2) for any three edges e1, e2, e3, if e1e2 is a directed path, that is, t(e1) = s(e2), and e1 ≺ e3 ≺ e2 then e3 → e2 or
e1 → e3;
(P˜ r2 ) for any three edges e1, e2, e3, if e1e2 is a directed path, e1 ≺ e3 and e1 9 e3 then e2 ≺ e3 or e3 → e2;
(P˜ l2) for any three edges e1, e2, e3, if e1e2 is a directed path, e3 ≺ e2 and e3 9 e2 then e3 ≺ e1 or e1 → e3.
Proof. • (P2) =⇒ (P r2 ). Assume e1 → e2, e1 ≺ e3 and e1 9 e3, we want to prove e2 ≺ e3 or e3 → e2 using condition
(P2). By the linearity of ≺ we have e2 ≺ e3 or e3 ≺ e2. If e2 ≺ e3, we complete our proof. If e3 ≺ e2, by the assumption
we have e1 ≺ e3 ≺ e2. By condition (P2), we have e3 → e2 or e1 → e3. But we have assumed e1 9 e3, so we must have
e3 → e2.
• (P r2 ) =⇒ (P2). Assume e1 → e2 and e1 ≺ e3 ≺ e2, we want to prove e3 → e2 or e1 → e3 using condition (P
r
2 ). If
e1 → e3, we complete the proof. If e1 9 e3, we have e2 ≺ e3 or e3 → e2 according to condition (P r2 ). If e3 → e2, we
complete the proof. If e2 ≺ e3, we have a contradiction with assumption e1 ≺ e3 ≺ e2, so we must have e3 → e2.
• (P2) =⇒ (P
l
2). Assume e1 → e2, e3 ≺ e2 and e3 9 e2, we want to prove that e3 ≺ e1 or e1 → e3 using condition
(P2). By the linearity of ≺ we have e1 ≺ e3 or e3 ≺ e1. If e3 ≺ e1, we complete the proof. If e1 ≺ e3, then by assumption
we have e1 ≺ e3 ≺ e2. By condition (P2), we have e3 → e2 or e1 → e3. But we have assumed e3 9 e2, we must have
e1 → e3, thus condition (P l2) is satisfied.
• (P l2) =⇒ (P2). Assume e1 → e2 and e1 ≺ e3 ≺ e2, we want to prove e3 → e2 or e1 → e3 using condition (P
l
2). If
e3 → e2, we complete the proof. If e3 9 e2, we have e3 ≺ e1 or e1 → e3 according to condition (P l2). If e1 → e3, we
complete the proof. If e3 ≺ e1, we have a contradiction with assumption e1 ≺ e3 ≺ e2, so we must have e1 → e3.
• (P2) =⇒ (P˜2). Obviously.
• (P˜2) =⇒ (P2). If e1 → e2 and e1 ≺ e3 ≺ e2, the linearity of ≺ implies that there must exists an unique direct path
eiej such that e1 → ei, ej → e2 and ei ≺ e3 ≺ ej. Then condition (P˜2) says that ei → e3 or e3 → ej , which imply that
e1 → e3 or e3 → e2 respectively. So condition (P2) is satisfied.
The proof of the two equivalences P˜ l2 ⇐⇒ P
l
2 and P˜
r
2 ⇐⇒ P
r
2 are similar.
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It is not too difficult to prove the following proposition:
Proposition 3.1.7. If
−→
Γ ′ ⊆
−→
Γ is a directed subgraph of
−→
Γ , then any planar structure ≺ on
−→
Γ naturally induces a planar
structure ≺′ on
−→
Γ ′.
Evidently, for Joyal and Street’s progressive plane graphs, their opposite and mirror are progressive plane graphs
naturally. These equivalence of conditions (P2), (P
r
2 ) and (P
l
2) in proposition 3.1.6 can be seen as an reflection of these
phenomena in some sense. Also this fact has some connections with the fact that to any strict tensor categories, we can
associate other three strict tensor category as discussed in Remark 7.1.1.
Remark 3.1.8. We define the opposite graph of an oriented graph
−→
Γ to be an oriented graph obtained by reversing the
orientation of every edges of
−→
Γ , and denote it by
−→
Γ op. If there is an planar structure ≺ on
−→
Γ , then there is a natural
planar structure ≺op on
−→
Γ op defined as e1 ≺op e2 ⇐⇒ e2 ≺ e1, and we call the planar graph (
−→
Γ op,≺op) opposite planar
graph of (
−→
Γ ,≺). The operation (−)op is a involution on the groupoid of planar graphs. The condition (P l2) and (P
r
2 ) are
dual to each other in the sense that (
−→
Γ ,≺) satisfies condition (P l2) if and only if (
−→
Γ op,≺op) satisfies condition (P r2 ).
In fact, proposition 3.1.6 has an abstract form, that is, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 3.1.9. Let (S,→) be a set with a partial order →. Let ≺ be a linear order which extends the partial order
→. Then the following properties are equivalent:
(P2) for any three elements s1, s2, s3, if s1 → s2 and s1 ≺ s3 ≺ s2 then s3 → s2 or s1 → s3;
(P r2 ) for any three elements s1, s2, s3, if s1 → s2, s1 ≺ s3 and s1 9 s3 then s2 ≺ s3 or s3 → s2;
(P l2) for any three elements s1, s2, s3, if s1 → s2, s3 ≺ s2 and s3 9 s2 then s3 ≺ s1 or s1 → s3.
Proof. • (P2) =⇒ (P r2 ). If s1 → s2, s1 ≺ s3 and s1 9 s3, we want to prove that s2 ≺ s3 or s3 → s2 using condition (P
r
2 ).
If s2 ≺ s3, we complete the proof. Otherwise, we have s3 ≺ s2, hence s1 ≺ s3 ≺ s2, using the fact that s1 → s2 and
condition (P2), we have s3 → s2 or s1 → s3. But we have assumed s1 9 s3, thus we must have s3 → s2.
• (P r2 ) =⇒ (P2). If s1 → s2 and s1 ≺ s3 ≺ s2, we want to prove s3 → s2 or s1 → s3 using condition (P2). If s1 → s3,
we complete the proof. Otherwise, we have s1 9 s3, we have s2 ≺ s3 or s3 → s2 according to condition (P2). Noticing
that we have assumed s3 ≺ s2, we must have s3 → s2.
• (P r2 ) =⇒ (P
l
2). If s1 → s2, s3 ≺ s2 and s3 9 s2, we want to prove s3 ≺ s1 or s1 → s3 using condition (P
r
2 ). If
s1 → s3, we complete the proof. Otherwise, we have s1 9 s3 and we discuss in the following two cases: if s3 ≺ s1, we
complete the proof. Otherwise, we have s1 ≺ s3, notice that s1 9 s3 and s1 → s2, then by condition (P r2 ), we have
s2 ≺ s3 or s3 → s2. But we have assumed s3 ≺ s2 and s3 9 s2, we get a contradiction, thus we must have s3 ≺ s1.
• (P l2) =⇒ (P
r
2 ). If s1 → s2, s1 ≺ s3 and s1 9 s3, we want to prove s2 ≺ s3 or s3 → s2 using condition (P
l
2). If
s3 → s2, we complete the proof. Otherwise, we have s3 9 s2 and we discuss int the following two cases: if s2 ≺ s3,
we complete the proof. Otherwise, we have s3 ≺ s2, notice that s3 9 s2 and s1 → s2, then by condition (P l2), we have
s3 ≺ s1 or s1 → s3. But we have assumed s1 ≺ s3 and s1 9 s3, we get a contradiction, thus we must have s2 ≺ s3.
Now it is reasonable to introduce the following notion:
Definition 3.1.10. A planar structure on a finite partial set (S,→) is a linear order ≺ such that
• ≺ is a linear extension of the partial order →, i.e, ≺ is a linear order such that s1 → s2 implies s1 ≺ s2, for every
two distinct elements s1.s2 of S;
• for any three elements s1, s2, s3 of S, if s1 → s2 and s1 ≺ s3 ≺ s2 then s3 → s2 or s1 → s3.
A finite partial set with a planar structure is called a planar set. Recall that Hasse diagram is a geometric way to
represent a finite partial set, so it is reasonable to think that the Hasse diagram of a planar set should be drawn in the
plane. In section 3.6, we will show that it is indeed the case.
Similarly to proposition 3.1.7, we have
Proposition 3.1.11. Let (S,→,≺) be a planar set, T ⊆ S be a non-empty subset, then there is a natural planar structure
on T induced from (S,→,≺).
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3.2. Some properties of a planar graph
This section is devoted to introduce some common properties of a planar graph, and some of them will be useful to
prove that composition of planar graphs are planar graphs (Theorem 3.5.5).
Lemma 3.2.1 (A). If e1 → e← e2 and e1 ≺ e′ ≺ e2, then e1 9 e′ implies e′ → e.
Proof. By condition (P1), the fact e ← e2 implies e2 ≺ e. By the linearity of ≺ and the fact e′ ≺ e2 , we have e′ ≺ e.
According to condition (P r2 ), e1 → e and e1 ≺ e
′ imply e ≺ e′ or e′ → e. If e′ → e, we complete the proof. If e ≺ e′, then
due to e′ ≺ e2 we have e ≺ e2 which is contract to e2 ≺ e. So e ≺ e′ is impossible and thus in this case we must have
e′ → e.
Lemma 3.2.2 (B). If e1 ← e→ e2 and e1 ≺ e′ ≺ e2, then e′ 9 e2 implies e→ e′.
Proof. By condition (P1), the fact e → e1 implies e ≺ e1. By the linearity of ≺ and the fact e1 ≺ e′ , we have e ≺ e′.
According to condition (P l2), e→ e2 and e
′ ≺ e2 imply e
′ ≺ e or e→ e′. If e→ e′, we complete the proof. If e′ ≺ e, then
due to e1 ≺ e′ we have e1 ≺ e which is contract to e ≺ e1. So e′ ≺ e is impossible and thus in this case we must have
e′ → e.
For an edge e of planar graph (
−→
Γ ,≺), we introduce some notations:
imin(e) = min{ik ∈ In(
−→
Γ )|ik → e},
imax(e) = max{ik ∈ In(
−→
Γ )|ik → e},
omin(e) = min{ok ∈ Out(
−→
Γ )|e→ ok},
omax(e) = max{ok ∈ Out(
−→
Γ )|e→ ok}.
Lemma 3.2.3 (A’). For any input i ∈ In(
−→
Γ ) and any edge e ∈ E(
−→
Γ ), we have
imin(e)  i  imax(e)⇐⇒ i→ e.
Proof. The ⇐= direction is obvious. To show that the ⇐= direction is a direct consequence of lemma A, we only need to
notice that imin(e)9 i which is implied by the fact that i is an input.
Lemma 3.2.4 (B’). For any output o ∈ In(
−→
Γ ) and any edge e ∈ E(
−→
Γ ), we have
omin(e)  o  omax(e)⇐⇒ e→ o.
Proof. The ⇐= direction is obvious. To show that the ⇐= direction is a direct consequence of lemma B, we only need to
notice that o9 omax(e) which is implied by the fact that o is an output.
Lemma 3.2.5 (A”). For any edge e ∈ E(
−→
Γ ), if ik ≺ e , 1 ≤ k ≤ n, then we have
ik  imax(e).
Moreover, if k = n, we have imax(e) = in.
Proof. If ik ≺ e and assume imax(e) ≺ ik, then we have imax(e) ≺ ik ≺ e. Notice that imax(e) → e, so according to
condition (P2), we have imax(e)→ ik or ik → e. But both of them are impossible. In fact, if ik → e, then by the definition
of imax(e) we have ik  imax(e) which is contract to imax(e) ≺ ik, so ik → e is impossible. Notice that ik is an input
edge, so imax(e)→ ik is impossible. Thus we must have ik  imax(e). It is obviously, if k = n, we have imax(e) = in.
Lemma 3.2.6 (B”). For any edge e ∈ E(
−→
Γ ), if e ≺ ok, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, then we have
omin(e)  ok.
Moreover, if k = 1, we have omin(e) = o1.
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Proof. If e ≺ ok and assume ok ≺ omin(e), then we have e ≺ ok ≺ omin(e). Notice that e → omin(e), so according to
condition (P2), we have e → ok or ok → omin(e). But both of them are impossible. In fact, if e → ok, then by the
definition of omin(e) we have omin(e)  ok, which is contract to ok ≺ omin(e), so e → ok is impossible. Notice that ok
is an output edge, so ok → omin(e) is impossible. Thus we must have omin(e)  ok. Obviously, if k = 1, we must have
omin(e) = o1.
As in Joyal and Street’s geometric theory of progressive plane graphs, a combinatorial progressive planar structure on
a combinatorial graph can also induce some ”more local” structures on the combinatorial graph.
Proposition 3.2.7. Planar graphs are progressive, polarized and anchored graphs.
Proof. • The fact that planar graphs are progressive is a direct consequence of the fact that planar structures are linear
orders. In fact, if e1 · · · en is a directed circuit of planar graph (
−→
Γ ,≺), then by the definition of ≺, we have e1 ≺ en and
en ≺ e1 which is contrary to the linearity of ≺.
• The fact that planar graphs are polarized can be easily proved. In fact, let v be a real vertex of planar graph (
−→
Γ ,≺),
we define the orders on In(v) and Out(v) as follows: (1) i1 < i2 iff i1 ≺ i2 for i1, i2 ∈ In(v) and (2) o1 < o2 iff o1 ≺ o2
for o1, o2 ∈ Out(v). The linearity of ≺ implies the linearity of <.
• The anchor structure is given as: (1) i1 < i2 iff i1 ≺ i2 for i1, i2 ∈ In(Γ) and (2) o1 < o2 iff o1 ≺ o2 for o1, o2 ∈ Out(Γ).
The linearity of ≺ implies the linearity of <.
Conversely, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 3.2.8. If
−→
Γ is a progressive, polarized and anchored graph, then there exists at most one planar structure
≺ compatible with these structures, or more precisely, such that:
• e1 → e2 implies e1 ≺ e2 for any distinct edges e1, e2;
• for any vertex v, (1) i1 < i2 iff i1 ≺ i2 for i1, i2 ∈ In(v) and (2) o1 < o2 iff o1 ≺ o2 for o1, o2 ∈ Out(v);
• (1) i1 < i2 iff i1 ≺ i2 for i1, i2 ∈ In(Γ) and (2) o1 < o2 iff o1 ≺ o2 for o1, o2 ∈ Out(Γ).
Proof. To proof this composition, we only need to show that if there is a planar structure ≺, it will be determined by the
progressive, polarization and anchor structures. In fact, for any distinct edges e1, e2, we set
V (e1, e2) = {v ∈ V (Γ)|v → e1, v → e2},
then we have the following cases:
• Case 1: e1 → e2 or e2 → e1. By the compatible condition between progressive structure and ≺ (just (P1) condition),
we have e1 → e2 if and only if e1 ≺ e2. That is, in this case, the order between e1, e2 is determined by the progressive
structure.
• Case 2: V (e1, e2) = ∅, e1 9 e2 and e2 9 e1. In this case, we must have imax(e1) ≺ imin(e2) or imax(e2) ≺ imin(e1).
Otherwise, by lemma (A′) there will be an edge i with i → e1 and i → e2, hence the target vertex of i would be an
element of V (e1, e2), a contradiction. Thus, by property (P
r
2 ) of ≺ and lemma (A
′), we can easily prove that e1 ≺ e2 if
and only if imax(e1) < imax(e2) which is equivalent to imax(e1) ≺ imax(e2) by the compatible condition between ≺ and
the anchor structure.
Now we want to prove that imax(e1) < imax(e2) implies e1 ≺ e2. Notice the facts that imax(e1)→ e1, imax(e1) ≺ e2
(by imax(e1) ≺ imin(e2) and imin(e2) → e2) and imax(e1) 9 e2 (by imax(e1) ≺ imin(e2) and lemma (A′)), then by
property (P r2 ) of ≺, we have e1 ≺ e2 or e2 → e1. But we have assumed e2 9 e1, thus we must have e1 ≺ e2.
Now if e1 ≺ e2, we want to prove imax(e1) < imax(e2). Notice that imin(e2)→ e2, e1 ≺ e2 and e1 9 e2, by property
(P l2) of ≺, we have e1 ≺ imin(e2) or imin(e2)→ e1. If imin(e2)→ e1 and notice that imin(e2)→ e2, then the target vertex
of imin(e2) will be an element of V (e1, e2), a contradiction. So we must have e1 ≺ imin(e2). Notice that imax(e1) ≺ e1
(by the fact imax(e1)→ e1 and fact we have proved in Case 1 ), hence imax(e1) ≺ imax(e2) by the linearity of ≺.
In summary, in this case, we prove that the order between e1, e2 is determined by the anchor structure.
• Case 3: V (e1, e2) 6= ∅, e1 9 e2 and e2 9 e1. In this case, we first define a partial order <˜ on V (e1, e2) as
v1<˜v2 ⇐⇒ v1 → v2,
for any distinct v1, v2 ∈ V (e1, e2), and the fact that <˜ is indeed a partial order is consequence of the fact that
−→
Γ is
a progressive graph. Let vmax ∈ V (e1, e2) be a maximal element under <˜, then there must be two distinct output
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o1, o2 ∈ Out(vmax) such that o1 → e1 and o2 → e2, otherwise the target of o1(= o2) will be an element larger than vmax.
Another consequence of the maximality of vmax is that o1 9 e2 and o2 9 e1. Now we want to show that e1 ≺ e2 if and
only if o1 < o2 (or equivalently, o1 ≺ o2 by the compatible condition of polarization structure and ≺). The proof is very
similar to that of Case 2.
Now we prove that o1 ≺ o2 implies e1 ≺ e2. Notice that o2 → e2, then by the fact we have proved in Case 1 we have
o2 ≺ e2, hence o1 ≺ e2 (by o1 ≺ o2 and linearity of ≺). So we have o1 → e1, o1 ≺ e2 and o1 9 e2, by property (P r2 ) of ≺
we have e1 ≺ e2 or e2 → e1. But e2 9 e1, we must have e1 ≺ e2.
Now we prove that e1 ≺ e2 implies o1 ≺ o2. Notice that o1 → e1, then by the fact we have proved in Case 1 we have
o1 ≺ e1. By the linearity of ≺, we see that to prove o1 ≺ o2 we only need to prove e1 ≺ o2. Now we have the facts that
o2 → e2, e1 ≺ e2 and e1 9 e2, using the property (P l2) of ≺ we get e1 ≺ o2 or o2 → e1. But o2 9 e1, we must have
e1 ≺ o2, hence complete the proof.
In summary, in this case, we prove that the order between e1, e2 is determined by the polarization structure.
3.3. Planar structure on vertices
In this section, we want to show that the set of vertices of a planar graph will naturally be a planar set (definition
3.1.10). In fact for a planar graph (
−→
Γ ,≺), we can define a partial order <V on the set Vre(
−→
Γ ) of real vertices as follows:
v1 <V v2 ⇐⇒ v1 → v2.
It is easily to see that <V is indeed a partial order and the fact that
−→
Γ is a progressive graph implies that maximal
and minimal elements always exist. Now we want to prove that for planar graph (
−→
Γ ,≺) the partial order <V defined
above can be naturally extended to a linear order ≺V on V (
−→
Γ ). Similar to the Kontsevich’s complex of graphs we can
define complex of planar graphs, and this linear order can make the sign rule of differential explicit, we hope to come
back to this issue in the further.
For a vertex v of planar graph (
−→
Γ ,≺), we introduce some notations:
imin(v) = min In(v),
imax(v) = max In(v),
omin(v) = min Out(v),
omax(v) = max Out(v).
For any two different vertices v1, v2, we define the new order ≺V as follows:
v1 ≺V v2 ⇐⇒ v1 → v2 or omax(v1) ≺ imin(v2).
Lemma 3.3.1. If v1 ≺V v2, then imin(v1) ≺ omax(v2).
Proof. If v1 → v2, it is obvious that imin(v1) → omax(v2), hence that imin(v1) ≺ omax(v2). If omax(v1) ≺ imin(v2),
noticing that imin(v1) ≺ omax(v1) and imin(v2) ≺ omax(v2), thus the fact that ≺ is a linear order implies that imin(v1) ≺
omax(v2).
Proposition 3.3.2. ≺V is a linear order on V (Γ).
Proof. • We want to prove that v1 ≺V v2 and v2 ≺V v1 contradict with each other.
Case 1: v1 → v2 and v2 → v1. In this case, these conditions contradict with the fact that (
−→
Γ ,≺) is progressive.
Case 2: v1 → v2 and omax(v2) ≺ imin(v1). v1 → v2 implies that imin(v1) ≺ omax(v2) which contradicts with
omax(v2) ≺ imin(v1).
Case 3: v2 → v1 and omax(v1) ≺ imin(v2). Similar to Case 2.
Case 4: omax(v1) ≺ imin(v2) and omax(v2) ≺ imin(v1). In this case, these conditions contradict with the fact that ≺
is a linear order.
• If v1 ≺V v2 and v2 ≺V v3, we want to prove that v1 ≺V v3. By definition of ≺V , we have that v1 → v2 or omax(v1) ≺
imin(v2) and v2 → v3 or omax(v2) ≺ imin(v3).
Case 1: v1 → v2 and v2 → v3. In this case, we have v1 → v3, hence v1 ≺V v3.
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Case 2: v1 → v2 and omax(v2) ≺ imin(v3). The fact that v1 → v2 implies that imin(v1)→ omax(v2), thus imin(v1) ≺
omax(v2) and hence imin(v1) ≺ imin(v3). We will prove that v1 → v3 or omax(v1) ≺ imin(v3) in the following two cases.
case 2.1: If omax(v1) ≺ imin(v3), we get that v1 ≺V v3, thus we complete the proof.
case 2.2: If imin(v3) ≺ omax(v1), we get that imin(v1) ≺ imin(v3) ≺ omax(v1). Noticing that imin(v1) → omax(v1),
we have imin(v1) → imin(v3) or imin(v3) → omax(v1). In the first case, we have v1 → v3, hence v1 ≺V v3. In the latter
case, we have v3 → v1, noticing that v1 → v2 we get v3 → v2 hence v3 ≺V v2. But we have proved that it contracts with
v2 ≺V v3, hence the latter case is impossible.
Case 3: omax(v1) ≺ imin(v2) and omax(v2) ≺ imin(v3). In this case, noticing that imin(v2) → omax(v2), we have
imin(v2) ≺ omax(v2), hence omax(v1) ≺ imin(v3) which implies v1 ≺V v3.
Case 4: omax(v1) ≺ imin(v2) and v2 → v3. This case is similar to Case 2 but we still give a complete proof. The fact
that v2 → v3 implies imin(v2)→ omax(v3), hence imin(v2) ≺ omax(v3),thus we have omax(v1) ≺ omax(v3). We will prove
that v1 → v3 or omax(v1) ≺ imin(v3) in the following two cases.
case 4.1: If omax(v1) ≺ imin(v3), we get v1 ≺V v3, thus complete the proof.
case 4.2: If imin(v3) ≺ omax(v1), we get that imin(v3) ≺ omax(v1) ≺ omax(v3), noticing that imin(v3)→ omax(v3), we
must have imin(v3) → omax(v1) or omax(v1) → omax(v3). In the first case, we get v3 → v1, and notice that v2 → v3 we
get v2 → v1, hence v2 ≺V v1 which contradict with the fact that v1 ≺V v2. In the latter case, we have v1 → v3, hence
v1 ≺V v3.
• We want to prove that v1 ≺V v2 or v2 ≺V v1 for different vertices v1, v2, which is equivalent to at least one of the
following conditions: (1) v1 → v2, (2) omax(v1) ≺ imin(v2), (3) v2 → v1, (4) omax(v2) ≺ imin(v1). We discuss in the
following cases:
Case 1: if imin(v1) ≺ imin(v2) ≺ omax(v1), then by the fact that imin(v1) → omax(v1) and the condition (P˜2) of ≺,
we have imin(v2) → omax(v1) or imin(v1) → imin(v2) which implies v2 → v1 or v1 → v2, thus we have condition (1) or
condition (3).
Case 2: imin(v2) ≺ imin(v1) or omax(v1) ≺ imin(v2). If omax(v1) ≺ imin(v2), we get condition (2). If imin(v2) ≺
imin(v1), we discuss in the following cases: omax(v2) ≺ imin(v1) or imin(v1) ≺ omax(v2).
case 2.1: If imin(v2) ≺ imin(v1) and omax(v2) ≺ imin(v1), we get condition (4).
case 2.2: If imin(v2) ≺ imin(v1) and imin(v1) ≺ omax(v2), that is, imin(v2) ≺ imin(v1) ≺ omax(v2), then by the fact
that imin(v2)→ omax(v2) and the condition (P˜2) of ≺, we must have imin(v2)→ imin(v1) or imin(v1)→ omax(v2), which
implies v2 → v1 or v1 → v2 thus we have conditions (1) or condition (3).
Example 3.3.3. For the planar graph in example 3.1.3, the linear order on vertices are shown as
2
1
4
3
5
2 3 41
7 13 14 17
10 11
6
5
9 12
15
8
,
where the linear order on vertices is given by their labels 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
In the following proposition, we will show that ≺V satisfies (P2) condition.
Proposition 3.3.4. For any three vertices v1,v2,v3, if v1 ≺V v3 ≺V v2 and v1 → v2, then v1 → v3 or v3 → v2.
Proof. We prove this proposition by contradiction. Suppose that v1 9 v3 and v3 9 v2,then the fact that v1 ≺V v3 ≺V v2
implies that omax(v1) ≺ imin(v3) and omax(v3) ≺ imin(v2). It is obvious that
imin(v1)→ omax(v1) ≺ imin(v3)→ omax(v3) ≺ imin(v2)→ omax(v2).
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The fact v1 → v2 implies imin(v1)→ omax(v2). Using the property (P2) of ≺, we have imin(v1)→ imin(v3) or imin(v3)→
omax(v2) which imply v1 → v3 or v3 → v2, hence we arrive at a contradiction.
Thus we have shown that the set of vertices of any planar graph is a planar set. As a corollary of proposition 3.1.9,
we have
Corollary 3.3.5. The following three conditions are equivalent:
(P2) for any three vertices v1, v2, v3, if v1 → v2 and v1 ≺V v3 ≺V v2, then v1 → v3 or v3 → v2;
(P r2 ) for any three vertices v1, v2, v3, if v1 → v2 and v1 ≺V v3 and v1 9 v3, then v2 ≺V v3 or v3 → v2;
(P l2) for any three vertices v1, v2, v3, if v1 → v2 and v3 ≺V v2 and v3 9 v2, then v3 ≺V v1 or v1 → v3.
3.4. Tensor product of planar graphs
Now we give the notion of tensor product of two planar graphs.
Definition 3.4.1. Let (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) and (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) be two planar graph, we define their tensor product (
−→
Γ ,≺) to be a directed
graph
−→
Γ with a partial order ≺ such that
•
−→
Γ =
−→
Γ 1 ⊗
−→
Γ 2 as a directed graph,
• for any different edges e1, e2 ∈ E(Γ),
e1 ≺ e2 ⇐⇒

e1, e2 ∈ E(Γ1) and e1 ≺1 e2, or,
e1, e2 ∈ E(Γ2) and e1 ≺2 e2, or,
e1 ∈ E(Γ1) and e2 ∈ E(Γ2).
Proposition 3.4.2. Tensor product of two planar graphs is a planar graph.
Proof. We only need to show that ≺ is a planar structure.
• The linearity is obvious from the definition of ≺.
• Now we want to show condition (P1) is satisfied. If e1 → e2, then we must have e1, e2 ∈ E(Γ1) or e1, e2 ∈ E(Γ2)
due to the fact that Γ1 and Γ2 are not connected in Γ1 ⊗ Γ2. In both case, we have e1 ≺ e2.
• Now we want to prove that ≺ satisfies condition (P r2 ). If e1 → e2,e3 9 e2 and e1 ≺ e3, we want to prove that
e2 ≺ e3 or e3 → e2. Just as above, e1 → e2 implies e1, e2 ∈ E(Γ1) or e1, e2 ∈ E(Γ2). Thus we only need discuss the follow
cases:
Case 1: e1, e2, e3 ∈ E(Γ1). The fact that ≺1 is a planar structure implies that e2 ≺1 e3 or e3 → e2. Hence, we have
e2 ≺ e3 or e3 → e2 due to the definition of ≺.
Case 2: e1, e2, e3 ∈ E(Γ2). In this case, the proof is similar to Case 1.
Case 3: e1, e2 ∈ E(Γ1) and e3 ∈ E(Γ2). In this case, we have e2 ≺ e3 which is directly from the definition of ≺.
Case 4: e1, e2 ∈ E(Γ2) and e3 ∈ E(Γ1). In this case, from the definition of ≺, we have e3 ≺ e1 which is contrary to
our assumption e1 ≺ e3. So this case can be dropped.
Proposition 3.4.3. If ≺ and ≺˜ are two planar structures on
−→
Γ 1 ⊗
−→
Γ 2 and satisfy (1) ≺ |E(Γ1) = ≺˜|E(Γ1), ≺ |E(Γ2) =
≺˜|E(Γ2), and, (2) for any e1 ∈ E(Γ1), e2 ∈ E(Γ2), e1 ≺ e2 and e1≺˜e2, then ≺= ≺˜.
Proof. From condition (1), we can define a linear order ≺1=≺ |E(Γ1) = ≺˜|E(Γ1) on
−→
Γ 1 and a linear order ≺2=≺ |E(Γ2) =
≺˜|E(Γ2) on
−→
Γ 2. To prove this proposition, we need to show that for any two different edges e1, e2 ∈ E(
−→
Γ 1 ⊗
−→
Γ 2),
e1 ≺ e2 ⇐⇒ e1≺˜e2. We will prove this in three cases:
Case 1: e1, e2 ∈ E(
−→
Γ 1). In this case, we have
e1 ≺ e2 ⇐⇒ e1 ≺1 e2 ⇐⇒ e1≺˜e2.
Case 2: e1, e2 ∈ E(
−→
Γ 2). In this case, we have
e1 ≺ e2 ⇐⇒ e1 ≺2 e2 ⇐⇒ e1≺˜e2.
Case 3: e1 ∈ E(
−→
Γ 1), e2 ∈ E(
−→
Γ 2). In this case, e1 ≺ e2 ⇐⇒ e1≺˜e2 is a direct consequence of condition (2).
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From the above two propositions, we see that the tensor product is a natural and well-defined operation/bi-functor on
the groupoid of planar graphs. We denote by (
−→
Γ 1⊗
−→
Γ 2,≺1 ⊗ ≺2) = (
−→
Γ 1,≺1)⊗ (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) the tensor product of (
−→
Γ 1,≺1)
and (
−→
Γ 2,≺2). The following proposition is obvious:
Proposition 3.4.4. The tensor product ⊗ is associative, that is, for any three planar graphs (
−→
Γ 1,≺1), (
−→
Γ 2,≺2), (
−→
Γ 3,≺3),
we have
(
−→
Γ 1 ⊗
−→
Γ 2,≺1 ⊗ ≺2)⊗ (
−→
Γ 3,≺3) = (
−→
Γ 1,≺1)⊗ (
−→
Γ 2 ⊗
−→
Γ 3,≺2 ⊗ ≺3).
In summary, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 3.4.5. The tensor product and empty graph makes the groupoid of planar graphs a tensor category.
3.5. Composition of planar graphs
In this section we will prove that on equivalence classes of planar graphs there is a well-defined composition. Let us
start with introducing the notion of composition of two planar graphs.
Definition 3.5.1. Let (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) and (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) be two planar graph, and let Out(
−→
Γ 1) = {o1, ..., on} with o1 ≺1 · · · ≺1 on
and In(
−→
Γ 1) = {i1, ..., in} with i1 ≺2 · · · ≺2 in. Their composition (
−→
Γ ,≺) is defined to be a directed graph
−→
Γ with a
binary relation ≺ such that:
•
−→
Γ =
−→
Γ 2 ◦
−→
Γ 1 as an anchored graph;
• for any two different edges e1, e2 ∈ E(
−→
Γ ), the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) If e1, e2 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 1), then e1 ≺ e2 ⇐⇒ e1 ≺1 e2;
(2) If e1, e2 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 2), then e1 ≺ e2 ⇐⇒ e1 ≺2 e2;
(3) If e1 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 1) and e2 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 2), then
e1 ≺ e2 if e1 ≺1 o1;
e1 ≺ e2 if in ≺2 e2;
e1 ≺ e2 if ok ≺1 e1 ≺1 ok+1 and e2 ≺2 ik+1, 1 ≤ k < n;
e2 ≺ e1 if ok ≺1 e1 ≺1 ok+1 and ik+1 ≺2 e2, 1 ≤ k < n;
(4) If e1 ∈ En(
−→
Γ ), then 
e2 ≺ e1 if e2 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 1) and e2 ≺1 ok;
e1 ≺ e2 if e2 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 1) and ok ≺1 e2;
e2 ≺ e1 if e2 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 2) and e2 ≺2 ik;
e1 ≺ e2 if e2 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 2) and ik ≺2 e2;
(5) If e1, e2 ∈ En(
−→
Γ ), that is, e1 = ek, e2 = el for some k, l ∈ {1, ..., n}, then e1 ≺ e2 ⇐⇒ k < l.
To illustrate the rules of the definition of ≺ and show that it is indeed a linear order, we give a constructive description
of ≺. We label edges of
−→
Γ 1,
−→
Γ 2 by numbers, that is, E(
−→
Γ 1) = {e1, ...., es}, E(
−→
Γ 2) = {e
′
1, ...., e
′
t} such that
• ei ≺1 ej ⇐⇒ i < j, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ s,
• e′p ≺2 e
′
q ⇐⇒ p < q, for 1 ≤ p, q ≤ t,
and let
• ok = eqk , for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, qk ∈ {1, ..., s},
• ik = e′pk , for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, pk ∈ {1, ..., t}.
Thus, Eo(
−→
Γ 1) and Eo(
−→
Γ 2) together with their linear orders can be equivalently written as sequences
e1 · · · eqk−1êqkeqk+1 · · · es−1êqn
and
ê′p1e
′
2 · · · e
′
pk−1ê
′
pke
′
pk+1 · · · e
′
t,
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where êqk and ê
′
pk denote to remove the edges eqk and e
′
pk in the two sequence, 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Now we split them into
segments
Eo(
−→
Γ 1) = eQ1 ⊔ {̂eq1}︸ ︷︷ ︸⊔... ⊔ eQk ⊔ {̂eqk}︸ ︷︷ ︸⊔... ⊔ eQn ⊔ {̂eqn}︸ ︷︷ ︸
and
Eo(
−→
Γ 2) = {̂e′p1} ⊔ e
′
P1︸ ︷︷ ︸⊔... ⊔ {̂e′pk} ⊔ e′Pk︸ ︷︷ ︸⊔... ⊔ {̂e′pn} ⊔ e′Pn︸ ︷︷ ︸,
where eQk = {ei, qk−1+1 ≤ i ≤ qk−1}, ePk = {e
′
p, pk+1 ≤ p ≤ pk+1−1}, for 2 ≤ k ≤ n−1 and eQ1 = {ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ q1−1},
ePn = {e
′
p, pn + 1 ≤ p ≤ t}. We call these eQks and e
′
Pk
s basic segments of (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) and (
−→
Γ 2,≺2).
We assume En(
−→
Γ ) = {e1, ..., en}. Notice that E(
−→
Γ ) = Eo(
−→
Γ 1) ⊔ En(
−→
Γ ) ⊔ Eo(
−→
Γ 2), so we define the linear order
≺=≺2 ◦ ≺1 on E(
−→
Γ ) to be the following ”shuffled” order:
E(
−→
Γ ) = eQ1 ⊔ {e1} ⊔ e
′
P1︸ ︷︷ ︸⊔... ⊔ eQk ⊔ {ek} ⊔ e′Pk︸ ︷︷ ︸⊔... ⊔ eQn ⊔ {en} ⊔ e′Pn︸ ︷︷ ︸ .
It is easy to check that this linear order satisfying conditions (1)− (5) in the definition above. So we get the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.5.2. On the composition
−→
Γ =
−→
Γ 2 ◦
−→
Γ 1, there exists an unique linear order ≺ satisfying the conditions
(1)− (5) in the definition above.
The following propositions give characterizations of basic segments.
Proposition 3.5.3.
eQ1 = {e ∈ E(Γ1)|e→ o1}
and for 2 ≤ k ≤ n,
eQk = {e ∈ E(Γ1)|e→ ok, e9 ok−1}.
Proof. • Notice that e ∈ eQ1 ⇐⇒ e ≺1 o1. On one hand, if e ≺1 o1, by lemma (B
′′) we have omin(e) = o1, thus e → o1.
On the other hand, if e→ o1, by property (P1) we have e ≺1 o1. Thus we prove that eQ1 = {e ∈ E(Γ1)|e→ o1}.
• Notice that e ∈ eQk ⇐⇒ ok−1 ≺1 e ≺1 ok. On one hand, if ok−1 ≺1 e ≺1 ok, by property (P2) we have ok−1 → e or
e→ ok. Because ok−1 is an output edge, thus ok−1 9 e, so we must have e→ ok. If e→ ok−1, then e ≺1 ok−1 contradicts
with ok−1 ≺1 e, thus e9 ok−1. So eQk ⊆ {e ∈ E(Γ1)|e→ ok, e9 ok−1}.
On the other hand, if e→ ok, then by property (P1) and lemma (B′) we have e ≺ ok and omin(e) 1 ok 1 omax(e).
If e 9 ok−1, then by lemma (B′) we have omax(e) ≺ ok−1 or ok−1 ≺1 omin(e). But omax(e) ≺1 ok−1 is contradicts
with omin(e) 1 ok 1 omax(e), thus we must have ok−1 ≺1 omin(e). Now we have e → omin(e), ok−1 ≺1 omin(e)
and ok−1 9 omin(e), by property (P l2), we get ok−1 ≺1 e or e → ok−1. Notice that e → ok−1 contradicts with
ok−1 ≺1 omin(e) due to lemma (B′), so we must have ok−1 ≺1 e. Thus we have proved that ok−1 ≺1 e ≺1 ok, that is,
{e ∈ E(Γ1)|e→ ok, e9 ok−1} ⊆ eQk .
Proposition 3.5.4. For 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1,
e′Pk = {e
′ ∈ E(Γ2)|ik → e
′, ik+1 9 e
′}
and
e′Pn = {e
′ ∈ E(Γ2)|in → e
′}.
Proof. • Notice that e′ ∈ e′Pk ⇐⇒ ik ≺2 e
′ ≺2 ik+1. One on hand, if ik ≺2 e′ ≺2 ik+1, by property (P2) we have
ik → e′ or e′ → ik+1. But e′ → ik+1 is impossible, because ik+1 is an input edge, thus we must have ik → e′. If
ik+1 → e′,by property (P1) we have ik+1 ≺2 e′ which contradicts with e′ ≺2 ik+1, thus we must have ik+1 9 e′. So we
get e′Pk ⊆ {e
′ ∈ E(Γ2)|ik → e′, ik+1 9 e′}.
On the other hand, if ik → e′, by property (P1) and lemma (A′) we have ik ≺2 e′ and imin(e′) 2 ik 2 imax(e′)
. If ik+1 9 e′, by lemma (A′), we have ik+1 ≺2 imin(e′) or imax(e′) ≺2 ik+1. But ik+1 ≺2 imin(e′) contradicts with
imin(e′) 2 ik 2 imax(e′), thus we must have imax(e′) ≺2 ik+1. Now we have get imax(e′) → e′, imax(e′) ≺2 ik+1
and imax(e′) 9 ik+1, by property (P r2 ) we get e
′ ≺2 ik+1 or ik+1 → e′. Notice that ik+1 → e′ contradicts with
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imax(e′) ≺2 ik+1 due to lemma (A′), so we must have e′ ≺2 ik+1. Thus we have proved that ik ≺2 e′ ≺2 ik+1 which
means that {e′ ∈ E(Γ2)|ik → e′, ik+1 9 e′} ⊆ e′Pk .
• Notice that e′ ∈ e′Pn ⇐⇒ in ≺2 e
′. On one hand, if in ≺2 e′, by lemma (A′′) we have in = imax(e′). Thus in → e′.
On the other hand, if in → e′, by property (P1) we have in ≺2 e′. Thus we prove that e′Pn = {e
′ ∈ E(Γ2)|in → e′}.
It is easy to see that the above two propositions can be stated and proved for any planar graph without any restriction.
Theorem 3.5.5. According to the definition of planar graph, the composition (
−→
Γ ,≺) of (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) and (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) is a
planar graph.
Sketch of proof. According to above proposition, we only need to show that ≺ satisfies condition (P1) and (P˜2).
• Condition (P1) is satisfied. Let e1, e2 be two edges of (
−→
Γ ,≺). If e1 → e2, we want to prove e1 ≺ e2. We will prove
this in several cases:
Case 1: e1, e2 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 1) or e1, e2 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 2). Obvious.
Case 2: e1 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 1), e2 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 2). In this case, e1 → e2 implies there must exist an edge ek = {ok, ik} ∈ En(
−→
Γ )
such that e1 → e2 = e1 → ek → e2, thus e1 ≺1 ok and ik ≺2 e2. By the definition and linearity of ≺, we have e1 ≺ e2.
Case 3: e1 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 2), e2 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 1). Similar to case 2.
Case 4: e1 ∈ En(
−→
Γ ), e2 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 1). Similar to case 2.
Case 5: e1 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 1), e2 ∈ En(
−→
Γ ). Similar to case 2.
Case 6: e1 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 2), e2 ∈ En(
−→
Γ ). Similar to case 2.
Case 7: e1 ∈ En(
−→
Γ ), e2 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 2). Similar to case 2.
Case 8: e1, e2 ∈ En(
−→
Γ ). In this case, e1 → e2 implies there must be an edge e ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 1) or Eo(
−→
Γ 2), such that
e1 → e2 = e1 → e→ e2. By case 4 or 5, we have e1 ≺ e ≺ e2, the linearity of ≺ implies e1 ≺ e2.
• Condition (P˜2) is satisfied.
Let e1, e2, e3 be three edges of (
−→
Γ ,≺). If e1e2 is a directed path in
−→
Γ , and e1 ≺ e3 ≺ e2, we want to prove that
e1 → e3 or e3 → e2. We also prove this in several cases:
Case 1: e1, e2, e3 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 1) or e1, e2, e3 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 2). Obvious.
Case 2: e1 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 1) and e2 ∈ En(
−→
Γ ). We assume e2 = ek for some k ∈ {1, ..., n}. In this case, we discuss in the
following three cases:
◦ case 2.1: e3 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 1).
We translate the conditions about e1, e2, e3 in
−→
Γ into conditions in
−→
Γ 1 about edges e1, ok, e3. In fact, we have the
fact that e1e2 is a directed path in
−→
Γ if and only if e1ok is a direct path in
−→
Γ 1 which is obvious from the definition of
−→
Γ , and the facts
e1 ≺ e3 ⇐⇒ e1 ≺1 e3
and
e3 ≺ e2 ⇐⇒ e3 ≺1 ok
which can be directly checked from the definition of ≺. Thus we have e1 ≺1 e3 ≺1 ok and then due to the fact that
(
−→
Γ 1,≺1) is a planar graph we get the fact that e1 → e3 or e3 → ok in
−→
Γ 1. Translating back into conditions in
−→
Γ we get
exactly that e1 → e3 or e3 → e2.
◦ case 2.2: e3 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 2).
In this case, it is easy to see that e2 9 e3, thus to prove (P ′2) we only need to show that e1 → e3 in
−→
Γ . Taking e1 as
an edge in
−→
Γ 1 and e3 as an edge in
−→
Γ 2 , we assume
omin(e1) = op, omax(e1) = oq, imin(e3) = iu, imax(e3) = iv
and
e1 ∈ eQα , e2 ∈ e
′
Pβ ,
with 1 ≤ α, β, p, q, u, v ≤ n.
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Due to lemma (A′) and (B′) and definition of
−→
Γ , to show e1 → e3 in
−→
Γ we only need to show that op  ov  oq, or
equivlently, p ≤ v ≤ q.
From the definition of ≺ and the fact that e1 ≺ e3 in
−→
Γ , we have
α ≤ β.
Noticing that e1 → e2 = ek in
−→
Γ , which is equivalent to e1 → ok in
−→
Γ 1, due to lemma (A
′) we have op  ok  oq, or
equivalently,
p ≤ k ≤ q.
As e1 ∈ eIα , we have e1 ≺1 oα. So according to lemma (B
′′), we have op 1 oα, or equivalently,
p ≤ α.
As e3 ∈ e′Pβ , we have iβ ≺2 e3. So according to lemma (B
′′), we have iβ ≺2 iv, or equivalently,
β ≤ v.
According to the linearity and (P1) condition of ≺ we have proved above, e3 ≺ e2 implies e2 9 e3 in
−→
Γ , which implies
that ik 9 e3 in
−→
Γ 2. So by lemma (A
′) we have ik ≺2 iu or iv ≺2 ik, or equivalently, k < u or v < k. But u > k is
impossible. In fact, we translate the condition e3 ≺ e2 in
−→
Γ to condition in
−→
Γ 2 about e3 and ik, that is,
e3 ≺ e2 ⇐⇒ e3 ≺2 ik
which can be directly checked from the definition of ≺. If ik ≺2 iu, then one the one hand, due to the fact that e3 ≺2 ik
we have e3 ≺2 iu; on the other hand, from the definition of iu, we have iu → e3 in
−→
Γ 2 which implies that iu ≺2 e3, a
contradiction! Thus we must have
v < k.
To summary, we have proved that p ≤ α ≤ β ≤ v < k ≤ q, thus we have proved e1 → e3 in
−→
Γ .
◦ case 2.3: e3 ∈ En(
−→
Γ ).
We assume e2 = ek, e3 = el for some k, l ∈ {1, ..., n}. Now we translate the condition about e1, e2, e3 in
−→
Γ into conditions
in
−→
Γ 1 about edges e1, ok, ol. In fact, just as case 2.1, we have the fact that e1e2 is a directed path in
−→
Γ if and only if
e1ok is a direct path in
−→
Γ 1 which is obvious from the definition of
−→
Γ , and the facts
e1 ≺ e3 ⇐⇒ e1 ≺1 ol
and
e3 ≺ e2 ⇐⇒ ol ≺1 ok ⇐⇒ l < k
which can be directly checked from the definition of ≺. Now we have two facts in
−→
Γ 1 that e1 → ok and e1 ≺1 ol ≺1 ok
and apply condition (P2), we get that e1 → ol or ol → ok. Translating back into conditions in
−→
Γ we get that e1 → e3 or
e3 → e2.
Case 3: e1 ∈ En(
−→
Γ ) and e2 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 2). In this case, we discuss in the following three cases:
◦ case 3.1: e3 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 1).
The proof is similar as case 2.1.
◦ case 3.2: e3 ∈ Eo(
−→
Γ 2).
The proof is similar as case 2.2.
◦ case 3.3: e3 ∈ En(
−→
Γ ).
The proof is similar as case 2.3.
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This theorem shows that composition is a natural and well-defined operation on the class of planar graphs. We denote
by (
−→
Γ 2 ◦
−→
Γ 1,≺2 ◦ ≺1) = (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) ◦ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) the composition of (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) and (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) by grafting the input legs of
−→
Γ 2 and output legs of
−→
Γ 1. The following proposition can be directly checked from proposition 2.4.5 and the definition
of composition ≺2 ◦ ≺1, so we leave the proof to readers.
Proposition 3.5.6. The composition ◦ of planar graphs is associative, that is, for any three composable planar graphs
(
−→
Γ 1,≺1), (
−→
Γ 2,≺2), (
−→
Γ 3,≺3), we have
(
−→
Γ 3,≺3) ◦ (
−→
Γ 2 ◦
−→
Γ 1,≺2 ◦ ≺1) = (
−→
Γ 3 ◦
−→
Γ 2,≺3 ◦ ≺2) ◦ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1).
Proposition 3.5.7. For two pair of composable planar graphs (
−→
Γ 1,≺1), (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) and (
−→
Γ ′1,≺
′
1), (
−→
Γ ′2,≺
′
2), the middle-
four-interchange law satisfies:
((
−→
Γ 2,≺2) ◦ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1))⊗ ((
−→
Γ ′2,≺
′
2) ◦ (
−→
Γ ′1,≺
′
1)) = ((
−→
Γ 2,≺2)⊗ (
−→
Γ ′2,≺
′
2)) ◦ ((
−→
Γ 1,≺1)⊗ (
−→
Γ ′1,≺
′
1)).
Proof. Directly check by definitions.
The following theorem shows that any planar graph has a finest decomposition under the composition ◦ with essential
prime planar graphs as building blocks.
Theorem 3.5.8. Any non-invertible planar graph (
−→
Γ ,≺) with n real vertices can be written as a composition (
−→
Γ n,≺n
) ◦ · · · ◦ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) with each (
−→
Γ k,≺k) (1 ≤ k ≤ n) being an essential prime graph.
Sketch of proof. If v ∈ V (
−→
Γ ) be a maximal or minimal real vertex under <V , we define two sub-planar graphs (
−→
Γv,≺Γv)
and (
−−−→
Γ− v,≺Γ−v) as follows:
• H(Γv) = v,
• P (Γv) = {v},
• for any h ∈ H(Γv), σΓv (h) = h,
• sgnΓv = sgnΓ|H(Γv),
• ≺Γv is the induced planar structure from ≺,
and
• H(Γ− v) = H(Γ)− v,
• P (Γ− v) = P (Γ)− {v},
• for any h ∈ H(Γ− v),
σΓ−v(h) =
{
σΓ(h), if σΓ(h) /∈ v,
h, if σΓ(h) ∈ v,
• sgnΓ−v = sgnΓ|H(Γ−v),
• ≺Γ−v is the induced planar structure from ≺.
Evidently, (
−→
Γv,≺Γv) is a planar prime graph which we call a vertex subgraph, and it can be easily checked that
(
−→
Γv,≺Γv) and (
−−−→
Γ− v,≺Γ−v) are indeed sub-planar graphs of (
−→
Γ ,≺).
Now we define a planar unitary graph (
−→
ΓU ,≺U ) as follows:
• H(ΓU ) = {+,−},
• P (ΓU ) = {{+,−}},
• σΓU (+) = −, σΓU (−) = +,
• sgn(+) = +, sgn(−) = −,
• {−} ≺U {+}.
We now will prove this proposition by showing that any planar graph with at least two real vertices has a decomposition
under composition. That is, if (
−→
Γ ,≺) is a planar graph with n ≥ 2 real vertices, and assume v ∈ Vre(
−→
Γ ) be a maximal
vertex under <V , we will define two new planar graphs (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) and (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) and show that
(
−→
Γ ,≺) = (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) ◦ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1).
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We assume Out(Γ) = {o1, ..., ot} such that
op ≺ oq ⇐⇒ p < q.
Obviously, we can assume
Out(v) = {oµ ∈ Out(Γ)|k ≤ µ ≤ l, 1 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ t}
be a segment of Out(Γ).
Then we define
(
−→
Γ 1,≺1) = (
−−−→
Γ− v,≺Γ−v)
and
(
−→
Γ 2,≺2) = (
−→
ΓU ,≺U )
⊗(k−1) ⊗ (
−→
Γv2 ,≺Γv2 )⊗ (
−→
ΓU ,≺U )
⊗(t−l),
and by directly checking, we have (
−→
Γ ,≺) = (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) ◦ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1).
On the geometric realization, Theorem 3.5.8 just tell that we can cut a planar graph into two planar graphs with one
being an essential prime. The following is an example, we cut the planar graph in example 3.1.3 into two parts along the
dashed line.
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3.6. Canonical isomorphism between Γ and G
In this section, we want to construction a canonical (preserving tensor product and composition) isomorphism between
the set Γ of planar graphs (isomorphic classes of (combinatorial) progressive planar graphs) and the set G of plane graphs
(isotopy classes of Joyal and Street’s boxed/leveled progressive plane graphs). That is, we want to prove the following
theorem:
Theorem 3.6.1. There is an canonical isomorphism between Γ and G.
Sketch of proof. In order not to make the paper too long, we will not give a proof in all details but show the strategies to
make the theorem obvious.
• First we give the definition of planar geometric realization of a combinatorial progressive planar graph and
show that it is a leveled progressive plane graph unique up to a planar isotopy, in other word, we will define a function
‖ · ‖: Γ→ G.
For a prime planar graph, its planar geometric realization is defined to be a planar isotopic class of the boxed/leveled
progressive plane graph as
1 2 · · · m
m+ 1m+ 2 · · · m+ n
with the labels {1, 2, ...,m + n} denoting the planar order of edges and arrows denoting orientation of edges. For an
unitary graph, its planar geometric realization is defined to be a planar isotopic class of the boxed/leveled progressive
plane graph as
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with the labels {1, 2} denoting the planar order of edges and arrows denoting the orientations of edges.
For an elementary graph (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) ⊗ (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ (
−→
Γ n,≺n) with (
−→
Γ i,≺i) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) being a prime or unitary
planar graph, we define its planar geometric realization to be ‖ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) ‖ ⊗JS ‖ (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) ‖ ⊗JS · · · ⊗JS ‖ (
−→
Γ n,≺n) ‖
where ⊗JS denotes the tensor product of planar isotopic classes of boxed/leveled progressive plane graphs in [JS91] (see
appendix 7.2), and we draw its planar geometric realization schematically as
−→
↓ ‖ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) ‖ ‖ (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) ‖ · · · ‖ (
−→
Γ n,≺n) ‖
From the definition of tensor product of ⊗, edge labels of every ‖ (
−→
Γ 1,≺i) ‖ (1 ≤ i ≤ n) form a block, and the blocks
will increase from left to right. Thus it is easily to see that planar geometric realizations of an elementary graphs is a
progressive plane graphs of Joyal and Street and is unique up to a planar isotropy, as example 3.1.2 shows.
Recall that in Theorem 3.5.8, we have proved that every planar graph (
−→
Γ ,≺) can be decomposed as composition of
several essential prime graphs (
−→
Γ n,≺n)◦ (
−→
Γ n−1,≺n−1)◦ · · · ◦ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1), so we define its planar geometric realization to be
‖ (
−→
Γ n,≺n) ‖ ◦JS ‖ (
−→
Γ n−1,≺n−1) ‖ ◦JS · · · ◦JS ‖ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) ‖, where ◦JS denotes the composition of geometrical planar
graphs in [JS91](see appendix 7.2), and we schematize the planar geometric realization of (
−→
Γ ,≺) associated with this
decomposition as
→
↓
‖ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) ‖
...
‖ (
−→
Γ n−1,≺n−1) ‖
‖ (
−→
Γ n,≺n) ‖
with the global flow from top to down, thus its planar geometrical realization should be a boxed/leveled progressive plane
graph as example 3.1.3 shows.
To show that planar geometric realization of (
−→
Γ ,≺) is well-defined, that is, its planar geometric realizations associated
with different decompositions are planar isotopic, we will prove using induction on the number of real vertices n = |Vre(Γ)|.
When n = 1. (
−→
Γ ,≺) is a prime or an essential prime planar graph, we have shown that its planar geometric realization
‖ (
−→
Γ ,≺) ‖ is unique up to a planar isotopy.
When n = k with k ≥ 2. We will prove in two cases.
Case 1: If (
−→
Γ ,≺) has an unique decomposition as composition of essential prime planar graphs, we have an unique
geometric realization up to a planar isotopy.
Case 2: If (
−→
Γ ,≺) has two decompositions (
−→
Γ k,≺k) ◦ · · · ◦ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) and (
−→
Γ′k,≺′k) ◦ · · · ◦ (
−→
Γ′1,≺′1), we want to show
that ‖ (
−→
Γ k,≺k) ‖ ◦JS · · · ◦JS ‖ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) ‖ and ‖ (
−→
Γ′k,≺′k) ‖ ◦JS · · · ◦JS ‖ (
−→
Γ′1,≺′1) ‖ are planar isotopic.
Let vi ∈ Vre(Γi) ⊆ Vre(Γ) and v′i ∈ Vre(Γ
′
i) ⊆ Vre(Γ) be only real vertices of Γi and Γ
′
i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
case 2.1: If vk = v
′
k, then we must have (
−→
Γ k,≺k) ∼= (
−→
Γ′k,≺′k) and (
−→
Γ k−1,≺k−1) ◦ · · · ◦ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) ∼= (
−→
Γ′k−1,≺′k−1
) ◦ · · · ◦ (
−→
Γ′1,≺′1). Thus ‖ (
−→
Γ k,≺k) ‖ and (
−→
Γ′k,≺′k)| are planar isotopic, and by induction hypothesis ‖ (
−→
Γ k−1,≺k−1
) ‖ ◦JS · · · ◦JS ‖ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) ‖ and ‖ (
−→
Γ′k−1,≺′k−1) ‖ ◦JS · · · ◦JS ‖ (
−→
Γ′1,≺′1) ‖ are planar isotopic. Hence ‖ (
−→
Γ k,≺k) ‖
◦JS · · · ◦JS ‖ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) ‖ and ‖ (
−→
Γ′k,≺′k) ‖ ◦JS · · · ◦JS ‖ (
−→
Γ′1,≺′1) ‖ are planar isotopic.
case 2.2: If vk 6= v′k, then there must exist l ∈ {1, · · · , k} such that v
′
l = vk. It is easy to see that for every j ∈ {l+1, k},
we have v′j 9 v
′
l and v
′
l 9 v
′
j . Now our strategy of proof is to construct a series of decomposition of (
−→
Γ ,≺) step by step
and a series of planar isotopies between their successive planar geometric realizations to interchange v′l with v
′
l+1, · · · , v
′
k.
So the proof is reduced to prove the following fact: for every combinatorial progressive elementary planar graph, all its
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planar geometric realizations associated with different decompositions are planar isotopic. We think this fact obvious and
leave the proof to readers.
Plus the fact that planar geometric realizations of isomorphic combinatorial progressive planar graphs are homeomor-
phic, we can see that the construction of planar geometric realization is indeed a well-defined function ‖ · ‖: Γ→ G.
From the definition of planar geometric realization, we can easily see that
‖ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1)⊗ (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) ‖=‖ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) ‖ ⊗JS ‖ (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) ‖,
and for every two composable elementary graphs (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) and (
−→
Γ 2,≺2), we have
‖ (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) ◦ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) ‖=‖ (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) ‖ ◦JS ‖ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) ‖ .
• Now we want to construct the inverse function ‖ · ‖−1: G → Γ of planar geometric realization. That is, for any
leveled progressive plane graph we want to associate a combinatorial progressive planar graph. In fact, if G is a leveled
progressive planar graph, we can define a combinatorial directed graph ‖ G ‖−1= (H,P, σ, sgn) as follows:
(1) H =
⊔
x∈InnV (G)
{x} × (In(x) ⊔Out(x))
⊔
e∈Eunitary(G)
{e+, e−};
(2) P =
⊔
x∈InnV (G)
{{x} × (In(x) ⊔Out(x))}
⊔
e∈Eunitary(G)
{{e+, e−}};
(3) σ((x, e)) = (s(e), e), if (x, e) ∈ {x} × In(x) and e is an inner edge; σ((x, e)) = (t(e), e), if (x, e) ∈ {x} × Out(x)
and e is an inner edge; σ((x, e)) = (x, e), if (x, e) ∈ {x} × In(x) and e is an external edge; σ((x, e)) = (x, e), if
(x, e) ∈ {x} ×Out(x) and e is an external edge; σ(e+) = e− and σ(e−) = e+, if e ∈ Eunitary(G);
(4) sgn((x, e)) = +, if (x, e) ∈ {x} × In(x); sgn((x, e)) = −, if (x, e) ∈ {x} ×Out(x); sgn(e+) = +, sgn(e−) = −, for
e ∈ Eunitary(G), where InnV (G) denotes the set of inner nodes of G and Eunitary(G) denotes the set of unitary edges of
G, for definitions of inner nodes and unitary edges for (topological) see appendix 7.2.
Evidently, ‖ G ‖−1 is a progressive graph equipped with a polarization and an anchor structure and it is easy to see
that ‖ G ‖−1 with these structures is invariant under any planar isotopy of G. From the definition of ‖ · ‖−1, the following
facts can be directly checked: (1) for any two boxed/leveled progressive plane graphs G1, G2, ‖ G1⊗JS G
2 ‖−1=‖ G1 ‖−1
⊗ ‖ G2 ‖−1 as progressive, polarized and anchored graphs; (2) for any two composable boxed/leveled progressive plane
graphs G1, G2, ‖ G2 ◦JS G1 ‖−1∼=‖ G2 ‖−1 ◦ ‖ G1 ‖−1 as progressive, polarized and anchored graphs.
By proposition 3.2.8, we know that if possible there will be an unique planar structure compatible with the progressive,
polarization and anchor structure, so our only task now is to show the existence of a planar structure on ‖ G ‖−1 which
is compatible with these structures. In fact, the existence of such a planar structure on ‖ G ‖−1 is a direct consequence
of the following facts:
(1) for any elementary boxed/progressive progressive plane graph G′, there is an unique planar order on ‖ G′ ‖−1
compatible with its progressive, polarization and anchor structure;
(2) any boxed/progressive progressive plane graph G′ can be represented as a composition G′m ◦JS · · · ◦JS G′1 with
each G′i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) being elementary;
(3) for any two composable boxed/leveled progressive plane graphs G1, G2, ‖ G2 ◦JS G1 ‖−1∼=‖ G2 ‖−1 ◦ ‖ G1 ‖−1 as
progressive, polarized and anchored graphs.
Thus ‖ · ‖−1: G→ Γ is well-defined. The fact that ‖ · ‖−1 is indeed an inverse function of ‖ · ‖ can be deduced from
the facts : (1) ‖ · ‖ and ‖ · ‖−1 are inverse functions of each other when restricted on classes of prime and unitary graphs;
(2) both ‖ · ‖ and ‖ · ‖−1 preserve tensor products and compositions.
Remark 3.6.2. As a direct consequence, we see that for any planar set, its Hasse diagram is a plane graph naturally.
3.7. Fissus planar graphs and their coarse-graingings
Here we want to introduce the notions of a fissus planar graph and its coarse-graining.
First recall that a set X with a linear order < is called a linearly ordered set or linear set for short, a partition of
X with each of its blocks being a segment of (X,<) is called a linear partition or 2-nested linear set and is denoted
by P (X,<) or P for short. Each block equipped with an induced linear order is called a linear block. The number
of blocks of P (X,<) is called the cardinality of P (X,<), and we denote it as |P (X,<)|. The number of elements of
X is called length of P (X,<) which is denoted by ||P (X,<)||. Product of linear sets (X,<1) = x1 <1 ... <1 xm and
(Y,<2) = y1 <2 ... <2 yn is the linear set (X,<1) ⊗ (Y,<2) = x1 < ... < xm < y1 < ... < yn. Each linear partition can
be equipped with a linear order (called block order) in a natural way and we usually write P (X,<) as P1 < ... < Ps
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with each Pi (1 ≤ i ≤ s) being a linear block. A linear partition with only one block is called a trivial linear partition. A
linear partition is called finest if each of its block is a one element set.
Let P (X,<) = P1 < ... < Ps and Q(Y,<) = Q1 < ... < Qt be two linear partitions, we define their product to
be P (X,<) ⊗ Q(Y,<) = P1 < ... < Ps < Q1 < ... < Qt which is a linear partition of (X,<) ⊗ (Y,<). If P is a linear
partition of Q, that is, Pi = Qµ1+···+µi−1+1 < · · · < Qµ1+···+µi (1 ≤ i ≤ s), then we define their composition to be
P ⊳ Q = P˜1 < ... < P˜s which is a linear partition such that each P˜i =
⊗
µ1+···+µi−1+1≤ν≤µ1+···+µi
Qν being the product of
the linear sets Qν (µ1 + · · ·+ µi−1 + 1 ≤ ν ≤ µ1 + · · ·+ µi).
We say they are equivalent if s = t and for each i ∈ {1, ..., s}, the cardinals of Pi and Qi are equal and we denote
this fact as P (X,<) ≈ Q(Y,<). For any linear partition we call its equivalence class a ”type” and to any linear partition
we can associate a 2-leveled planar rooted tree to denote its ”type”. If either P or Q is trivial, then P ⊳ Q is trivial; if Q
is finest, then P ⊳ Q ≈ P ; if P is finest, then P ⊳ Q ≈ Q.
Example 3.7.1. The set {1, 2, ..., 10} ordered by the usual less than < is a linear set. The partition
{{1, 2}, {3, 4, 5, 6}, {7}, {8, 9, 10}}
is a linear partition with the linear order: {1, 2} < {3, 4, 5, 6} < {7} < {8, 9, 10}. We also denote this linear partition as
(12)(3456)(7)(8910).Its associated 2-leveled planar rooted tree is
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910
.
Using induction, for any n ≥ 2 we can introduce the notions of a n-nested linear set,an equivalence of two n-nested
linear sets. We can also associate each n-nested linear set a n-levelled planar rooted tree as its ”type”.
Let (
−→
Γ ,≺) be a (m,n)-planar graph with anchor structure i1 < ... < im and o1 < ... < on. A fission structure of
(
−→
Γ ,≺) is a linear partition of its anchor structure, more precisely, a linear partition Pin of i1 < ... < im and a linear
partition Pout of o1 < ... < on. A planar graph (
−→
Γ ,≺) equipped with a fission structure P = (Pin, Pout) is called a fissus
planar graph and we denote it as (
−→
Γ ,≺, Pin, Pout) or (Γ,P) for short. The input set and output set of a fissus planar
graph equipped with the anchor structure and fission structure are linear partitions. If both Pin and Pout are trivial linear
partitions, we say (
−→
Γ ,≺, Pin, Pout) a trivial fissus planar graph; if both Pin and Pout are finest linear partitions, we say
(
−→
Γ ,≺, Pin, Pout) a fully fissus planar graph.
Two equivalent planar graphs equipped with equivalent fission structures are called equivalent fissus planar graphs,
and we denote the set of their equivalent classes by ΓF .
For any two fissus planar graphs (
−→
Γ 1,≺1, Pin, Pout) and (
−→
Γ 2,≺2, Qin, Qout), we define their tensor product to be the
fissus planar graphs (
−→
Γ 1 ⊗
−→
Γ 2,≺1 ⊗ ≺2, Pin ⊗Qin, Pout ⊗Qout). If Pout ≈ Qin, we can define their composition to be
a fissus planar graph (
−→
Γ 2 ◦
−→
Γ 1,≺2 ◦ ≺1, P ′in, Q
′
out) with P
′
in ≈ Pin, Q
′
out ≈ Q
′
out being linear partitions of In(
−→
Γ 2 ◦
−→
Γ 1)
and Out(
−→
Γ 2 ◦
−→
Γ 1), respectively.
Definition 3.7.2. The coarse-graining or residue of (
−→
Γ ,≺, Pin, Pout) is the prime (|Pin|, |Pout|)-planar graph with
blocks of Pin and Pout as half-edges, where |Pin|, |Pout| denote the cardinals of |Pin|, |Pout|, respectively.
More concretely, let (Γ,≺, Pin, Pout) be a fissus planar diagram with Pin = (i1 < · · · < iµ1) < · · · < (iµ1+···+µm−1+1 <
· · · < iµ1+···+µm) and Pout = (o1 < · · · < oν1) < · · · < (oν1+···+νn−1+1 < · · · < oν1+···+νn), then its coarse-graining
is a prime planar graph with the set of half-edges being {I1, · · · , Im, O1, · · · , On} where I1 = {i1, · · · , iµ1}, · · · , Im =
{iµ1+···+µm−1+1, · · · , iµ1+···+µm}, O1 = {o1, · · · , oν1}, · · · , On = {oν1+···+νn−1+1, · · · , oν1+···+νn}. The planar order is I1 ≺
· · · ≺ Im ≺ O1 ≺ · · · ≺ On. We denote the coarse-graining of (
−→
Γ ,≺, Pin, Pout) as (
−→
Γ ,≺, Pin, Pout)︸ ︷︷ ︸. The coarse-graining
of a prime fissus planar graph is called a fusion.
Example 3.7.3. One possible fission structure of the planar graph in example 3.1.3 is Pin = {{1, 2}, {3, 4, 10}, {11}} and
Pout = {{7}, {13}, {14}, {17}}, here we identify half-edges with the numbers which label their corresponding edges. The
coarse-graining with respect to this fission structure is a prime (3, 4)-planar graph.
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Example 3.7.4. One possible fission structure of the planar graph in example 3.1.4 is Pin = {{1, 3, 5}, {6, 7, 10, 12}, {15}}
and Pout = {{2, 4}, {8, 9, 11}, {13, 14, 16}}, here we identify half-edges with the numbers which they are labelled. The
coarse-graining with respect to this fission structure is a prime (3, 3)-planar graph.
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Let (
−→
Γ ,≺) be a planar graph, then there will be a progressive structure and a planar structure ≺ on the quotient
graph Γ/Γ naturally induced from ≺. Hence Γ/Γ equipped these structures is a planar graph which is called contraction
of (
−→
Γ ,≺) and is denoted by (
−→
Γ ,≺) or (
−→
Γ ,≺). In fact, H(Γ/Γ) = In(Γ)⊔Out(Γ), P (Γ/Γ) = {H(Γ/Γ)} and σ = idH(Γ/Γ).
If In(Γ) = i1 < ... < im and Out(Γ) = o1 < ... < on, then the planar structure is given as i1≺...≺im≺o1≺...≺on. From
the definition, we see that contraction of an unitary graph will be a prime (1, 1)-planar graph.
Example 3.7.5. Contraction of the planar graph in example 3.1.3 is a prime (6, 4)-planar graph.
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Any fission structure on a fissus planar graph can transfer to be a fission structure on its contraction. In fact, if (
−→
Γ ,≺)
is equipped with a fission structure (Pin, Pout), then (Pin, Pout) is also a fission structure of the contraction (
−→
Γ ,≺). With
respect to this fission structure, the fusion of (
−→
Γ ,≺) is equivalent to (
−→
Γ ,≺, Pin, Pout)︸ ︷︷ ︸, thus we can see that coarse-graining
can be decomposed as composition of fusion and contraction.
Example 3.7.6. For the fissus planar graph in example 3.7.4, we have
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4. Evaluation and coarse-graining of diagrams
In this section, we will introduce the category of tensor schemes, diagrams in a tensor scheme or a strict tensor category
closely following [JS91]. Finally, we will prove that there is a well-defined value of each diagram in a strict tensor category
(Theorem 4.4.2).
4.1. The category of tensor schemes
In this section, we introduce the category of tensor schemes. First let us recall from [JS91] that a tensor scheme D
consists of two sets Ob(D) and Mor(D) together with two functions from Mor(D) to the set of words W (Ob(D)) in the
elements of Ob(D)
s, t :Mor(D)→ W (Ob(D)),
which are called source and target maps.
A tensor scheme is a way to present the generator of a strict tensor category, and elements of Ob(D) and Mor(D)
are called objects and morphisms, respectively. To every two words x1 · · ·xm, y1 · · · yn ∈ W (Ob(D)), we associate a set
MorD(x1 · · ·xm, y1 · · · yn) of morphisms defined as
{f ∈Mor(D)|s(f) = x1 · · ·xm, t(f) = y1 · · · yn},
whose elements are called morphisms from x1 · · ·xm to y1 · · · yn and usually written as f : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn. We
usually write a tensor scheme as D = {Ob(D),Mor(D), s, t} or Mor(D)
s //❴❴❴
t
//❴❴❴ Ob(D) . There is no constraint in the
definition, thus the construction of a tensor scheme is an easy thing.
Example 4.1.1. Any quiver (s, t : E → V ) is a tensor scheme.
Example 4.1.2. Let Γ be the set of isomorphic classes of planar graphs, {x} be a set with one element x. For a (m,n)-
planar graph (
−→
Γ ,≺), we define s((
−→
Γ ,≺)) =
m times︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x and t((
−→
Γ ,≺)) =
n times︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x . Then Γ = (Γ, {x}, s, t) forms a tensor
scheme.
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Example 4.1.3. Replace Γ by any subset S ⊆ Γ in above example, we can get a tensor scheme. Especially, taking the set
Prim of isomorphic classes of prime planar graphs, we get a tensor scheme Prim = (Prim, {x}, s, t).
Example 4.1.4. Replace {x} by the set W ({x}) of words of x, we can get two new tensor scheme (Γ,W ({x}), s, t) and
(Prim,W ({x}), s, t).
Example 4.1.5. For any planar graph (
−→
Γ ,≺), we set s′((
−→
Γ ,≺)) = t′((
−→
Γ ,≺)) = x, then (Γ, {x}, s′, t′), (Prim, {x}, s′, t′),
(Γ,W ({x}), s′, t′) and (Prim,W ({x}), s′, t′) are four tensor schemes.
Example 4.1.6. Let ([Γ, γ], Pin, Pout) be a fissus planar diagram with Pin = (i1 < · · · < iµ1) < · · · < (iµ1+···+µm−1+1 <
· · · < iµ1+···+µm) and Pout = (o1 < · · · < oν1) < · · · < (oν1+···+νn−1+1 < · · · < oν1+···+νn), we define the do-
main dom((Γ, γ), Pin, Pout) = (
µ1 times︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x ) · · · (
µm times︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x ) and cod((Γ, γ), Pin, Pout) = (
ν1 times︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x ) · · · (
νn times︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x ) being words in
W ({x}). Then ΓF = (ΓF ,W ({x}), dom, cod) is a tensor scheme. Take PrimF ⊂ ΓF being the set of prime fissus planar
graphs, then PrimF = (PrimF ,W ({x}), dom, cod) is an example of tensor scheme.
A morphism ϕ : D1 → D2 of tensor schemes consists of two functions ϕo : Ob(D1) → Ob(D2) and ϕm : Mor(D1) →
Mor(D2) such that the diagram
W (Ob(D1))
ϕ̂o

Mor(D1)
ϕm

t1 //s1oo W (Ob(D1))
ϕ̂o

W (Ob(D2)) Mor(D2)
s2oo t2 // W (Ob(D2))
commutes, where ϕ̂o : W (Ob(D1))→W (Ob(D2)) is the natural extension of ϕo which sends a word x1 · · ·xn ∈ W (Ob(D1))
to ϕo(x1) · · ·ϕo(xn) ∈ W (Ob(D2)). Here and thereafter, the subscript ”o” and ”m” will always stand for the words
”object” and ”morphism”, respectively.
Example 4.1.7. Take ϕm : Prim→ Γ being the inclusion map and ϕo : {x} → {x} being the identity map, then the pair
(ϕ0, ϕm) : Prim→ Γ defines a morphism of tensor schemes.
Example 4.1.8. Take ϕm : Γ → Prim being the contraction map and ϕo : {x} → {x} being the identity map, then the
pair (ϕ0, ϕm) : Γ→ Prim defines a morphism of tensor schemes.
Example 4.1.9. Take ϕm : Prim→ Γ being the inclusion map and ϕo :W ({x})→ {x} being the constant map, then the
pair (ϕ0, ϕm) : (Prim,W{x}, s, t)→ (Γ, {x}, s′, t′) defines a morphism of tensor schemes.
Example 4.1.10. Take ϕm : ΓF → Prim being the coarse-graining map and ϕo : W ({x})→ {x} being the constant map,
then the pair (ϕ0, ϕm) : (ΓF ,W{x}, dom, cod)→ (Prim, {x}, s, t) defines a morphism of tensor schemes.
It is routine to check that all tensor schemes and their morphisms form a category, we denote it as T.Sch.
4.2. Planar diagrams in tensor schemes
In this section, we will introduce the notion of a planar diagram in a tensor scheme. First, let us define valuation of
a planar graph in a tensor scheme using polarized structure of the planar graph.
A valuation γ : Γ→ D of a planar graph (
−→
Γ ,≺) in a tensor scheme D is a pair of functions
γo : H(Γ)→ Ob(D), γm : Vre(Γ)→Mor(D)
such that
• γo is σΓ invariant, that is, for every h ∈ H(Γ),
γo(h) = γo(σΓ(h));
• for every real vertex v ∈ Vre(Γ),
γm(v) ∈Mor(γo(h1) · · · γo(hm), γo(h
′
1) · · · γo(h
′
n))
where h1 ≺H · · · ≺H hm and h′1 ≺H · · · ≺H h
′
n are the ordered lists of elements of In(v) and Out(v) respectively.
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Definition 4.2.1. A planar diagram in D is a pair [(
−→
Γ ,≺), γ] where (
−→
Γ ,≺) is a planar graph and γ is a valuation of
(
−→
Γ ,≺) in D.
A planar diagram in D is also called a tensor network state in D with type Γ and is usually denoted by [Γ, γ] or
even only γ if no confusion arises.
The domain and codomain of a diagram [Γ, γ] are the words in Ob(D)
dom([Γ, γ]) = γo(i1) · · · γo(ik), cod([Γ, γ]) = γo(o1) · · · γo(ol)
where i1 ≺H · · · ≺H ik and o1 ≺H · · · ≺H ol are the ordered lists of elements of In(
−→
Γ ) and Out(
−→
Γ ).
An isomorphism of plane diagrams
φ : [(
−→
Γ 1,≺1), γ1]→ [(
−→
Γ 2,≺2), γ2]
is an isomorphism φ : (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) → (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) such that γ1 = γ2 ◦ φ. The fact that there is an isomorphism between
[(
−→
Γ 1,≺1), γ1] and [(
−→
Γ 2,≺2), γ2] is written as [(
−→
Γ 1,≺1), γ1] ∼= [(
−→
Γ 2,≺2), γ2].
All the diagrams in D and their isomorphisms form a groupoid, and the set of isomorphic classes is denoted by
Diag(D) or Γ(D). The domain and codomain of diagrams define two functions from Γ(D) toW (Ob(D)) and the quadruple
(Γ(D), Ob(D), dom, cod) is an example of tensor scheme, and we denote it by Γ(D).
Let [(
−→
Γ 1,≺1), γ1] and [(
−→
Γ 2,≺2), γ2] be two planar diagrams, we define their tensor product [(
−→
Γ ,≺), γ] to be the
planar diagram with (
−→
Γ ,≺) = (
−→
Γ 1,≺1)⊗ (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) and γ = γ1 ⊔ γ2 which is defined as
•
γo(h) =
{
(γ1)o(h), if h ∈ H(Γ1),
(γ2)o(h), if h ∈ H(Γ2);
•
γm(v) =
{
(γ1)m(v), if v ∈ Vre(Γ1),
(γ2)m(v), if v ∈ Vre(Γ2).
Assume Out(
−→
Γ 1) = {o1 ≺H1 · · · ≺H1 on} and In(
−→
Γ 2) = {i1 ≺H2 · · · ≺H2 in}, we say they are composable if
(γ1)o(ok) = (γ2)o(ik) for every 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Their composition [(
−→
Γ ,≺), γ] is defined to be the planar diagram with
(
−→
Γ ,≺) = (
−→
Γ 2,≺2) ◦ (
−→
Γ 1,≺1) and γ = γ2 ∨ γ1 which is defined as
•
γo(h) =
{
(γ1)o(h), if h ∈ H(Γ1) ∩H(Γ),
(γ2)o(h), if h ∈ H(Γ2) ∩H(Γ);
•
γm(v) =
{
(γ1)m(v), if v ∈ Vre(Γ1),
(γ2)m(v), if v ∈ Vre(Γ2).
If γ : Γ → D1 is a valuation of Γ in D1 and ϕ : D1 → D2 is a morphism of tensor schemes, we can naturally get a
valuation γ˜ = ϕ∗(γ) : Γ→ D2 of Γ in D2 defined by
γ˜o = ϕo ◦ γo, γ˜m = ϕm ◦ γm.
Proposition 4.2.2. Every morphism ϕ : D1 → D2 of tensor schemes induces a function (push-forward)
ϕ∗ : Diag(D1) −→ Diag(D2),
which sends [Γ, γ] to [Γ, ϕ∗(γ)]. Moreover, ϕ∗ is compatible with the tensor product and composition of diagrams.
As a corollary, we see that
Corollary 4.2.3. The construction of Γ(D) defines a functor Γ : T.Sch → T.Sch.
Proof. Only to do is to check the fact that for any morphism ϕ : D1 → D2 of tensor schemes, ϕ∗ is compatible with the
source and target maps of tensor schemes and this can be directly checked by definitions.
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A planar diagram in a tensor scheme D is called a fissus planar diagram if the underlying planar graph is equipped
with a fission structure. The notion of an isomorphisms of two fissus planar diagrams is obvious and we denote the set of
isomorphic classes by DiagF (D) or ΓF (D). As decorated version of a planar graph, a fissus planar diagram can be viewed as
a planar diagram with its domain and codomain bracketed. More precisely, let ([Γ, γ], Pin, Pout) be a fissus planar diagram
with Pin = (i1 < · · · < iµ1) < · · · < (iµ1+···+µm−1+1 < · · · < iµ1+···+µm), Pout = (o1 < · · · < oν1) < · · · < (oν1+···+νn−1+1 <
· · · < oν1+···+νn) and assume γo(ik) = xk for 1 ≤ k ≤ µ1 + · · · + µm, γo(ol) = yl for 1 ≤ l ≤ ν1 + · · · + νn, then
we define the domain dom((Γ, γ), Pin, Pout) = (x1 · · ·xµ1) · · · (xµ1+···+µm−1+1 · · ·xµ1+···+µm) and cod((Γ, γ), Pin, Pout) =
(y1 · · · yν1) · · · (yν1+···+νn−1+1 · · · yν1+···+νn) to be words in W (Ob(D)). Thus ΓF (D) = (ΓF (D),W (Ob(D)), dom, cod) de-
fines a tensor scheme.
The following proposition is evident.
Proposition 4.2.4. Every morphism ϕ : D1 → D2 of tensor schemes induces a morphism of tensor schemes
(ϕ̂o, ϕ∗F ) : (ΓF (D1),W (Ob(D1)), dom, cod) −→ (ΓF (D2),W (Ob(D2)), dom, cod),
where ϕ̂o : W (Ob(D1)) → W (Ob(D2)) is the natural extension of ϕo which sends a word x1 · · ·xn ∈ W (Ob(D1)) to
ϕo(x1) · · ·ϕo(xn) ∈ W (Ob(D2)) and ϕ∗F send a fissus diagram ([Γ, γ], Pin, Pout) in D1 to a fissus ([Γ, ϕ∗(γ)], Pin, Pout)
in D2 .
Corollary 4.2.5. The constructions of ΓF (D) define a functor ΓF : T.Sch→ T.Sch.
4.3. Planar diagrams in tensor categories
Recall that a valuation γ : Γ→ D of a planar graph (
−→
Γ ,≺) in a tensor category V is a pair of functions
γo : H(Γ)→ Ob(V), γm : Vre(Γ)→Mor(V)
such that
• γo is σΓ invariant, that is, for every h ∈ H(Γ),
γo(h) = γo(σΓ(h));
• for every real vertex v ∈ Vre(Γ),
γm(v) ∈Mor(γo(h1)⊗ · · · ⊗ γo(hm), γo(h
′
1)⊗ · · · ⊗ γo(h
′
n))
where h1 ≺H · · · ≺H hm and h′1 ≺H · · · ≺H h
′
n are the ordered lists of elements of In(v) and Out(v) respectively.
Definition 4.3.1. A planar diagram in V is a pair [(
−→
Γ ,≺), γ] where (
−→
Γ ,≺) is a planar graph and γ is a valuation of
(
−→
Γ ,≺) in V.
A planar diagram in V is also called a tensor network state in V with type Γ and is usually denoted by [Γ, γ] or
even only γ if no confusion arises.
The domain and codomain of a diagram [Γ, γ] are the words in Ob(V)
dom([Γ, γ]) = γo(i1) · · · γo(ik), cod([Γ, γ]) = γo(o1) · · · γo(ol)
where i1 ≺H · · · ≺H ik and o1 ≺H · · · ≺H ol are the ordered lists of elements of In(
−→
Γ ) and Out(
−→
Γ ).
The notions of an isomorphism, tensor product and composition of diagrams in V are same as those of diagrams in a
tensor scheme. The set of isomorphic classes of diagrams in V is denoted by Diag(V) or Γ(V).
If γ : Γ → V1 is a valuation of Γ in V1 and K : V1 → V2 is a strict tensor functor, we can naturally get a valuation
γ˜ = K∗(γ) : Γ→ V2 of Γ in V2 defined by
γ˜o = K(γo), γ˜m = K(γm).
Similar to proposition 4.2.2, we have
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Proposition 4.3.2. Every strict tensor functor K : V1 → V2 induces a function (push-forward)
K∗ : Diag(V1) −→ Diag(V2),
which sends [Γ, γ] to [Γ,K∗(γ)]. Moreover, K∗ is compatible with the tensor product and composition of diagrams.
As in previous section, Γ(V) = (Γ(V), Ob(V), dom, cod) forms a tensor scheme. Similarly, a fissus planar diagram in
V is a planar diagram in V equipped with a fission structure which makes the domain and codomain to be words in
W (Ob(V)). The notion of an isomorphisms of two fissus planar diagrams are obvious and we denote the set of isomorphic
classes by DiagF (V) or ΓF (V). Evidently ΓF (V) = (ΓF (V),W (Ob(V)), dom, cod) also defines a tensor scheme.
An analogue of proposition 4.2.3 is as following:
Proposition 4.3.3. Every strict tensor functor K : V1 → V2 induces a morphism of tensor schemes
(K̂o,K∗F ) : (ΓF (V1),W (Ob(V1)), dom, cod) −→ (ΓF (V2),W (Ob(V2)), dom, cod),
where K̂o : W (Ob(V1)) → W (Ob(V2)) is the natural extension of Ko which sends a word x1 · · ·xn ∈ W (Ob(V1)) to
Kx1 · · ·Kxn ∈W (Ob(V2)) and K∗F send a fissus diagram ([Γ, γ], Pin, Pout) in V1 to a fissus ([Γ,K∗(γ)], Pin, Pout) in V2
.
Remark 4.3.4. All strict tensor categories and their strict tensor functors form a category, denoted by Str.T. The con-
struction of Γ(V) and ΓF (V) defines two functors from Str.T to T.Sch which are also denoted by Γ and ΓF , respectively.
4.4. Evaluation of diagrams in a tensor category
In this section we introduce an evaluation map ε : Diag(V)→Mor(V) from the set of isomorphic classes of diagrams
in V to Mor(V). As in [JS91], we subdivide a diagram into simpler parts and ”integrate” the result by composing
and tensoring and prove that the result is independent of any special choice of subdivision and the ways or orders to
integration. In our combinatorial theory, the simplest parts of a diagram are prime diagrams defined on corollas and
unitary diagrams defined on unitary graphs. We give their definitions:
Definition 4.4.1. A diagram [Γ, γ] is called prime when Γ is prime and is called unitary when Γ is unitary. A diagram
[Γ, γ] is called essential prime, invertible, elementary when Γ is essential prime, invertible, elementary, respectively.
The following theorem is equivalent to proposition 1.1 and theorem 1.2 in [JS91].
Theorem 4.4.2. For any strict tensor category V, there is an unique map
ε : Diag(V)→Mor(V)
such that
• ε(∅) = Id1V , where ∅ is the empty diagram and Id1V is the identity morphism of the unit object 1V ;
• ε([Γ, γ]) = γm(v), if Γ is a prime graph with real vertex v;
• ε([Γ, γ]) = Idγo(e), if Γ is an unitary graph with virtual edge e;
• ε([Γ2, γ2] ◦ [Γ1, γ1]) = ε([Γ2, γ2]) ◦ ε([Γ1, γ1]) for any two composable diagrams [Γ1, γ1], [Γ2, γ2].
The morphism ε([Γ, γ]) is called the value of [Γ, γ].
Proof. (1) We first construct a map ε : Diag(V)→Mor(V) as follows:
• ε(∅) = Id1V , where ∅ is the empty diagram and Id1V is the identity morphism of the unit object 1V ;
• ε([Γ, γ]) = γm(v), if Γ is a prime graph with real vertex v.
• ε([Γ, γ]) = Idγo(e), if Γ is a unitary graph with virtual edge e.
• if [Γ, γ] is an essential elementary diagram, that is,
[Γ, γ] = [Γ1, γ1]⊗ · · · ⊗ [Γn, γn]
with each Γi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) either prime or unitary, we define
ε([Γ, γ]) = ε([Γ1, γ1])⊗ · · · ⊗ ε([Γn, γn]).
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• for a general diagram [Γ, γ], we have proved in Theorem 3.5.8 that any planar graph has a decomposition as
composition of several essential prime planar graphs, thus [Γ, γ] has a decomposition as composition of several essential
prime planar diagrams, that is,
[Γ, γ] = [Γn, γn] ◦ · · · ◦ [Γ1, γ1]
with [Γk, γk] (1 ≤ k ≤ n) be essential prime planar diagram. We define the value ε([Γ, γ]) as
ε([Γ, γ]) = ε([Γn, γn]) ◦ · · · ◦ ε([Γ1, γ1]).
(2) Now we want to show that ε is well-defined. In fact, we have:
• if [Γ, γ] is a prime or unitary or essential prime, it has no nontrivial decomposition under tensor and composition
and it is easy to see that ε([Γ, γ]) is unique, hence well-defined.
• if [Γ, γ] is a general diagram, we use induction on the number n of its real vertices.
When n = 1. In this case, [Γ, γ] is an essential prime diagram, we have prove that ε([Γ, γ]) is well defined.
When n = 2. In this case, let v1, v2 be two real vertices of Γ. We will prove in three cases:
Case 1: v1 → v2. In this case, we have no nontrivial decomposition under tensor and only one decomposition
[Γ, γ] = [Γ2, γ2] ◦ [Γ1, γ1] with v1 ∈ Vre(Γ1) and v2 ∈ Vre(Γ2). We have an unique value ε([Γ, γ]) = ε([Γ2, γ2]) ◦ ε([Γ1, γ1]).
Case 2: v2 → v1. In this case, we have no nontrivial decomposition under tensor and only one decomposition
[Γ, γ] = [Γ2, γ2] ◦ [Γ1, γ1] with v1 ∈ Vre(Γ2) and v2 ∈ Vre(Γ1). We have an unique value ε([Γ, γ]) = ε([Γ2, γ2]) ◦ ε([Γ1, γ1]).
Case 3: v1 9 v2 and v2 9 v1. In this case, [Γ, γ] is an elementary diagram, that is, [Γ, γ] = [Γ1, γ1] ⊗ [Γ2, γ2] with
each [Γi, γi] (i = 1, 2) prime, we also have other two nontrivial decompositions [Γ, γ] = [Γ˜2, γ˜2] ◦ [Γ˜1, γ˜1] with
[Γ˜2, γ˜2] = [Γ1, γ1]⊗ [ΓI , γcod([Γ2,γ2])], [Γ˜1, γ˜1] = [ΓI , γdom([Γ1,γ1])]⊗ [Γ2, γ2]
or
[Γ˜2, γ˜2] = [Γ2, γ2]⊗ [ΓI , γcod([Γ1,γ1])], [Γ˜1, γ˜1] = [ΓI , γdom([Γ2,γ2])]⊗ [Γ1, γ1],
where those ΓIs are invertible graphs such that those composition can be defined. In the first case we have
ε([Γ˜2, γ˜2]) ◦ ε([Γ˜1, γ˜1])
=ε([Γ1, γ1]⊗ [ΓI , γcod([Γ2,γ2])]) ◦ ε([ΓI , γdom([Γ1,γ1])]⊗ [Γ2, γ2]) (1)
=(ε([Γ1, γ1])⊗ Icod([Γ2,γ2])) ◦ (Idom([Γ1,γ1]) ⊗ ε([Γ2, γ2])) (2)
=(ε([Γ1, γ1]) ◦ Idom([Γ1,γ1]))⊗ (Icod([Γ2,γ2]) ◦ ε([Γ2, γ2])) (3)
=ε([Γ1, γ1])⊗ ε([Γ2, γ2]), (4)
where (1)= definition of [Γ˜2, γ˜2] and [Γ˜1, γ˜1], (2)= definition of ε for essential prime diagrams, (3)=functorial property of
⊗, (4)=property of identity morphisms.
In a similar way we can prove in the second case that
ε([Γ˜2, γ˜2]) ◦ ε([Γ˜1, γ˜1]) = ε([Γ1, γ1])⊗ ε([Γ2, γ2]).
Thus we prove that ε([Γ, γ]) is well-defined.
When [Γ, γ] has k + 1 real vertices for k ≥ 2.
Case 1: If [Γ, γ] has an unique decomposition as composition of essential prime diagrams, we have an unique ε([Γ, γ])
by definition.
Case 2: If [Γ, γ] has two decompositions:
[Γ, γ] = [Γk+1, γk+1] ◦ · · · ◦ [Γ1, γ1]
and
[Γ, γ] = [Γ′k+1, γ
′
k+1] ◦ · · · ◦ [Γ
′
1, γ
′
1],
we want to prove that
ε([Γk+1, γk+1]) ◦ · · · ◦ ε([Γ1, γ1]) = ε([Γ
′
k+1, γ
′
k+1]) ◦ · · · ◦ ε([Γ
′
1, γ
′
1]).
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Let vi ∈ Vre(Γi) ⊆ Vre(Γ) and v′i ∈ Vre(Γ
′
i) ⊆ Vre(Γ) be only real vertices of Γi and Γ
′
i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1.
case 2.1: If vk+1 = v
′
k+1, then we must have
[Γk+1, γk+1] ∼= [Γ
′
k+1, γ
′
k+1]
and
[Γk, γk] ◦ · · · ◦ [Γ1, γ1] ∼= [Γ
′
k, γ
′
k] ◦ · · · ◦ [Γ
′
1, γ
′
1],
thus
ε([Γk+1, γk+1]) = ε([Γ
′
k+1, γ
′
k+1])
and by induction hypothesis
ε([Γk, γk]) ◦ · · · ◦ ε([Γ1, γ1])
=ε([Γk, γk] ◦ · · · ◦ [Γ1, γ1])
=ε([Γ′k, γ
′
k] ◦ · · · ◦ [Γ
′
1, γ
′
1])
=ε([Γ′k, γ
′
k]) ◦ · · · ◦ ε([Γ
′
1, γ
′
1]).
Hence ε([Γk+1, γk+1]) ◦ · · · ◦ ε([Γ1, γ1]) = ε([Γ′k+1, γ
′
k+1]) ◦ · · · ◦ ε([Γ
′
1, γ
′
1]).
case 2.2: If vk+1 6= v
′
k+1, then there must exist l ∈ {1, · · · , k} such that v
′
l = vk+1. It is easy to see that for every
l < j ≤ k + 1, we have
v′l 9 v
′
j , v
′
j 9 v
′
l.
Now our strategy of proof is to construct a series of decomposition of [Γ, γ] by interchanging v′l and v
′
l+1, ..., v
′
k+1 in the
composition [Γ, γ] = [Γ′k+1, γ
′
k+1]◦· · ·◦ [Γ
′
1, γ
′
1] step by step and to show that these values defined using these compositions
are equal. The construct is similar as the case of elementary diagrams with two real vertices. Let f = ε([Γv′
l
, γv′
l
]),
g = ε([Γv′
l+1
, γv′
l+1
]) and p, q, r, s be cardinalities of In(v′l), Out(v
′
l), In(v
′
l+1), Out(v
′
l+1), respectively. The fact that
v′l 9 v
′
l+1 implies that [Γ
′
l+1, γ
′
l+1] ◦ [Γ
′
l, γ
′
l] is an elementary diagram, thus we can assume that it is of the forms
a⊗
w=1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ]⊗ [Γv′l , γv′l ]⊗
b⊗
w=a+1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ]⊗ [Γv′l+1 , γv′l+1 ]⊗
c⊗
w=b+1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ]
or
a⊗
w=1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ]⊗ [Γv′l+1 , γv′l+1 ]⊗
b⊗
w=a+1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ]⊗ [Γv′l , γv′l ]⊗
c⊗
w=b+1
[ΓUw , γ
U
w ].
where a ≤ b ≤ c are non-negative integers, [ΓUw, γUw ] (1 ≤ w ≤ c) are unitary subdiagrams if c ≥ 1, and
⊗ν
w=µ+1[ΓUw, γ
U
w ]
is defined to be an empty diagram in case of µ = ν ≥ 0.
In the first case, we can assume [Γ′l, γ
′
l ] and [Γv′l+1 , γv′l+1 ] as
a⊗
w=1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ]⊗ [Γv′l , γv′l ]⊗
b⊗
w=a+1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ]⊗ [ΓI , γdom(g)]⊗
c⊗
w=b+1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ]
and
a⊗
w=1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ]⊗ [ΓI , γcod(f)]⊗
b⊗
w=a+1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ]⊗ [Γv′l+1 , γv′l+1 ]⊗
c⊗
w=b+1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ],
respectively.
Now we define two new essential prime diagrams [Γ̂, γ̂] and [
̂̂
Γ, ̂̂γ] as
a⊗
w=1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ]⊗ [ΓI , γdom(f)]⊗
b⊗
w=a+1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ]⊗ [Γv′l+1 , γv′l+1 ]⊗
c⊗
w=b+1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ]
and
a⊗
w=1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ]⊗ [Γv′l , γv′l ]⊗
b⊗
w=a+1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ]⊗ [ΓI , γcod(g)]⊗
c⊗
w=b+1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ],
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respectively.
It can be directly checked that
[
̂̂
Γ, ̂̂γ] ◦ [Γ̂, γ̂]
=[Γ′l+1, γ
′
l+1] ◦ [Γ
′
l, γ
′
l ]
=
a⊗
w=1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ]⊗ [Γv′l , γv′l ]⊗
b⊗
w=a+1
[ΓUw , γ
U
w ]⊗
[Γv′
l+1
, γv′
l+1
]⊗
c⊗
w=b+1
[ΓUw, γ
U
w ]
and
ε([
̂̂
Γ, ̂̂γ]) ◦ ε([Γ̂, γ̂])
=ε([Γ′l+1, γ
′
l+1]) ◦ ε([Γ
′
l, γ
′
l ])
=
a⊗
w=1
ε([ΓUw, γ
U
w ])⊗ ε([Γv′l , γv′l ])⊗
b⊗
w=a+1
ε([ΓUw, γ
U
w ])⊗
ε([Γv′
l+1
, γv′
l+1
])⊗
c⊗
w=b+1
ε([ΓUw, γ
U
w ]).
Thus we get a new decomposition of [Γ, γ] as
[Γ′k+1, γ
′
k+1] ◦ · · · ◦ [Γ
′
l+2, γ
′
l+2] ◦ [
̂̂
Γ, ̂̂γ] ◦ [Γ̂, γ̂] ◦ [Γ′l−1, γ′l−1] ◦ · · · ◦ [Γ′1, γ′1],
and the value of this decomposition is same as that of
[Γ′k+1, γ
′
k+1] ◦ · · · ◦ [Γ
′
l+2, γ
′
l+2] ◦ [Γ
′
l+1, γ
′
l+1] ◦ [Γ
′
l, γ
′
l ] ◦ [Γ
′
l−1, γ
′
l−1] ◦ · · · ◦ [Γ
′
1, γ
′
1].
In the second case, we can give similar construction and prove similar results. Repeating the construction k+1−l times,
we will get a new decomposition with vl appearing in the last level and the value equal to that of [Γ
′
k+1, γ
′
k+1]◦· · ·◦ [Γ
′
1, γ
′
1].
Using the result of case 2.1 proved above, we prove that the value of [Γ′k+1, γ
′
k+1]◦· · ·◦[Γ
′
1, γ
′
1] and [Γk+1, γk+1]◦· · ·◦[Γ1, γ1].
Hence we complete the proof of the fact that ε is well-defined.
For any two composable diagrams [Γ1, γ1], [Γ2, γ2], the fact ε([Γ2, γ2] ◦ [Γ1, γ1]) = ε([Γ2, γ2]) ◦ ε([Γ1, γ1]) is a direct
consequence of the definition of ε and associative law of composition of morphisms in V .
The uniqueness of ε is obvious.
The proof of following corollaries are easy, we leave them to readers.
Corollary 4.4.3. ε([Γ1, γ1]⊗ [Γ2, γ2]) = ε([Γ1, γ1])⊗ ε([Γ2, γ2]) for any two diagrams [Γ1, γ1], [Γ2, γ2].
Corollary 4.4.4. If [Γ1, γ1], [Γ
′
1, γ
′
1] and [Γ2, γ2], [Γ
′
2, γ
′
2] are composable, then
ε([Γ′1, γ
′
1]⊗ [Γ
′
2, γ
′
2]) ◦ ε([Γ1, γ1]⊗ [Γ2, γ2])
=ε([Γ′1, γ
′
1] ◦ [Γ1, γ1])⊗ ε([Γ
′
2, γ
′
2] ◦ [Γ2, γ2]).
Similar as contraction of a planar graph and coarse-graining of a fissus planar graph, we introduce the following notions
which are helpful for analysing the combinatorial nature of tensor calculus.
Let [Γ, γ] be a planar diagram in V , we define its contraction to be a prime diagram in V with underlying planar
graph being the contraction of Γ, domain and codomain equal to those of [Γ, γ] and vertex-decoration being εV([Γ, γ]).
The construction of contraction defines a map κ : Diag→ Prim.
For a fissus planar diagram [Γ, Pin, Pout, γ] in V , its coarse-graining is defined to be a prime diagram in V with
underlying planar graph being the coarse-graining of (Γ, Pin, Pout), domain and codomain equal to fusion of [Γ, γ]’s and
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vertex-decoration being εV([Γ, γ]). Concretely, let [Γ, Pin, Pout, γ] be a fissus planar diagram with Pin = (i1 < · · · <
iµ1) < · · · < (iµ1+···+µm−1+1 < · · · < iµ1+···+µm), Pout = (o1 < · · · < oν1) < · · · < (oν1+···+νn−1+1 < · · · < oν1+···+νn), and
assume γo(ik) = xk for 1 ≤ k ≤ µ1 + · · ·+ µm, γo(ol) = yl for 1 ≤ l ≤ ν1 + · · ·+ νn, then the coarse-grained valuation γ̂
is defined as following: γ̂o({i1, · · · , iµ1}) = x1⊗ · · · ⊗ xµ1 , · · · , γ̂o(iµ1+···+µm−1+1, · · · , iµ1+···+µm) = iµ1+···+µm−1+1⊗ · · · ⊗
iµ1+···+µm , γ̂o({o1, · · · , oν1}) = y1⊗ · · ·⊗ yν1 , · · · , γ̂o(oν1+···+νn−1+1, · · · , oν1+···+νn) = yν1+···+νn−1+1⊗ · · ·⊗ yν1+···+νn and
γ̂m(v) = εV([Γ, γ]) for v ∈ V ((Γ, Pin, Pout)︸ ︷︷ ︸). The construction of contraction defines a map ζ : Diag→ Prim.
The following proposition shows that the constructions of evaluation, contraction and coarse-graining are ”functorial”.
Proposition 4.4.5. Let K : V1 → V2 be a strict tensor functor, then we have
Diag(V1)
K∗

εV1 // Mor(V1)
K

Diag(V2)
εV2 // Mor(V2),
Diag(V1)
K∗

κV1 // Prim(V1)
K∗

Diag(V2)
κV2 // Prim(V2),
Diag(V1)
K∗

ζV1 // Prim(V1)
K∗

Diag(V2)
ζV2 // Prim(V2).
4.5. Coarse-graining of a compound planar graph
Recall that Γ = (Γ, {x}, s, t) in example 4.1.2 and ΓF = (ΓF ,W ({x}), dom, cod) in example 4.1.6 are tensor schemes,
their diagrams are important for analyzing the combinatorics of tensor calculus .
Definition 4.5.1. A planar diagram in Γ is called a compound planar graph, and a planar diagram in ΓF is called
a compound fissus planar graph.
So a compound planar graph can be equivalently described as a pair [Γ, λ] with Γ being a planar graph and λ being
a map λ : Vre(Γ) → Γ, such that for any v ∈ Vre(Γ) there is an equivalence φv : λ(v)
∼
→ (
−→
Γv,≺Γv) from the contraction
of value λ(v) to the vertex subgraph (
−→
Γv,≺Γv) (for precise definition see the proof of theorem 3.5.7). We call Γ the
contraction of the compound planar graph, which is also denoted as [Γ, λ] and λ(v) is called the component map
with each λ(v) called a component. Two compound planar graphs are equivalent if both their contractions and their
corresponding components are equivalent, and we denote the set of equivalence classes of compound planar graphs by ΓC
or Γ(Γ).
Now we introduce two strict tensor categories Γ⊗ = (Γ,W ({x}), s, t) and Γ⊗F = (ΓF ,W (W ({x})), dom, cod) where
their set of morphisms, objects and sources, targets are same as tensor schemes in example 4.1.2 and 4.1.6. Their tensor
product and composition of morphisms are tensor product and composition of planar graphs and fissus planar graphs,
respectively. Their tensor products of objects are given by juxtaposition of words and their unit objects are words of
length zero. For an object
m times︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x in Γ⊗, its identity morphism is the (m,m)-invertible planar graph, for an object
(
µ1 times︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x ) · · · (
µm times︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x ) in Γ⊗F , its identity morphism is the (µ1 + · · · + µm, µ1 + · · · + µm)-invertible planar graph with
fissus structure Pin = (i1 < · · · < iµ1) < · · · < (iµ1+···+µm−1+1 < · · · < iµ1+···+µm) and Pout = (o1 < · · · < oµ1) < · · · <
(oµ1+···+µm−1+1 < · · · < oµ1+···+µm). The identity morphisms of unit objects are empty graphs.
A compound planar graph can also be viewed as a special kind of planar diagram in the strict tensor category Γ⊗
with its flag-decorations being non-decomposable objects, so as an usual diagram in a strict tensor category we can get
a value in Mor(Γ⊗), that is, given a compound planar graph, we can get a planar graph by tensoring and composing its
components in the way its contraction provided, and we call this planar graph the value of this compound planar graph
which is given exactly by the evaluation map of Γ⊗ denoted as
Z : Γ(Γ)→ Γ.
When all components of a compound planar graph are reduced, another more intuitive view is to take it as a planar
graph with a planar division structure with each cell being a component, and if we contract all its components, we will
get a planar graph which reflects the planar division structure (i.e., a finite set of ”admissible” planar sub-graphs). So
the contraction of a compound planar graph represents its planar division structure and the value of it can be obtained
by substitution all its (reduced) components into its contraction, and in this sense, contraction and substitution are
reciprocal constructions. Any reduced component of a compound planar graph will become an planar sub-graph of the
value, so we also call it an admissible planar sub-graph of the compound planar graph.
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As diagrams in a strict tensor scheme, there are well-defined notions of tensor products and compositions of compound
planar graphs and of their equivalence classes. The contraction of a compound planar graphs defines a map
ξ : Γ(Γ)→ Γ
preserving tensor product and composition, and for any compound planar graph the map ξ just records its planar division
structure and forgets its components.
A compound planar graph [Γ, λ] is called prime if its contraction Γ is prime. We denote the set of classes of prime
compound planar graphs by PrimC or Prim(Γ) and the restriction of Z : Prim(Γ)→ Γ gives a natural isomorphism of sets
Z : Γ(Γ)
∼
→ Γ. In fact, Z([Γv, λ]) = λ(v).
Definition 4.5.2. A fission structure of a compound fissus planar graphs is a fission structure of its contraction.
A compound planar graph is called fissus if it equips with a fission structure and we denote the set of equivalent
classes of fissus compound planar graph by ΓFC or (ΓC)F or ΓF (Γ). Any fission structure of a compound planar graph
will induce a fission structure on its value, so the evaluation map induces a map
ZF : ΓF (Γ)→ ΓF .
The construction of taking contraction also defines a map
ξF : ΓF (Γ)→ ΓF
which just forgets the components of a fissus compound planar graph.
Similarly a compound fissus planar graph can be equivalently described as a pair [Γ, λ] with Γ being a planar graph
and λ being a map λ : Vre(Γ) → ΓF , such that for any v ∈ Vre(Γ) there is an equivalence φv : λ(v)︸︷︷︸ ∼→ (−→Γv,≺Γv) from
the coarse-graining of value λ(v) to the vertex subgraph (
−→
Γv,≺Γv ). We call Γ the coarse-graining of the compound
planar graph, which is also denoted as [Γ, λ]︸ ︷︷ ︸ and λ(v) is called the component map with each λ(v) called a component.
Two compound fissus planar graphs are equivalent if both their coarse-grainings and the corresponding components are
equivalent, and we denote the set of equivalence classes of compound fissus planar graphs by (ΓF )C or Γ(ΓF ). Given a
compound fissus planar graph, we can get a fissus planar graph by tensoring and composing its components in the way
its coarse-graining provided, and we call this fissus planar graph the value of this compound fissus planar graph which
is given exactly by the evaluation map of Γ⊗F denoted as
Ẑ : Γ(ΓF )→ ΓF .
When all components of a compound fissus planar graph are reduced, another more intuitive view is to take it as
a fissus planar graph with a planar division structure with each cell being a component, and if we coarse-grain all its
components, we will get a planar graph which reflects the planar division structure. So the coarse-graining of a compound
fissus planar graph represents its planar division structure and the value of it can be obtained by ”substitution” all its
(reduced) components into its coarse-graining, and we call this procedure fine-graining. In a sense, coarse-graining and
fine-graining are reciprocal constructions.
There are also well-defined notions of tensor products and compositions of compound fissus planar graphs and of their
equivalence classes. The coarse-graining of a compound fissus planar graph defines a map
ξ̂ : Γ(ΓF )→ Γ
preserving tensor product and composition, and for any compound planar graph the map ξ̂ just records its planar division
structure and forgets its components.
A compound fissus planar graph [Γ, λ] is called prime if its coarse-graining Γ is prime. We denote the set of classes of
prime compound fissus planar graphs by PrimCF or Prim(ΓF ) and the restriction of Ẑ : Prim(ΓF )→ ΓF gives a natural
isomorphism of sets Ẑ : PrimCF
∼
→ ΓF . In fact, Z([Γv, λ]) = λ(v).
Definition 4.5.3. A fission structure of a compound fissus planar graphs is a fission structure of its coarse-graining.
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A compound fissus planar graph is called fissus if it equips with a fission structure and we denote the set of equivalent
classes of fissus compound fissus planar graph by ((ΓF )C)F or (ΓFCF ) or ΓF (ΓF ). Any fission structure of a compound
fissus planar graph will induce a second layer of fission structure on its value, so the evaluation map induces a map
ẐF : ΓF (ΓF )→ (ΓF )F
from ΓF (ΓF ) to the set (ΓF )F of isomorphic classes of two-layer fissus planar graphs. The composition of linear partitions
naturally induces a map
σ : (ΓF )F → ΓF
which sends a two-layer fissus planar graph ((Γ, Pin, Pout), Qin, Qout) to a fissus planar graph (Γ, Oin ⊳ Pin, Oout ⊳ Pout).
The construction of taking coarse-graining also defines a map
ξ̂F : ΓF (ΓF )→ ΓF
which forgets components of a fissus compound fissus planar graph.
Here in summary, we see two parallel stories:
planar graph fissus planar graph
Γ ΓF
Γ(Γ) Γ(ΓF )
ΓF (Γ) ΓF (ΓF )
contraction coarse-graining
substitution fine-graining
Z : Γ(Γ)→ Γ Ẑ : Γ(ΓF )→ ΓF
ZF : ΓF (Γ)→ ΓF ẐF : ΓF (ΓF )→ ΓF
Z : Prim(Γ)
∼
→ Γ Ẑ : Prim(ΓF )
∼
→ ΓF
ξ : Γ(Γ)→ Γ ξ̂ : Γ(ΓF )→ Γ
ξF : ΓF (Γ)→ ΓF ξ̂F : ΓF (ΓF )→ ΓF
5. Adjunction of tensor calculus
The main task of this section is to introduce the adjunction of tensor calculus between the category T.Sch of tensor
schemes and the category Str.T of strict small tensor categories. Namely, we will introduce two functors F,U as
T.Sch
F //
Str.T
U
oo
such that for any tensor scheme D ∈ T.Sch and strict tensor category V ∈ Str.T, we have a family of natural bijections
ΘD,V : HomStr.T(F (D),V) −→ HomT.Sch(D, U(V)).
After giving a precise description of the unit and counit of this adjunction, we will also discuss the associated monad and
comonad.
5.1. The functor F
The functor F (called aggregation functor) is given by Joyal and Street’s construction of a free tensor category. For
every tensor schemeD, the functor F will produce a strict tensor category F (D) defined as follows: the objects are words in
elements of Ob(D); the morphisms are isomorphic classes of planar diagrams in D; the domain, codomain, tensor product
and composition of morphisms are induced on isomorphic classes by the corresponding operations for the diagrams;
identity morphisms are isomorphic classes of diagrams with invertible graphs; the tensor product on objects is given by
juxtaposition of words. In short, we write F (D) = (W (Ob(D)),Diag(D), s = dom, t = cod) or Diag(D)
s //
t
// W (Ob(D)).
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The unit object 1F (D) is the word of length zero (or null string) denoted by ∅ and the identity morphism Id1F (D) of
1F (D) is the empty graph. For any word x1 · · ·xn ∈ Ob(F (D)), its identity morphism Idx1···xn = Id〈x1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Id〈xn〉 is
given by the invertible diagram
x1
x1
· · ·
xn
xn.
=
〈x1〉
〈x1〉
⊗· · ·⊗
〈xn〉
〈xn〉
,
where we write 〈x〉 to distinguish the word 〈x〉 in W (Ob(D)) from the element x ∈ Ob(D).
Example 5.1.1. Take D = Prim be the tensor scheme in example 4.1.3, then the evaluation map Z : Γ(Γ) → Γ can
induce an isomorphism of strict tensor categories
ζ˜ : F (Prim)
∼
→ Γ⊗.
In fact, Prim = (Prim, {x}, s, t), then F (Prim) = (Γ(Prim),W ({x}), s, t). So a morphism in F (Prim) is a compound
planar graph with each non-empty component being a prime graph, hence Z can induces an isomorphism
ζ : Γ(Prim)→ Γ
due to the fact that prime graphs are reduced graphs. Note that Γ⊗ = (Γ,W ({x}), s, t) (defined in section 4.5), and we
define ζ˜o :W ({x})→W ({x}) to be the identity map and ζ˜m = ζ being the restriction of Z on Γ(Prim). Then it is easy
to check that ζ˜ = (ζ˜m, ζ˜o) is an isomorphism of strict tensor categories.
Further more, if ϕ : D1 → D2 is a morphism of tensor schemes, the functor F will produce a ”strict tensor functor”
F (ϕ) : F (D1) → F (D2) constituted by the function ϕ̂o : W (Ob(D1)) → W (Ob(D2)) at the level of objects and the
function ϕ∗ : Diag(D1)→ Diag(D2) at the level of morphisms.
By proposition 4.2.2, the following proposition can be easily checked.
Proposition 5.1.2. For every morphism ϕ : D1 → D2 of tensor schemes, F (ϕ) : F (D1) → F (D2) is a strict tensor
functor. Moreover, if ϕ1 : D1 → D2 and ϕ2 : D2 → D3 are two morphisms of tensor schemes, then
F (ϕ2 ◦ ϕ1) = F (ϕ2) ◦ F (ϕ1)
as strict tensor functors from F (D1) to F (D3).
Hence, we can easily get the fact:
Proposition 5.1.3. The construction F is a functor from T.Sch to Str.T.
5.2. The functor U
The functor U (called fission functor) is given essentially by the construction of prime diagrams in a strict tensor
category. For every strict small tensor category V , we define a tensor scheme U(V) as follows: the objects are the
objects of V ; the morphisms are isomorphic classes of prime diagrams in V ; the source and target maps are given by the
domain and codomain of diagrams. We denote the set of isomorphic classes of prime diagrams in V by Prim(V) and write
U(V) = (Ob(V),Prim(V), s = dom, t = cod) or Prim(V)
s //❴❴❴
t
//❴❴❴ Ob(V).
Example 5.2.1. Take V = Γ⊗, then there is an natural isomorphism from the tensor scheme U(Γ⊗) to the tensor scheme
ΓF in example 4.1.6. In fact, Γ
⊗ = (Γ,W ({x}), s, t), so U(Γ⊗) = (Prim(Γ⊗),W ({x}), dom, cod).
Let [Γv, λ] be a morphism of U(Γ
⊗) which is a prime diagram in Γ⊗. Assume H(Γv) = {I1, ..., Im, O1, ..., On} and
λ(Iα) =
µα︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x (1 ≤ α ≤ m), λ(Oβ) =
νβ︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x (1 ≤ β ≤ n), then λ(v) is a (µ1 + · · · + µm, ν1 + · · · + νn)-planar
graph with domain
µ1+···+µm︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x =
µ1︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x ⊗ · · · ⊗
µm︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x and codomain
ν1+···+νn︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x =
ν1︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x ⊗ · · · ⊗
νn︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x, so we can assume
H(λ(v)) = {i1, ..., iµ1+···+µm , o1, ..., oν1+···+νn}.
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Now we define a map
ω : Prim(Γ⊗)→ ΓF
which sends [Γv, λ] to a fissus planar graph [λ(v), Pin, Pout] with Pin = (i1 < · · · < iµ1) < · · · < (iµ1+···+µm−1+1 < · · · <
iµ1+···+µm), Pout = (o1 < · · · < oν1) < · · · < (oν1+···+νn−1+1 < · · · < oν1+···+νn), hence the coarse-graining of ω([Γv, λ]) is
isomorphic to Γv.
Note that ΓF = (ΓF ,W ({x}), dom, cod) and we can define a morphism of tensor schemes
ω˜ : U(Γ⊗)→ ΓF
with ω˜m = ω : Prim(Γ
⊗) → ΓF and ω˜o : W ({x}) → W ({x}) being the identity map. The fact that ω˜ is an isomorphism
can be directly checked.
For a strict tensor functor K : V1 → V2 between strict tensor categories, the construction U gives a morphism
U(K) : U(V1) → U(V2) of tensor schemes constituted by the function Ko : Ob(V1) → Ob(V2) at the level of objects and
the function K∗ : Prim(V1)→ Prim(V2) (i.e, the restriction of K∗ on prime diagrams ) at the level of morphisms.
The following propositions can be easily checked.
Proposition 5.2.2. If K1 : V1 → V2 and K2 : V2 → V3 are two strict tensor functors, then
U(K2 ◦K1) = U(K2) ◦ U(K1)
as morphisms of tensor schemes from U(V1) to U(V3).
Proposition 5.2.3. The construction U is a functor from Str.T to T.Sch.
Remark 5.2.4. Please notice that the functor U is different from usual forgetful functors which just forget some structures,
rather it seems like a kind of resolution..
5.3. Adjointness
Our intension in this section is to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 5.3.1. The pair of functors F,U form an adjunction.
Before proving the theorem, we introduce four natural functions which are useful to make our proof clear:
io :Ob(D) →֒ Ob(F (D)) =W (Ob(D))
x 7→ io(x) = 〈x〉,
im :Mor(D) →֒Mor(F (D))
(f : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn) 7→ im(f) = [v, γf ],
where [v, γf ] is a prime diagram in D with domain x1 · · ·xm codomain y1 · · · yn with the unique vertex v decorated by f ,
that is,
x1 · · ·xm
y1 · · · yn
f im f
x1 x2 · · · xm
y1 y2 · · · yn
and
jo :Ob(V)
∼
→ Ob(U(V))
v 7→ jo(v) = v,
jm :Mor(V) →֒Mor(U(V)) = Prim(V)
(g : x→ y) 7→ jm(g) = [v, γg],
where [v, γg] is a prime diagram in V with domain x, codomain y and an unique vertex v decorated by g if the source
and target of g is x and y, that is,
x
y
g jm
jo(x)
jo(y)
g =
x
y
g .
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Obviously, io, im and jm are injections and jo is a bijection. From their definitions, we have
io(s(f)) = s(im(f)), io(t(f)) = t(im(f))
for f ∈Mor(D) and
jo(s(g)) = s(jm(g)), jo(t(g)) = t(jm(g))
for g ∈Mor(V).
Proof. (1) As the first step, we will define two functions
Θ : Hom(F (D),V)→ Hom(D, U(V))
and
Θ−1 : Hom(D, U(V))→ Hom(F (D),V)
for any tensor scheme D and strict tensor category V , and prove that they are inverse functions of each other.
• Definition of Θ.
If K : F (D)→ V is a strict tensor functor, then we define
ϕK = Θ(K) : D → U(V)
as follows: for an element x ∈ Ob(D), we define
(ϕK)o(x) = jo(K(io(x))) = K〈x〉 ∈ Ob(U(V));
F (D)
K // V
jo,jm

D
io,im
OO
ϕK // U(V)
for a morphism f : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn inMor(D), we define (ϕK)m(f) to be a prime diagram [v, γK(im(f))] with domain
(ϕK)o(x1) · · · (ϕK)o(xm) = K〈x1〉 · · ·K〈xm〉
and codomain
(ϕK)o(y1) · · · (ϕK)o(yn) = K〈y1〉 · · ·K〈yn〉
in W (Ob(U(V))) and with the unique real vertex decorated by
K(im(f)) ∈MorV(K〈x1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗K〈xm〉,K〈y1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗K〈yn〉),
that is,
x1 · · ·xm
y1 · · · yn
f (ϕK)m K(im(f))
K〈x1〉K〈x2〉 · · · K〈xm〉
K〈y1〉K〈y2〉 · · · K〈yn〉
The fact that ϕK is a morphism of tensor schemes, namely, ϕK is compatible with the source and target maps can be
easily checked from its definition.
Mor(D)
ϕ

im
∼=
//❴❴❴❴ Prim(D)
⊂ // Diag(D)
ϕ♯
✤
✤
✤
Mor(F (D))
K

Mor(U(V)) Prim(V)
⊂ // Diag(V)
ǫ //❴❴❴❴ Mor(V)
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
Mor(V)
jm
ee▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
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• Definition of Θ−1.
If ϕ : D → U(V) is a morphism of tensor schemes, we want to define a strict tensor functor
Kϕ = Θ
−1(K) : F (D)→ V .
Note that any object w ∈ Ob(F (D)) can be uniquely written as
w = io(x1)⊗F (D) · · · ⊗F (D) io(xm) , 〈x1〉 ⊗F (D) · · · ⊗F (D) 〈xm〉 = x1 · · ·xm,
where x1, · · · , xm are elements of Ob(D). We define Kϕ on objects as follows:
(1) If w = 1F (D) be the unit object of F (D), we define Kϕ(w) = 1V to be the unit object of V ;
(2) If w = io(x) = 〈x〉 for some x ∈ Ob(D), we define
Kϕ(w) = j
−1
o (ϕ(x)) = ϕ(x) ∈ Ob(V);
(3) If w = io(x1)⊗F (D) · · · ⊗F (D) io(xm), we define
Kϕ(w) = j
−1
o (ϕ(x1))⊗V · · · ⊗V j
−1
o (ϕ(xm)) = ϕ(x1)⊗V · · · ⊗V ϕ(xm) ∈ Ob(V).
F (D)
Kϕ // V
jo,jm

D
io,im
OO
ϕ // U(V)
For any morphism
[Γ, γ] : io(x1)⊗F (D) · · · ⊗F (D) io(xm)→ io(y1)⊗F (D) · · · ⊗F (D) io(yn)
in Mor(F (D)) = Diag(D), we define a diagram ϕ♯([Γ, γ]) := [Γ, ϕ♯γ] in Diag(V) as follows:
(ϕ♯γ)m(v) = ε(ϕm(γm(v))) ∈Mor(V)
for every real vertex v ∈ Vre(Γ) and
(ϕ♯γ)o(h) = j
−1
o (ϕo(γo(h))) ∈ Ob(V)
for every half-edge h ∈ H(Γ). In fact, from the definition, ϕ♯ is an operation on diagrams in D by applying ϕ∗ on every
prime sub-diagram in D which is naturally identified with Mor(D). As ϕ is a morphism of tensor schemes, it is easy to
check that ϕ♯([Γ, γ]) is indeed a diagram in V .
From the definition of ϕ♯,⊗F (D), ◦F (D), tensor product ⊗Diag(V) and composition ◦Diag(V) in V , it is easy to check that
ϕ♯([Γ1, γ1]⊗F (D) [Γ2, γ2]) = ϕ♯([Γ1, γ1])⊗Diag(V) ϕ♯([Γ2, γ2])
for any two morphisms in F (D) and
ϕ♯([Γ2, γ2] ◦F (D) [Γ1, γ1]) = ϕ♯([Γ2, γ2]) ◦Diag(V) ϕ♯([Γ1, γ1])
for any two composable morphisms in F (D).
Now we define Kϕ([Γ, γ]) to be
Kϕ([Γ, γ]) = ε(ϕ♯([Γ, γ])) ∈Mor(V),
that is, the value of the diagram [Γ, ϕ♯γ].
From the definition, it is easy to check that Kϕ is compatible with source and target maps.
Now let us show that Kϕ is a strict tensor functor. For any two morphisms [Γ1, γ1], [Γ2, γ2] ∈Mor(F (D)), we have
Kϕ([Γ1, γ1]⊗F (D) [Γ2, γ2])
=ε(ϕ♯([Γ1, γ1]⊗F (D) [Γ2, γ2])) (definition of Kϕ)
=ε(ϕ♯([Γ1, γ1])⊗Diag(V) ϕ♯([Γ2, γ2])) (property of ϕ♯)
=ε(ϕ♯([Γ1, γ1]))⊗V ε(ϕ♯([Γ2, γ2])) (property of ε)
=Kϕ([Γ1, γ1])⊗V Kϕ([Γ2, γ2]) (definition of Kϕ)
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For any two composable morphisms [Γ1, γ1] : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn and [Γ2, γ2] : y1 · · · yn → z1 · · · zl of F (D), we have
Kϕ([Γ1, γ1] ◦F (D) [Γ2, γ2])
=ε(ϕ♯([Γ1, γ1]) ◦F (D) [Γ2, γ2])) (definition of Kϕ)
=ε(ϕ♯([Γ1, γ1]) ◦Diag(V) ϕ♯([Γ2, γ2])) (property of ϕ♯)
=ε(ϕ♯([Γ1, γ1])) ◦V ε(ϕ♯([Γ2, γ2])) (property of ε)
=Kϕ([Γ1, γ1]) ◦V Kϕ([Γ2, γ2]) (definition of Kϕ)
The fact that Kϕ preserves unit objects is followed from the definition of Kϕ.
• Θ and Θ−1 are inverse functions of each other.
We want to show that Θ(Kϕ) = ϕ and Θ
−1(ϕK) = K for every ϕ : D → U(V) and K : F (D) → V and this can be
directly checked by the definitions of Θ and Θ−1.
First we prove that Θ(Kϕ) = ϕ. In fact, for every x ∈ Ob(D),
Θ(Kϕ)(x)
=jo(Kϕ(io(x))) (definition of Θ(Kϕ))
=jo(j
−1
o (ϕ(x))) (definition of Kϕ)
=ϕ(x),
thus at the level of objects Θ(Kϕ) = ϕ.
For every morphism f : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn ∈ Mor(D), ϕ(f) is a morphism in U(V) which by definition is a
prime diagram in V with domain ϕ(x1) · · ·ϕ(xm), codomain ϕ(y1) · · ·ϕ(yn) and with the unique real vertex decorated
by ǫV(ϕ(f)) ∈ Mor(V). Also by definition Θ(Kϕ)(f) is a prime diagram in V with domain Θ(Kϕ)(x1) · · ·Θ(Kϕ)(xm)
and codomain Θ(Kϕ)(y1) · · ·Θ(Kϕ)(yn). Notice that we have proved that Θ(Kϕ) = ϕ on the level of objects, then the
edge-decoration of ϕ(f) and Θ(Kϕ)(f) are equal as prime diagrams in V . Thus to show they are equal as prime diagrams
in V , we only need to show their vertex-decorations are equal. In fact, we have
Θ(Kϕ)(f)
=[v, γKϕ(im(f))] (definition of Θ(Kϕ))
=[v, γKϕ([v,γf ])] (definition of im(f))
=[v, γε(ϕ♯([v,γf ]))] (definition of Kϕ)
=[v, γε([v,ϕ∗γf ])] (definition of ϕ♯)
=[v, γε(ϕ(f))] (definition of value of prime diagram)
=ϕ(f). (property of prime diagrams in V)
Thus we prove that Θ(Kϕ) = ϕ.
Now we want to prove that Θ−1(ϕK) = K.
First, for any object io(x1)⊗F (D) · · · ⊗F (D) io(xm) ∈ Ob(F (D)), we have
Θ−1(ϕK)(io(x1)⊗F (D) · · · ⊗F (D) io(xm))
=j−1o ϕK(x1)⊗V · · · ⊗V j
−1
o ϕK(xm) (definition of Θ
−1(ϕK))
=j−1o joKio(x1)⊗V · · · ⊗V j
−1
o joKio(xm) (definition of ϕK)
=Kio(x1)⊗V · · · ⊗V Kio(xm) (j
−1
o jo = id)
=K(io(x1)⊗F (D) · · · ⊗F (D) io(xm)) (K is a strict tensor fucntor)
thus Θ−1(ϕK) = K on the level of objects. Secondly to prove they are equal on the level of morphisms, we will prove
that for any prime morphism [v, γ] in F (D), that is, for any prime diagram in D, the equation
Θ−1(ϕK)([v, γ]) = K([v, γ])
is true. In fact, if [v, γf ] : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn ∈ F (D) is a prime diagram with vertex-decoration f ∈Mor(D), we have
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Θ−1(ϕK)([v, γf ])
=ε((ϕK)♯([v, γf ]) (definition of Θ
−1(ϕK))
=ε([v, γε(ϕK(f))]) (definition of (ϕK)♯)
=ε(ϕK(f)) (definition of ε)
=ε([v, γK(im(f))]) (definition of ϕK)
=ε([v, γK([v,γf )]) (definition of io)
=K([v, γf ]). (definition of ε)
At last, for any general morphism [Γ, γ], the equation
Θ−1(ϕK)[Γ, γ] = K([Γ, γ])
is direct consequence of the facts that both Θ−1(ϕK) and K are strict tensor functors and every diagrams can be de-
composed as composition and tensor product of prime diagrams and invertible diagrams. So we prove that Θ is a bijection.
(2) In this second step, we will show that Θ is natural both in Ds and Vs.
• Now we want to show Θ is natural in Ds.
If ψ : D1 → D2 is a morphism of tensor schemes, we need to show that the diagram
Hom(F (D1),V)
ΘD1,V // Hom(D1, U(V))
Hom(F (D2),V)
(Fψ)∗
OO
ΘD2,V // Hom(D2, U(V))
ψ∗
OO
is commutative, that is, for every K ∈ Hom(F (D2),V), the equation
ϕK ◦ ψ = ϕK◦F (ψ)
holds in Hom(D1, U(V)).
In fact, for every object x ∈ Ob(D1), using the following commutative diagram
Ob(F (D1))
F (ψ) // Ob(F (D2))
Ob(D1)
iD1o
OO
ψ // Ob(D2)
iD2o
OO
we have
LHS
=ϕK ◦ ψ(x)
=jVo K(i
D2
o ψ(x)) (definition of ϕK)
=jVo K(F (ψ)(i
D1
o x)) (i
D2
o ψ = F (ψ)i
D1
o )
=jVo (K ◦ F (ψ))(i
D1
o x)) (rewriting)
=ϕK◦F (ψ)(x) (definition of ϕK◦F (ψ))
=RHS.
Thus on the level of objects, ϕK ◦ ψ = ϕK◦F (ψ) holds.
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For any morphism f : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn ∈Mor(D1), using the following commutative diagram
Mor(F (D1))
F (ψ) // Mor(F (D2))
Mor(D1)
iD1m
OO
ψ // Mor(D2)
iD2m
OO
we have
LHS
=ϕK ◦ ψ(f)
=[v, γ
K(i
D2
m ψ(f))
] (definition of ϕK)
=[v, γ
K(F (ψ)i
D1
m (f))
] (iD2m ψ = F (ψ)i
D1
m )
=[v, γ
K◦F (ψ)(i
D1
m (f))
] (rewriting )
=ϕK◦F (ψ)(f) (definition of ϕK◦F (ψ))
=RHS.
Thus on the level of morphisms, ϕK ◦ ψ = ϕK◦F (ψ) holds.
• Now let us show Θ is natural in Vs.
If L : V1 → V2 is a morphism of strict tensor categories, we need to show the following diagram
Hom(F (D),V1)
L∗

ΘD,V1 // Hom(D, U(V1))
U(L)∗

Hom(F (D),V2)
ΘD,V2 // Hom(D, U(V2))
is commutative. That is, for every K ∈ Hom(F (D),V1), the equation
U(L) ◦ ϕK = ϕL◦K
holds in Hom(D, U(V2)).
First, for every object x ∈ Ob(D), using the commutative diagram
Ob(U(V1))
U(L) // Ob(U(V2))
Ob(V1)
jV1o
OO
L // Ob(V2)
jV2o
OO
we have
LHS
=U(L) ◦ ϕK(x)
=U(L)jV1o K(i
D
o x) (definition of ϕK)
=jV2o L ◦K(i
D
o x) (U(L)j
V1
o = j
V2
o L)
=jV2o (L ◦K)(i
D
o x) (rewriting )
=ϕL◦K(x) (definition of ϕL◦K)
=RHS.
Thus on the level of objects, U(L) ◦ ϕK = ϕL◦K holds.
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For any morphism f : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn ∈Mor(D), we have
LHS
=U(L) ◦ ϕK(f)
=U(L)([v, γK(iDmf)]) (definition of ϕK)
=[v, γL(K(iDmf))] (definition of U(L))
=[v, γL◦K(iDmf)] (rewriting )
=ϕL◦K(f) (definition of ϕL◦K)
=RHS.
Thus on the level of morphisms, U(L) ◦ ϕK = ϕL◦K holds. Hence we complete the proof of adjointness of F,U .
5.4. Two natural isomorphisms
By the general theory of adjunctions [Mac71], the adjunction Θ : F ⊣ U can be equivalently defined as the quadruple
(F,U, ε, η) with unit η : I → UF and counit ε : FU → I being natural transformations, such that εF ◦ F (η) = 1F and
U(ε) ◦ ηU = 1U . We define µ = UεF : UFUF → UF and δ = FηU : FU → FUFU , and take T = UF , G = FU . Then
(T, µ, η) defines a monad on T.Sch and (G, δ, ε) defines a comonad on Str.T.
Now we introduce a functor
Γ⊗ : Str.T→ Str.T
which sends a strict tensor category V to a strict tensor category Γ⊗(V) = (Γ(V),W (Ob(V)), dom, cod) with the set of
morphisms being the set of diagrams in V . The tensor product of morphisms is the tensor product of diagrams and
composition of morphisms is the composition of diagrams. The tensor product of objects is given by juxtaposition of
words. For a strict tensor functor K : V1 → V2, the strict tensor functor Γ⊗(K) : Γ⊗(V1) → Γ⊗(V2) is defined as
Γ⊗(K)o = K̂o :W (Ob(V1))→W (Ob(V2)), Γ⊗(K)m = K∗ : Γ(V1)→ Γ(V2).
As a decorated version of example 5.1.1, we have
Proposition 5.4.1. There is a natural isomorphism ζ˜ : G→ Γ⊗.
Proof. Given any strict tensor functor V , there is an isomorphism ζ˜V : G(V)→ Γ⊗(V) of strict tensor categories defined
as follows:
• for a morphism [Γ, λ] in G(V) which is a diagram in U(V), the image (ζ˜V )m([Γ, λ]) is a diagram [Γ, λ˜] in V , such
that λ˜o(h) = io(λo(h)) for any h ∈ H(Γ) and λ˜m(v) = εV(λm(v)) for any v ∈ Vre(Γ), where io : Ob(U(V)) → Ob(G(V))
sends an object x of U(V) to the object 〈x〉 of G(V).
• for an object x1 · · ·xm of G(V), (ζ˜V)o(x1 · · ·xm) = x1 · · ·xm.
It is easy to see that ζ˜V is a strict tensor functor and the fact that ζ˜V is a natural transformation can be directly
checked.
According to this proposition, we will not make a distinction between the functor G and the functor Γ⊗.
Recall in section 4.2 we have introduced a functor ΓF : T.Sch→ T.Sch, the following proposition shows that we can
identity ΓF with the functor T .
Proposition 5.4.2. There is a natural isomorphism ω˜ : T → ΓF .
Proof. For any tensor scheme D, we can define an isomorphism ω˜(D) : T (D)→ ΓF (D) of tensor schemes as follows:
• similar to example 5.2.1, let [Γv, λ] be a morphism in T (D) which is a prime diagram in F (D), and assume In(Γv) =
{I1, ..., Im}, Out(Γv) = {O1, ..., On}, λo(Iα) = xµ0+···+µα−1+1 · · ·xµ0+···+µα , and λo(Oβ) = yν0+···+νβ−1+1 · · · yν0+···+νβ ,
where xµ, yν ∈ Ob(D),for 1 ≤ µ ≤ µ1+· · ·+µm, 1 ≤ ν ≤ ν1+· · ·+νn and µ0 = ν0 = 0, µα, νβ ≥ 1 for 1 ≤ α ≤ m, 1 ≤ β ≤ n.
Then the domain of λ(v) should be x1 · · ·xµ1+···+µm and the codomain of λ(v) should be y1 · · · yν1+···+νn . Assume
In(λ(v)) = {i1 < · · · < iµ1+···+µm} and Out(λ(v)) = {o1 < · · · < oν1+···+νn}, then we define the image (ω˜D)m([Γv, λ])
is the fissus diagram [λ(v), Pin, Pout] in D with Pin = (i1 < · · · < iµ1) < · · · < (iµ1+···+µm−1+1 < · · · < iµ1+···+µm) and
Pout = (o1 < · · · < oν1) < · · · < (oν1+···+νn−1+1 < · · · < oν1+···+νn).
• for an object x1 · · ·xm of T (D), (ω˜D)o(x1 · · ·xm) = x1 · · ·xm.
Due to the fact that F (D) is free, it is easy to see that ω˜ is an isomorphism of tensor schemes. The naturality of ω˜
can be directly checked.
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5.5. The unit and counit of tensor calculus
Here we want to give a detailed analysis of η and ε. For a tensor scheme D, the unit η : I → UF gives rise to a
morphism ηD : D → UF (D) of tensor schemes. By definition, ηD is given by the equation
ηD = Θ(IdF (D)).
Notice that Ob(UF (D)) = W (Ob(D)) is the set of words in Ob(D), Mor(UF (D)) = Prim(F (D)) is the set of prime
diagrams in F (D).
For any object x ∈ Ob(D), by definition
ηD(x) = j
F (D)
o ◦ IdF (D) ◦ i
D
o (x) = j
F (D)
o ◦ i
D
o (x) = 〈x〉 ∈ Ob(UF (D)) =W (Ob(D)).
For any morphism f : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn ∈Mor(D), by definition
ηD(f) = [v, γIdF (D)◦iDm(f)] = [v, γiDm(f)] = [v, γ[v,γf ]],
that is, a prime diagram with domain and codomain 〈x1〉 · · · 〈xm〉, 〈y1〉 · · · 〈yn〉 ∈W (W (Ob(D))) =W (F (D)), respectively,
and with the unique vertex decorated by the prime diagram [v, γf ] = i
D
m(f).
By proposition 5.4.2 , we have a natural isomorphism ω˜D : UF (D) → ΓF (D), thus we can identify [v, γ[v,γf ]] with a
fissus prime diagram in D.
x1 · · ·xm
y1 · · · yn
f ηD iDm(f) =
f
x1 x2 · · · xm
y1 y2 · · · yn
〈x1〉 〈x2〉 · · · 〈xm〉
〈y1〉 〈y2〉 · · · 〈yn〉
ω˜D f
(x1) (x2) · · · (xm)
(y1) (y2) · · · (yn)
We will not make a distinction between the natural transformation η : IT.sch → UF and the natural transformation
η˜ = η ◦ ω˜ : IT.sch → ΓF , and call both of them fission transformations.
UF
ω˜

IT.sch
η
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
η˜ ##●
●●
●●
●●
●
ΓF
Example 5.5.1. Take D = U(Γ⊗). As example 5.2.1 shows, Ob(U(Γ⊗)) = W ({x}) and Mor(U(Γ⊗)) ∼= ΓF under
ω˜U(Γ⊗). The map (ηU(Γ⊗))o : Ob(U(Γ
⊗)) → Ob(UFU(Γ⊗)) sends a word
m times︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x to a word of word 〈
m times︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x 〉. Let
(Γ, Pin, Pout) be a fissus planar graph Pin = (i1 < · · · < iµ1) < · · · < (iµ1+···+µm−1+1 < · · · < iµ1+···+µm) and Pin = (o1 <
· · · < oν1) < · · · < (oν1+···+νn−1+1 < · · · < oν1+···+νn), then the map (ηU(Γ⊗))m : Mor(U(Γ
⊗)) → Mor(UFU(Γ⊗)) sends
(Γ, Pin, Pout) to a fissus compound fissus planar graph [Γv, P
′
in, P
′
out, λ] ∈ ΓF (ΓF ) such that
• P ′in = (1) < · · · < (m) and P
′
out = (1) < · · · < (n) are the finest linear partitions,
• λ(v) = (Γ, Pin, Pout), where v is the unique vertex of Γv.
• Γv is isomorphic to the coarse-graining (Γ, Pin, Pout)︸ ︷︷ ︸,
• λ(Iα) =
µα︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x, (1 ≤ α ≤ m) and λ(Oβ) =
νβ︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · · ·x, (1 ≤ β ≤ n) where Iα, Oβ are inputs and outputs of Γv,
respectively,
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Now let us study the counit ε : FU → I. For a strict tensor category V , let D = U(V) be the tensor scheme associated
to V . Then by definition εV is the strict tensor functor given by the equation
εV = Θ
−1(IdU(V)) : F (U(V))→ V .
We define the natural injection ιo = i
U(V)
o ◦ jVo : Ob(V)→ Ob(F (U(V))) which sends x ∈ Ob(V) to 〈x〉 ∈ Ob(FU(V)).
Ob(V)
jVo //
ιo
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
Ob(U(V))
iU(V)o

Ob(F (U(V)))
Every non-unit object w ∈ Ob(F (U(V))) can be uniquely written as w = ι0(x1)⊗ · · · ⊗ ι0(xm) = 〈x1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 〈xm〉 =
x1 · · ·xm for some x1, · · · , xm ∈ Ob(V). Then by definition
εVw
=εV(ιo(x1)⊗ · · · ⊗ ιo(xm))
=(jVo )
−1 ◦ IdU(V) ◦ j
V
o (x1)⊗V · · · ⊗V (j
V
o )
−1 ◦ IdU(V) ◦ j
V
o (xm)
=x1 ⊗V · · · ⊗V xm.
For any morphism [Γ, λ] : ιo(x1)⊗ · · · ⊗ ιo(xm)→ ιo(y1)⊗ · · · ⊗ ιo(yn) in F (U(V)), by definition
εV([Γ, λ]) = ε((IdU(V))♯([Γ, λ]).
By proposition 5.4.1, we have a natural isomorphism ζ˜V : FU(V)→ Γ
⊗(V). From the definition of (IdU(V))♯, we see
that (IdU(V))♯([Γ, λ]) as a diagram in V is equal to (ζ˜V )m([Γ, λ]), thus under the identification of FU(V) and Γ
⊗(V) the
counit εV can be identified with the evaluation map ε of V , which is the reason why we use the same notation. We call
both the natural transformation ζ : FU → IStr.T and the natural transformation ε˜ = ε ◦ ζ˜
−1 : Γ⊗ → IStr.T evaluation
transformations and will not make a distinction between them.
Γ⊗
ζ˜−1

ε˜ ##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
IStr.T
FU
ε
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
5.6. The multiplication and comultiplication
Recall that the multiplication µ : T ◦ T → T is given by µ = UεF : UFUF → UF . For any tensor scheme D, let us
consider the map εF (D) : FU(F (D))→ F (D). By definition, for an object (x1 · · · xi1) · · · (xi1+···+im−1+1 · · ·xi1+···+im) in
Ob(FUF (D)) which is a word of words in Ob(D),
(εF (D))o((x1 · · · xi1) · · · (xi1+···+im−1+1 · · ·xi1+···+im)) = x1 · · ·xi1+···+im ,
which just forgets the brackets. That is, (εF (D))o is given by juxtaposition of words.
By proposition 5.4.1, we have an natural isomorphism ζ˜F (D) : FU(F (D))
∼
→ Γ⊗(F (D)). Under this identification, a
morphism [Γ, γ] in FU(F (D)) is a diagram in F (D). Thus (ε˜F (D))m([Γ, γ]) is given exactly by the evaluation map of
diagrams in F (D). In fact, the map ε˜F (D) : Γ
⊗(F (D))→ F (D) is a strict tensor functor. So by definition,
µF (D) = U(ε˜F (D)).
That is, for an object (x1 · · · xi1) · · · (xi1+···+im−1+1 · · ·xi1+···+im) in Ob(UFUF (D)),
(µF (D))o((x1 · · · xi1 ) · · · (xi1+···+im−1+1 · · ·xi1+···+im)) = x1 · · ·xi1+···+im ;
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For a morphism [Γv, λ] in UΓ
⊗(F (D)) which is a prime diagram in Γ⊗(F (D)), (µF (D))m([Γv, λ]) is a prime diagram
[Γv, γε˜F (D)(λ(v))] in F (D) with its unique vertex v decorated by ε˜F (D)(λ(v)). For each half-edge h ∈ v,
γo(h) = (µF (D))o ◦ λo(h).
On the other hand, under the natural identification ω˜D : UF (D)
∼
→ ΓF (D) in proposition 5.4.2 , we can view a
morphism of UF (D) as a fissus diagram in D. Then on the level of morphisms, the multiplication can be presented by
σ ◦ ẐF : ΓF (ΓF )→ ΓF . In summary, we have the following commutative diagram:
ΓF ◦ ΓF
(σẐF ,µo) // ΓF
UFUF
ω˜2
OO
Uζ˜F

µ // UF
ω˜
OO
UΓ⊗F
Uε˜F // UF.
The comultiplication δ : G → G ◦ G is given by δ = FηU : FU → FUFU. For any strict tensor category V , let us
consider the strict tensor functor δV : FU(V) → FUFU(V). First of all, for any object x1 · · ·xm of FU(V) with each
xi ∈ Ob(V), 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
(δV)o(x1 · · ·xm) = 〈x1 · · ·xm〉.
Secondly, let consider the morphism η˜U(V) : U(V) → ΓF (U(V)). For a morphism [Γv, γf ] in U(V) which is a
prime diagram in V , η˜U(V)([Γv, γf ]) = ([Γv, λ], P
full
in , P
full
out ) with λm(v) = [Γv, γf ] and λo(h) = γo(h) for any h ∈ v.
So for any morphism [Γ, λ] in FU(V), F (η˜U(V)) maps it to be a diagram [Γ, λ˜] ∈ Γ(ΓF (U(V))) such that λ˜m(v) =
([Γv, γλm(v)], P
full
in , P
full
out ) for any v ∈ Vre(Γ) and λ˜o(h) = 〈λo(h)〉 for any h ∈ H(Γ).
On the other hand, by proposition 5.4.1 we have a natural isomorphism ζ˜V : FU(V) → Γ⊗(V). Now we define a
functor χV : Γ
⊗(V)→ Γ⊗ ◦ Γ⊗(V) as follows:
• for any object x1 · · ·xm of Γ
⊗(V), (χV )o(x1 · · ·xm) = 〈x1 · · ·xm〉.
• for any morphism [Γ, λ] of Γ⊗(V), (χV)m([Γ, λ]) = [Γ, λ˜] with λ˜m(v) = [Γv, γλ(v)] for any v ∈ Vre(Γ) and λ˜o(h) =
〈λo(h)〉 for any h ∈ H(Γ).
In summary, we have the following commutative diagram which can be carefully checked.
FU
F η˜U // FΓFU
FU
ζ˜

δ // FUFU
Fω˜U
OO
ζ˜2

Γ⊗
χ // Γ⊗ ◦ Γ⊗.
6. Algebras of tensor calculus
6.1. Tensor manifold
Definition 6.1.1. An algebra of (T, µ, η) is a tensor scheme D equipped with a morphism ǫ : T (D)→ D of tensor schemes
such that
T ◦ T (D)
T (ǫ) //
µD

T (D)
ǫ

T (D)
ǫ // D
D
ηD //
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉ T (D)
ǫ

D
The morphism ǫ is called the structure map of algebra (D, ǫ). We also call (D, ǫ) a tensor manifold and view it as a
categorical noncommutative space.
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Next we will give some examples of tensor manifolds.
Example 6.1.2. To any tensor scheme D, we can associate a free tensor manifold (T (D), µD) functorially with
• Ob(T (D)) =W (Ob(D)) being the set of words in Ob(D);
• Mor(T (D)) = ΓF (D) being the set of fissus planar diagrams in D;
• s = dom and t = cod which send each fissus planar diagram to words in Ob(T (D));
• the map (µD)o : Ob(T ◦ T (D))→ Ob(T (D)) sends a word (x1 · · · xi1 ) · · · (xi1+···+im−1+1 · · ·xi1+···+im) in W (Ob(D))
to the word x1 · · · xi1 · · · xi1+···+im−1+1 · · ·xi1+···+im in Ob(D);
• the map (µD)m : Mor(T ◦ T (D)) → Mor(T (D)) is equal to the map σ ◦ ẐF : ΓF (ΓF (D) → ΓF (D), i.e, evaluation
map of compound fissus planar diagrams.
Example 6.1.3. We define a tensor manifold (Prim, εC−G) as follows:
• Set Ob(Prim) = {x}, Mor(Prim) = Prim be the set of isomorphic classes of prime planar graphs.
• For a prime (m,n)-planar graph, the source map s sends it to the string of x with length m and the target map t
sends it to the string of x’s with length n.
• On the level of objects, the structure map εC−Go sends any string of x to x. On the level of morphism, the structure
map εC−Gm is equal to the coarse-graining of fissus planar planar graphs.
The fact that (Prim, {x}, s, t, εC−Go , ε
C−G
m ) defines a tensor manifold can be directly checked.
Example 6.1.4. We define a tensor manifold (Γ, εC−G) as follows:
• Set Ob(Γ) = {x}, Mor(Γ) = Γ be the set of isomorphic classes of planar graphs.
• For a (m,n)-planar graph, the source map s sends it to the string of x’s with length m and the target map t sends
it to the string of x’s with length n.
• On the level of objects, the structure map εC−Go sends any string of x’s to x. On the level of morphism, the structure
map εC−Gm is equal to the coarse-graining of fissus planar planar graphs.
The fact that (Γ, {x}, s, t, εC−Go , ε
C−G
m ) defines a tensor manifold can be directly checked.
Example 6.1.5. For any small strict tensor category V, we can associate a tensor manifold (U(V), ǫ) in the following
way.
• Set Ob(U(V)) = Ob(V), Mor(U(V)) = Prim(V), s = dom and t = cod.
• For any object x1 · · · xm ∈ Ob(T (U(V))),
ǫo(x1 · · · xm) = x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xm ∈ Ob(V).
• For any morphism (
−→
Γ ,≺, Pin, Pout, γ) ∈Mor(T (U(V))) with bracketed domain (x1···xi1 )···(xi1+···+im−1+1 · · ·xi1+···+im)
and codomain (y1 · · · yj1) · · · (yj1+···+jn−1+1 · · · yj1+···+jn),
ǫm((
−→
Γ ,≺, Pin, Pout, γ)) ∈Mor(U(V))
is the coase-graining of (
−→
Γ ,≺, Pin, Pout, γ), that is, a prime (m,n)-planar diagram in V with domain (x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xi1 ) · · ·
(xi1+···+im−1+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xi1+···+im), codomain (y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yj1) · · · (yj1+···+jn−1+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yj1+···+jn) and its unique vertex
decorated by the value of [Γ, γ]
εV([Γ, γ]) : x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xi1+···+im → y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yj1+···+jn .
The axioms of a tensor manifold can be directly checked.
Example 6.1.6. If we only replace Prim(V) by Γ(V) in the definition of (U(V), ǫ) above, we get a new tensor manifold
(Γ(V), ǫ). In fact, for any subset Prim(V) ⊆ S(V) ⊆ Γ(V), we can get a tensor manifold (S(V), ǫ) defined in the same way
as (U(V), ǫ) and (Γ(V), ǫ).
Definition 6.1.7. Let (D1, ǫ1) and (D2, ǫ2) be two algebras over (T, µ, η), a morphism of them is a morphism ϕ : D1 → D2
of tensor schemes such that
T (D1)
ǫ1 //
T (ϕ)

D1
ϕ

T (D1)
ǫ2 // D2
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All T -algebras and their morphisms form a category denoted by T.SchT which is called Eilenberg-Moore category of
T .
The following lemma shows some properties of tensor manifolds.
Lemma 6.1.8. Let (D, ǫ) be an algebra of (T, µ, η), then
(1) (Ob(D), ǫo) is a monoid;
(2) for each fissus prime planar diagram (
−→
Γ ,≺, Pin, Pout, γ) ∈ Mor(T (D)) with domain (x1)(x2) · · · (xm), codomain
(y1)(y2) · · · (yn) and its unique real vertex decorated by f : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn, ǫm((
−→
Γ ,≺, Pin, Pout, γ)) = f ;
f
(x1) (x2) · · · (xm)
(y1) (y2) · · · (yn)
ǫm
x1 · · ·xm
y1 · · · yn
f
(3) for any x ∈ Ob(D), the space of morphisms MorD(x, x) is not an empty set;
(4) for m,n ≥ 1, the set Mor(D)(m,n) = {f ∈Mor(D)|length(s(f)) = m, length(t(f)) = n} is not an empty set.
Proof. • The fact that (Ob(D), ǫo) is a monoid is evident from the definition of a tensor manifold and we call the object
ǫo(∅) the unit object of (D, ǫ), where ∅ is the null string. We denote the unit object by 1D.
• The second fact is a direct consequence of the fact η ◦ ǫ = Id in the definition of a T -algebra.
• To prove the third statement, notice that for every object x ∈ Ob(D), the fissus planar diagram
[v, γ∅:(x)→(x)] =
(x)
(x)
is a morphism in T (D). Thus ǫm([v, γ∅:(x)→(x)]) ∈ MorD(x, x). We call it the identity morphism of x ∈ Ob(D), and
denote it by Idx.
• To prove the fourth statement, notice that for any m,n ≥ 1 and any object x ∈ Ob(D), there exist at least one fissus
invertible planar diagram ([Γ, γ], Pin, Pout) such that [Γ, γ] =

x
x

⊗k
(k ≥ max{m,n}) and Pin, Pout have m,n blocks,
respectively. Thus ǫm(([Γ, γ], Pin, Pout)) ∈MorD(m,n).
6.2. Operations on a tensor manifold
In this section, we want to define some operations on a tensor manifold, and give another characteristic of a tensor
manifold.
Let f : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn and g : u1 · · ·uk → v1 · · · vl be two morphisms of T -algebra(D, ǫ), we define their tensor
product
f ⊗ǫ g , ǫm([Γf , P
full
in , P
full
out ]⊗fissus [Γg, Q
full
in , Q
full
out ])
with [Γf , P
full
in , P
full
out ] and [Γg, Q
full
in , Q
full
out ] being fully fissus prime diagrams with their vertex decorated by f and g
respectively, and the tensor product ⊗fissus being the tensor product of fissus diagrams. That is,
f ⊗ǫ g = ǫm
 f
(x1) (xm)· · ·
(y1) (yn)· · ·
(u1) · · · (uk)
g
(v1) · · · (vl)
 .
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Proposition 6.2.1. The tensor product ⊗ǫ is associative.
Proof. Let f : x1 · · ·xl → u1 · · ·up, g : y1 · · · ym → v1 · · · vq and h : z1 · · · zn → w1 · · ·wr be three morphisms in D. Then
the following commutative diagram shows that f ⊗ǫ (g ⊗ǫ h) = (f ⊗ǫ g)⊗ǫ h.
[Γ1, λ1, P
full
in , P
full
out ]
µD f
(x1) (xl)· · ·
(u1) (up)· · ·
(y1) · · · (ym)
g
(v1) · · · (vq)
h
(z1) · · · (zn)
(w1) · · · (wr)
µD [Γ2, λ2, P
full
in , P
full
out ]
T (ǫ) ǫ T (ǫ)
[Γ3, λ3, P
full
in , P
full
out ]
ǫ f ⊗ǫ g ⊗ǫ h ǫ [Γ4, λ4, P
full
in , P
full
out ]
where (Γ1, P
full
in , P
full
out ) =
p1
(1) (l)· · ·
(1) (p)· · ·
(1) · · ·(m+ n)
p2
(1) · · · (q + r)
and
(λ1)m(p1) = f
(x1) (xl)· · ·
(u1) (up),· · ·
(λ1)m(p2) = g
(y1) (ym)· · ·
(v1) (vq)· · ·
(z1) · · · (zn)
h
(w1) · · · (wr);
(Γ2, P
full
in , P
full
out ) =
p3
(1) (l +m)· · ·
(1) (p+ q)· · ·
(1) · · · (n)
p4
(1) · · · (r)
and
(λ2)m(p3) = f
(x1) (xl)· · ·
(u1) (up)· · ·
(y1) · · · (ym)
g
(v1) · · · (vq),
(λ2)m(p4) = h
(z1) (zn)· · ·
(w1) (wr);· · ·
(Γ3, P
full
in , P
full
out ) = f
(1) (l)· · ·
(1) (p)· · ·
(1) · · ·(m+ n)
g ⊗ǫ h
(1) · · · (q + r)
and
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(Γ4, P
full
in , P
full
out ) = f ⊗ǫ g
(x1) (ym)· · ·
(u1) (vq)· · ·
(z1) · · · (zn)
h
(w1) · · · (wr).
Let f : x1 · · ·xl → y1 · · · ym and g : y1 · · · ym → z1 · · · zn be two morphisms of T -algebra(D, ǫ), we define their
composition
g ◦ǫ f , ǫm([Γg, Q
full
in , Q
full
out ] ◦fissus [Γf , P
full
in , P
full
out ])
with [Γf , P
full
in , P
full
out ] and [Γg, Q
full
in , Q
full
out ] being fully fissus prime diagrams with their vertices decorated by f and g
respectively, and the tensor product ◦fissus being the composition of fissus diagrams. That is,
g ◦ǫ f = ǫm

(x1) · · · (xl)
f
y1 ym
g
(z1) · · · (zn)
· · ·

.
Proposition 6.2.2. The composition ◦ǫ is associative.
Proof. Let f : x1 · · ·xk → y1 · · · yl, g : y1 · · · yl → z1 · · · zm and h : z1 · · · zm → w1 · · ·wn be three morphisms in D. Then
the following commutative diagram shows that h ◦ǫ (g ◦ǫ f) = (h ◦ǫ g) ◦ǫ f .
[Γ1, λ1, P
full
in , P
full
out ]
µD
f
· · ·y1 yl
g
· · ·z1 zm
h
· · ·(w1) (wn)
(x1) (xk)· · ·
µD [Γ2, λ2, P
full
in , P
full
out ]
T (ǫ) ǫ T (ǫ)
[Γ3, λ3, P
full
in , P
full
out ]
ǫ h ◦ǫ g ◦ǫ f ǫ [Γ4, λ4, P
full
in , P
full
out ]
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where (Γ1, P
full
in , P
full
out ) =
(1) · · · (k)
v1
1 l
v2
(1) · · · (n)
· · · and
(λ1)m(v1) = f
(x1) (xk)· · ·
(y1) (yl),· · ·
(λ1)m(v2) =
(y1)· · · (yl)
g
z1 zm
h
(w1)· · ·(wn);
· · ·
(Γ2, P
full
in , P
full
out ) =
(1) · · · (k)
v3
1 m
v4
(1) · · · (n)
· · ·
and
(λ2)m(v3) =
(x1)· · ·(xk)
f
y1 yl
g
(z1)· · ·(zm),
· · ·
(λ2)m(v4) = h
(z1) (zm)· · ·
(w1) (wn);· · ·
(Γ3, λ3P
full
in , P
full
out ) =
(x1)· · ·(xk)
f
y1 yl
h ◦ǫ f
(w1)· · ·(wn)
· · · and (Γ4, λ4, P
full
in , P
full
out ) =
(x1)· · ·(xk)
g ◦ǫ f
z1 zm
h
(w1)· · ·(wn).
· · ·
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Proposition 6.2.3. For ⊗ǫ and ◦ǫ, the middle-four-interchange law holds.
Proof. Let f1 : x1 · · ·xl → y1 · · · ym, g1 : y1 · · · ym → z1 · · · zn and f2 : u1 · · ·up → v1 · · · vq, g2 : v1 · · · vq → w1 · · ·wr be
four morphisms in D. We want to shows that (g1⊗ǫ g2)◦ǫ (f1⊗ǫ f2) = (g1 ◦ǫ f1)⊗ǫ (g2 ◦ǫ f2) which is a direct consequence
of the following commutative diagram.
[Γ1, λ1, P
full
in , P
full
out ]
µD
(x1)· · ·(xl)
f1
y1 ym
g1
(z1)· · ·(zn)
· · ·
(u1)· · ·(up)
f2
v1 vq
g2
(w1)· · ·(wr)
· · · µD [Γ2, λ2, P
full
in , P
full
out ]
T (ǫ) ǫ T (ǫ)
[Γ3, λ3, P
full
in , P
full
out ]
ǫ ǫ(f1, g1; f2, g2) ǫ [Γ4, λ4, P
full
in , P
full
out ]
where (Γ1, P
full
in , P
full
out ) =
(1) · · · (l + p)
p1
1 m+ q
p2
(1) · · ·(n+ r)
· · · and
(λ1)m(p1) = f1
(x1) (xl)· · ·
(y1) (ym)· · ·
(u1) · · · (up)
g1
(v1) · · · (vq),
(λ1)m(p2) = f2
(y1) (ym)· · ·
(z1) (zn)· · ·
(v1) · · · (vq)
g2
(w1) · · · (wr);
(Γ2, P
full
in , P
full
out ) =
p3
(1) (l)· · ·
(1) (n)· · ·
(1) · · · (p)
p4
(1) · · · (r)
and
(λ2)m(p3) =
(x1)· · ·(xl)
f1
y1 ym
g1
(z1)· · ·(zn),
· · ·
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(λ2)m(p4) =
(u1)· · ·(up)
f2
v1 vq
g2
(w1)· · ·(wr);
· · ·
(Γ3, λ3, P
full
in , P
full
out ) =
(x1) · · · (up)
f1 ⊗ǫ f2
y1 vq
g1 ⊗ǫ g2
(z1)
· · · (wr)
· · · and (Γ4, λ4, P
full
in , P
full
out ) = g1 ◦ǫ f1
(x1) (xl)· · ·
(z1) (zn)· · ·
(u1) · · · (up)
g2 ◦ǫ f2
(w1) · · · (wr).
Now for any pair of linear partitions I, O, we define a morphism ∗IO :Mor(D)→Mor(D) (called fusion) as following:
• if |dom(f)| = ||I||, |cod(f)| = ||O|| then
∗IO(f) , ǫm([Γf , I, O]),
where Γf is a prime diagram with the vertex decorated by f and its fissus structure is equivalent to I and O;
• if |dom(f)| 6= ||I|| or |cod(f)| 6= ||O||, then ∗IO(f) , ǫm(∅), i.e, the image of empty diagram under ǫm.
Proposition 6.2.4. Let I1 and O1 are linear partitions of I2 and O2, respectively, then
∗I1O1 ◦ ∗
I2
O2
= ∗I1⊳I2O1⊳O2 .
Proof. Let f : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn be a morphism in D. If ||I2|| 6= m or ||O2|| 6= n, then
∗I1O1 ◦ ∗
I2
O2
(f) = ∗I1⊳I2O1⊳O2(f) = ǫm(∅).
Now we assume ||I2|| = m and ||O2|| = n, then the fact ∗
I1
O1
◦ ∗I2O2(f) = ∗
I1⊳I2
O1⊳O2
(f) can be deduced from the following
commutative diagram:
[Γ1, λ1, I1, O1] µD [Γ2, γf , I1 ⊳ I2, O1 ⊳ O2]
T (ǫ) ǫ
[Γ1, γǫm([Γ2,γf ,I2,O2]), I1, O1] ǫ f˜ ,
where [Γ, γf ] is a (m,n)-prime diagramwith vertex decorated by f , Γ1 = [Γ2, I2, O2]︸ ︷︷ ︸ being the coarse-graining of [Γ2, I2, O2]
and with its unique vertex deocorated by the fissus prime diagram [Γ2, γf , I2, O2].
Proposition 6.2.5. The fusion operation is compatible with the tensor product. More precisely, if |dom(f)| = ||I1||,
|cod(f)| = ||O1||, |dom(g)| = ||I2|| and |cod(g)| = ||O2||, then
∗I1⊗I2O1⊗O2(f ⊗ǫ g) = ∗
I1
O1
(f)⊗ǫ ∗
I2
O2
(g).
Proof. Let f : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn, g : z1 · · · zk → w1 · · ·wl be two morphisms in D. We assume |I1| = µ1, |O1| = ν1,
|I2| = µ2, |O2| = ν2. Then the fact that ∗
I1⊗I2
O1⊗O2
(f ⊗ǫ g) = ∗
I1
O1
(f) ⊗ǫ ∗
I2
O2
(g) is the direct consequence of the following
commutative diagram:
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[Γ1, λ1, I
full, Ofull] µD [Γ2, λ2, I1 ⊗ I2, O1 ⊗O2]
T (ǫ) ǫ
[Γ3, λ3, I
full, Ofull] ǫ h,
where Γ1 = p1
1 µ1· · ·
1 ν1· · ·
1 · · · µ2
p2
1 · · · ν2
and
(λ1)m(p1) = [ f
x1 xm· · ·
y1 yn,· · ·
, I1, O1],
(λ1)m(p2) = [ g
z1 zk· · ·
w1 wl,· · ·
, I2, O2];
[Γ2, λ2] = f
x1 xm· · ·
y1 yn· · ·
z1 · · · zk
g
w1 · · · wl,
Γ3 = p3
1 µ1· · ·
1 ν1· · ·
1 · · · µ2
p4
1 · · · ν2
and
(λ3)m(p3) = ∗
I1
O1
(f),
(λ3)m(p4) = ∗
I2
O2
(g).
Proposition 6.2.6. The fusion operation is compatible with the composition. More precisely, if
• cod(f) = dom(g);
• |dom(f)| = |I1|, |cod(f)| = |O1|, |dom(g)| = |I2|, |cod(g)| = |O2|;
• O1 ≈ I2,
then
∗I1O2(g ◦ǫ f) = ∗
I2
O2
(f) ◦ǫ ∗
I1
O1
(f).
Proof. Let f : x1 · · ·xl → y1 · · · ym, g : y1 · · · ym → z1 · · · zn be two morphisms in D. We assume |I1| = p, |O1| = q,
|I2| = q, |O2| = r. Then the fact that ∗
I1
O2
(g◦ǫf) = ∗
I2
O2
(f)◦ǫ∗
I1
O1
(f) is the direct consequence of the following commutative
diagram:
[Γ1, λ1, I
full, Ofull] µD [Γ2, λ2, I1, O2]
T (ǫ) ǫ
[Γ3, λ3, I
full, Ofull] ǫ h,
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where Γ1 =
1 · · · p
v1
1 q
v2
1 · · · r
· · · and
(λ1)m(v1) = [ f
x1 xl· · ·
y1 ym,· · ·
, I1, O1],
(λ1)m(v2) = [ g
y1 ym· · ·
z1 zn,· · ·
, I2, O2];
[Γ2, λ2] =
x1 · · · xl
f
y1 ym
g
z1 · · · zn
· · ·
Γ3 =
1 · · · p
v3
1 q
v4
1 · · · r
· · · and
(λ3)m(v3) = ∗
I1
O1
(f),
(λ3)m(v4) = ∗
I2
O2
(g).
Recall that for any object x ∈ Ob(D), we define its identity morphism Idx = ǫm(
(x)
(x)
). Now for any word x1 · · ·xm ∈
W (Ob(D)), we define its identity morphism to be the morphism
Idx1···xm = ǫm

(x1)
(x1)
· · ·
(xm)
(xm)
 .
Proposition 6.2.7. Idx1···xm = Idx1 ⊗ǫ · · · ⊗ǫ Idxm .
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Proof.
Idx1 ⊗ǫ · · · ⊗ǫ Idxm = ǫm

(x1)
(x1)
Idx1 · · ·
(xm)
(xm)
Idxm

= ǫm ◦ T (ǫm)

(〈x1〉)
(〈x1〉)
(x1)
(x1)
· · ·
(〈xm〉)
(〈xm〉)
(xm)
(xm)

= ǫm ◦ µD

(〈x1〉)
(〈x1〉)
(x1)
(x1)
· · ·
(〈xm〉)
(〈xm〉)
(xm)
(xm)

= ǫm

(x1)
(x1)
· · ·
(xm)
(xm)

= Idx1···xm .
Proposition 6.2.8. Let f : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn be a morphism in D, then
f ◦ǫ Idx1···xm = f, Idy1···yn ◦ǫ f = f.
Proof. The unitary law is a direct consequence of the following commutative diagram:
[Γ1, λ1, P
full
in , P
full
out ]
µD f
(x1) (xm)· · ·
(y1) (yn)· · ·
µD [Γ2, λ2, P
full
in , P
full
out ]
T (ǫ) ǫ T (ǫ)
[Γ3, λ3, P
full
in , P
full
out ]
ǫ f ǫ [Γ4, λ4, P
full
in , P
full
out ]
where (Γ1, P
full
in , P
full
out ) =
(1) · · · (m)
p1
1 m
p2
(1) · · · (n)
· · · and
(λ1)m(p1) =
(x1)
(x1)
· · ·
(xm)
(xm)
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(λ1)m(p2) = f
(x1) (xm)· · ·
(y1) (yn)· · ·
(Γ2, P
full
in , P
full
out ) =
(1) · · · (m)
p3
1 n
p4
(1) · · · (n)
· · · and
(λ1)m(p3) = f
(x1) (xm)· · ·
(y1) (yn)· · ·
(λ1)m(p4) =
(x1)
(x1)
· · ·
(xm)
(xm)
(Γ3, λ3, P
full
in , P
full
out ) =
(x1) · · · (xm)
Idx1···xm
x1 xm
f
(y1)
· · · (yn)
· · · and (Γ4, λ4, P
full
in , P
full
out ) =
(x1) · · · (xm)
f
y1 yn
Idy1···yn .
(y1)
· · · (yn)
· · ·
Note that for the unit object 1D = ǫo(∅), Id1D = ǫm(
(1D)
(1D)
) = ǫm(∅), i.e., the image of empty diagram/graph.
Now we can define a strict tensor category D˜ with Mor(D˜) = Mor(D), Ob(D˜) = W (Ob(D)). The source and target
are same as those of D. The tensor product and composition of morphisms are given by ⊗ǫ and ◦ǫ, respectively. The
tensor product of objects are given by the juxtaposition of words. The null string ∅ is the unit object, and for any word
x1 · · ·xm its identity morphism is Idx1···xm . So D˜ is free on the level of objects.
Theorem 6.2.9. Let D be a tensor scheme equipped with a family of identity morphisms one for each words in Ob(D)
and a family of operations ⊗, ◦ , ∗IO for any pair of linear partitions (I, O) such that their properties in proposition
6.2.1—6.2.8 are satisfied, then there exists an unique T -algebra structure inducing the same family of operations.
Sketch of proof. First of all, we want to define an evaluation map ε : Γ(D) → Mor(D) which is exactly the evaluation
map of the strict tensor category D˜. Secondly, for any fissus diagram ([Γ, γ], I, O) ∈ ΓF , we define
ǫm(([Γ, γ], I, O)) = ∗
I
O ◦ ε([Γ, γ]).
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Thirdly, for any word x1 · · ·xm, we define ǫo(x1 · · ·xm) = dom(∗I
trivial
Otrivial (Idx1···xm)), where I
trivial, Otrivial are trivial
linear partitions with ||I|| = ||O|| = m.
Then it is routine to check that the pair ǫ = (ǫm, ǫo) : T (D)→ D defines a T -algebra structure on D.
The uniqueness of ǫ is evident.
As a direct consequence, we have
Proposition 6.2.10. Let (D1, ǫ1) and (D2, ǫ2) be two T -algebras, then a morphism ϕ : D1 → D2 of tensor schemes is
a morphism of T -algebras if and only if ϕ preserves their identity morphisms and their operations of tensor products,
compositions and fusions.
The following corollary is a direct consequence of proposition 6.2.4 and 6.2.5.
Corollary 6.2.11. If |dom(f)| = ||I1||, |cod(f)| = ||O1||, |dom(g)| = ||I2||, |cod(g)| = ||O2||, I is a linear partition of
I1 ⊗ I2 and O is a linear partition of O1 ⊗O2. Then
∗
I⊳(I1⊗I2)
O⊳(O1⊗O2)
(f ⊗ǫ g) = ∗
I
O(∗
I1
O1
(f)⊗ǫ ∗
I2
O2
(g)).
The following corollary is a direct consequence of proposition 6.2.4 and 6.2.6.
Corollary 6.2.12. If cod(f) = dom(g), |dom(f)| = ||I1||, |cod(f) = ||O2||, |dom(g)| = ||I2||, |cod(g)| = ||O2||, O1 ≈ I2,
I is a linear partition of I1 and O is a linear partition of O2. Then
∗I⊳I1O⊳O2(f ◦ǫ g) = ∗
I
O(∗
I1
O1
(f) ◦ǫ ∗
I2
O2
(g)).
6.3. Left inverse of the comparison and non-monadic property
Now we want to investigate the relation between Str.T and T.SchT . Given the monad (T, µ, η) in T.Sch, there is an
adjunction
(FT , UT , εT , ηT ) : T.Sch⇀ T.SchT
where the functors UT and FT are given by the respective assignments
UT

(D1, ǫ1)
ϕ

(D2, ǫ2)
 =
D1
ϕ

D2,
FT

D1
ϕ

D2
 =
(TD1, µD1)
Tϕ

(TD2, µD2),
while ηT = η and εT(D,ǫ) = ǫ for each T -algebra (D, ǫ).
By the general theory there is an unique comparison functor
Φ : Str.T→ T.SchT ,
such that FT = Φ ◦ F and U = UT ◦ Φ, that is, in the following diagram both the F -square and the U -square commute
Str.T
Φ //❴❴❴❴❴❴
U

T.SchT
UT

T.Sch
F
OO
T.Sch.
FT
OO
The functor Φ sends every strict tensor category V to a T -algebra (U(V), ǫ) with structure map ǫ = UεV : T (U(V)) →
U(V). In example 6.1.5, we have given a precise description of (U(V), ǫ).
Theorem 6.3.1. Φ is an embedding, that is, fully faithful on the level of morphisms and faithful on the level of objects.
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Sketch of proof . We prove this theorem by constructing a functor
Ψ : T.SchT → Str.T
and showing that it is a right inverse of Φ, that is,
Ψ ◦ Φ ∼= IStr.T.
Let (D, ǫ) be an T -algebra, we define a strict tensor category
Ψ((D, ǫ)) = (V ,⊗V , ◦V , 1V)
as follows:
• Ob(V) = Ob(D);
• MorV(x, y) =MorD(x, y) for x, y ∈ Ob(V);
• the unit object 1V is defined to be ǫo(∅) with ∅ ∈ Ob(T (D)) being the null string;
• the source and target maps of V
Mor(V)
s //
t
// Ob(V)
are induced from those of D;
• for every x, y ∈ Ob(V), x⊗V y = ǫo(xy) with xy ∈ Ob(T (D));
• for f : x→ y, g : z → w ∈Mor(V),
f ⊗V g = ǫm(
(x
(y
z)
w)
f g );
• for f : x→ y, g : y → z ∈Mor(V),
g ◦V f = ǫm(
(x)
(z)
y
f
g
);
• for every object x ∈ Ob(V), the identity morphism Idx is given by ǫm(
(x)
(x)
).
Using the fact that (D, ǫ) be a T -algebra, we can show that V is a well-defined strict tensor category. In fact,
• the associative law of ⊗ is implied by the following commutative diagram:
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(〈x〉)
(〈u〉
yz)
vw)
(x)
(u)
f
(y
(v
z)
w)
g h µD
(x
(u
y
v
z)
w)
f g h µD
(xy
(uv
〈z〉)
〈w〉)
(x
(u
y)
v)
f g
(z)
(w)
h
T (ǫ) ǫ T (ǫ)
(x
(u
y ⊗ z)
v ⊗ w)
f g ⊗ h ǫ
x⊗ y ⊗ z
u⊗ v ⊗ w
f ⊗ g ⊗ h ǫ
(x⊗ y
(u⊗ v
z)
w)
f ⊗ g h
• the associative law of ◦ is implied by the following commutative diagram:
(〈x〉)
(〈w〉)
〈z〉
(x)
(z)
y
f
g
(z)
(w)
h
µD
(x)
(w)
f
g
h
y
z
µD
(〈x〉)
(〈w〉)
〈y〉
(x)
(y)
f
(y)
(w)
z
g
h
T (ǫ) ǫ T (ǫ)
(x)
(w)
z
g ◦ f
h
ǫ
x
w
h ◦ g ◦ f ǫ
(x)
(w)
y
f
h ◦ g
• the unitary law for identity morphisms is implied by the following commutative diagram:
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(〈x〉)
(〈y〉)
〈x〉
(x)
(x)
(x)
(y)
f
µD
(x)
(y)
f µD
(〈x〉)
(〈y〉)
〈y〉
(x)
(y)
f
(y)
(y)
T (ǫ) ǫ T (ǫ)
(x)
(y)
x
Idx
f
ǫ
x
y
f ǫ
(x)
(y)
y
f
Idy
• the middle-four-interchange law of ⊗ and ◦ is implied by the following commutative diagram:
(x1x2)
(z1z2)
y1y2
(x1
(y1
x2)
y2)
f1 f2
(y1
(z1
y2)
z2)
g1 g2
µD
(x1 x2)
(z1 z2)
f1 f2
g1 g2
y1 y2 µD
(〈x1〉
(〈z1〉
〈x2〉)
〈z2〉)
(x1)
(z1)
y1
f1
g1
(x2)
(z2)
y2
f2
g2
T (ǫ) ǫ T (ǫ)
(x1 ⊗ x2)
(z1 ⊗ z2)
y1 ⊗ y2
f1 ⊗ f2
g1 ⊗ g2
ǫ ǫ(f1, f2 : g1, g2) ǫ
(x1
(z1
x2)
z2)
g1 ◦ f1 g2 ◦ f2
If ϕ : (D1, ǫ1) → (D2, ǫ2) is a morphism of T -algebras, it can naturally induces a strict tensor functor Ψ(ϕ) :
Ψ((D1, ǫ1)) → Ψ((D2, ǫ2)) which can be directly checked using the fact that ϕ is a morphism of T -algebras. In fact, for
any f ∈MorD1(x, y), g ∈MorD1(z, w) we have the following commutative diagram
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(x
(y
z)
w)
f g T (ϕ)
(ϕ(x)
(ϕ(y)
ϕ(z))
ϕ(w))
ϕ(f) ϕ(g)
ǫ1 ǫ2
x⊗ z
f⊗g

y ⊗ w
ϕ
ϕ(x) ⊗ ϕ(z)
ϕ(f)⊗ϕ(g)

ϕ(y)⊗ ϕ(w)
,
which implies ϕ(f ⊗ g) = ϕ(f) ⊗ ϕ(g); for any f ∈ MorD1(x, y), g ∈ MorD1(y, z) we have the following commutative
diagram
(x)
(z)
y
f
g
T (ϕ)
(ϕ(x))
(ϕ(z))
ϕ(y)
ϕ(f)
ϕ(g)
ǫ1 ǫ2
x
g◦f

z
ϕ
ϕ(x)
ϕ(g)◦ϕ(f)

ϕ(z)
,
which implies ϕ(g ◦ f) = ϕ(g) ◦ ϕ(f).
Thus it is routine to check that Ψ is a functor. The last thing Ψ ◦ Φ ∼= IStr.T is evident from their definitions.
Proposition 6.3.2. The adjunction Θ : F ⊣ U is not monadic.
Proof. To see this, we take V = 1 be the strict tensor category with only one object 1 and only one morphism Id1 : 1→ 1,
and notice that Φ(1) = (U(1), ǫ) ≃ (Prim(1), εC−G) in example 6.1.6. Take Prim(1) ⊂ S(1) ⊂ Γ(1) be a sub-T-
algebra of Γ(1) such that MorPrim(1)(1, 1) =MorS(1)(1, 1) and MorPrim(1) 6=MorPrim(1). We see that Prim(1) is not
isomorphic to S(1) and Ψ(S(1)) = 1, which implies that the ”fiber” Ψ−1(1) is not a groupoid, hence Θ : F ⊣ U is not
monadic.
6.4. Adjunction of comparison
Now we define a map θ : Mor(D) → Mor(Ψ((D, ǫ))) which sends a morphism f : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn in D to
∗I
trivial
Otrivial (f), that is, θ(f) = ǫm
 f(x1 x2 · · · xm)
(y1 y2 · · · yn)
 .
Proposition 6.4.1. θ preserves identity morphisms, that is, for any object x ∈ Ob(D),
θ(Idx) = Idx ∈Mor(Ψ((D, ǫ))).
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Proof.
θ(Idx) = ǫm

(x)
(x)
Idx

= ǫm ◦ T (ǫm)

(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)

= ǫm ◦ µD

(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)

= ǫm

(x)
(x)

= Idx.
Proposition 6.4.2. θ preserves tensor products, compositions. More precisely, for any f, g ∈Mor(D), we have
θ(f ⊗ǫ g) = θ(f)⊗V θ(g),
and for any f, g ∈Mor(D) with cod(f) = dom(g), we have
θ(g ◦ǫ f) = θ(g) ◦V θ(f).
Proof. • Let f : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn and g : u1 · · ·up → v1 · · · vq be two morphism of D. Take I1, I2, O1, O2, be trivial
linear partitions with ||I1|| = m, ||O1|| = n, ||I2|| = p, ||O2|| = q, and I, O be finest linear partitions with ||I|| = m+ p,
||O|| = n + q. We assume x˜ = ǫo(x1 · · ·xm), y˜ = ǫo(y1 · · · yn), u˜ = ǫo(u1 · · ·up) and v˜ = ǫo(v1 · · · vq). On one hand, we
have
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θ(f ⊗ǫ g) = ǫm
 f ⊗ǫ g
(x1 up)· · ·
(y1 vq)· · ·

= ǫm
 ǫm
(
[Γf ⊗ Γg, I, O]
)(x1 up)· · ·
(y1 vq)· · ·

= ǫm ◦ T (ǫm)
 [Γf ⊗ Γg, I, O]
(x1 up)· · ·
(y1 vq)· · ·

= ǫm ◦ µD
 [Γf ⊗ Γg, I, O]
(x1 up)· · ·
(y1 vq)· · ·

= ǫm
 f
(x1 xm· · ·
(y1 yn· · ·
u1 · · · up)
g
v1 · · · vq)

where [Γf ⊗ Γg, I, O] = f
(x1) (xm)· · ·
(y1) (yn)· · ·
(u1) · · · (up)
g
(v1) · · · (vq);
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on the other hand, we have
θ(f)⊗V θ(g) = ǫm

(x
(y
z)
w)
θ(f) θ(g)

= ǫm

(x˜
(y˜
u˜)
v˜)
ǫm([Γf , I1, O1]) ǫm([Γg, I2, O2])

= ǫm ◦ T (ǫm)

(x1 · · ·xm
(y1 · · · yn
u1 · · ·up)
v1 · · · vq)
[Γf , I1, O1] [Γg, I2, O2]

= ǫm ◦ µD

(x1 · · ·xm
(y1 · · · yn
u1 · · ·up)
v1 · · · vq)
[Γf , I1, O1] [Γg, I2, O2]

= ǫm
 f
(x1 xm· · ·
(y1 yn· · ·
u1 · · · up)
g
v1 · · · vq)

where [Γf , I1, O1] = f
(x1 xm)· · ·
(y1 yn)· · ·
and [Γg, I2, O2] = g
(u1 up)· · ·
(v1 vq).· · ·
Thus we get that
θ(f ⊗ǫ g) = θ(f)⊗V θ(g).
• Let f : x1 · · ·xl → y1 · · · ym and g : y1 · · · ym → z1 · · · zn be two morphism of D. Take I1, I2, O1, O2, be trivial linear
partitions with ||I1|| = l, ||O1|| = m, ||I2|| = m, ||O2|| = n, and I, O be finest linear partitions with ||I|| = l, ||O|| = n.
We assume x˜ = ǫo(x1 · · ·xl), y˜ = ǫo(y1 · · · ym), z˜ = ǫo(z1 · · · zn). On one hand, we have
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θ(g ◦ǫ f) = ǫm
 g ◦ǫ f
(x1 xl)· · ·
(z1 zn)· · ·

= ǫm
 ǫm
(
[Γg ◦ Γf , I, O]
)(x1 xl)· · ·
(z1 zn)· · ·

= ǫm ◦ T (ǫm)
 [Γg ◦ Γf , I, O]
(x1 xl)· · ·
(z1 zn)· · ·

= ǫm ◦ µD
 [Γg ◦ Γf , I, O]
(x1 xl)· · ·
(z1 zn)· · ·

= ǫm

(x1 · · · xl)
f
y1 ym
g
(z1 · · · zn)
· · ·

where [Γg ◦ Γf , I, O] =
(x1)· · ·(xl)
f
y1 ym
g
(z1)· · ·(zn);
· · ·
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on the other hand, we have
θ(g) ◦V θ(f) = ǫm

(x˜)
(z˜)
y˜
θ(f)
θ(g)

= ǫm

(x˜)
(z˜)
y˜
ǫm([Γf , I1, O1])
ǫm([Γg, I2, O2])

= ǫm ◦ T (ǫm)

(x1 · · ·xl)
(z1 · · · zn)
y1 · · · ym
[Γf , I1, O1]
[Γg, I2, O2]

= ǫm ◦ µD

(x1 · · ·xl)
(z1 · · · zn)
y1 · · · ym
[Γf , I1, O1]
[Γg, I2, O2]

= ǫm

(x1 · · · xl)
f
y1 ym
g
(z1 · · · zn)
· · ·

where [Γf , I1, O1] = f
(x1 xl)· · ·
(y1 ym)· · ·
and [Γg, I2, O2] = g
(y1 ym)· · ·
(z1 zn).· · ·
Thus we get that
θ(g ◦ǫ f) = θ(g) ◦V θ(f).
Note that the above proposition is not a direct consequence of corollary 6.2.11 and 6.2.12.
Proposition 6.4.3. θ preserves fusions, that is, for any pair of linear partitions I and O,
θ = θ ◦ ∗IO.
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Proof. Note that θ = ∗I
trivial
Otrivial , then the proposition is a spacial case of proposition 6.2.4.
Let (D, ǫ) be a tensor manifold, then ΦΨ((D, ǫ)) is a tensor manifold and we denote it by (D̂, ǫ̂). Now we define a
morphism ǫ∗ : D → D̂ of tensor schemes in the following way:
• (ǫ∗)o is the identity map from Ob(D) to Ob(D̂);
• for a morphism f : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn in D, (ǫ∗)m(f) : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn is a prime diagram in Ψ((D, ǫ)) with
domain x1 · · ·xm, codomain y1 · · · yn and the unique vertex decorated by the morphism θ(f) in Ψ((D, ǫ)) which is also a
morphism in D.
x1 · · ·xm
f

y1 · · · yn
(ǫ∗)m θ(f)
x1 x2 · · · xm
y1 y2 · · · yn
Proposition 6.4.4. The morphism ǫ∗ : D → D̂ is a morphism of tensor manifolds.
Proof. By proposition 6.2.10, we only need to show that ǫ∗ preserves the identity morphisms, tensor products, compositions
and fusions.
• ǫ∗ preserves the identity morphisms.
(ǫ∗)m(Idx1···xm)
= θ(Idx1···xm)
x1 x2 · · · xm
y1 y2 · · · yn
(definition of (ǫ∗)m)
= θ(Idx1 ⊗ǫ · · · ⊗ǫ Idxm)
x1 x2 · · · xm
y1 y2 · · · yn
(proposition of 6.2.7)
= θ(Idx1)⊗V · · · ⊗V θ(Idxm)
x1 x2 · · · xm
y1 y2 · · · yn
(proposition of 6.4.2)
= Idx1 ⊗V · · · ⊗V Idxm
x1 x2 · · · xm
y1 y2 · · · yn
(proposition of 6.4.1)
= Idx1⊗V ···⊗Vxm .
x1 x2 · · · xm
y1 y2 · · · yn
(property of ⊗V)
• ǫ∗ preserves the tensor products.
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Let f : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn and g : u1 · · ·up → v1 · · · vq be two morphisms in D. On one hand, we have
(ǫ∗)m(f ⊗ǫ g) = θ(f ⊗ǫ g)
x1 up· · ·
y1 vq· · ·
(definition of (ǫ∗)m)
= θ(f)⊗V θ(g),
x1 up· · ·
y1 vq· · ·
(proposition 6.4.2)
On the other hand, we have
(ǫ∗)m(f)⊗ǫ̂ (ǫ∗)m(g) = θ(f)
x1 xm· · ·
y1 yn· · ·
⊗ǫ̂ θ(g)
u1 up· · ·
v1 vq· · ·
(definition of (ǫ∗)m)
= θ(f)⊗V θ(g),
x1 up· · ·
y1 vq· · ·
where the last step we use the definition of ǫ̂ (see example 6.1.5), which is exactly given by the coarse-graining of fissus
diagram in Ψ((D, ǫ)).
• ǫ∗ preserves the compositions.
Let f : x1 · · ·xl → y1 · · · ym and g : y1 · · · ym → z1 · · · zn be two morphisms in D. On one hand, we have
(ǫ∗)m(g ◦ǫ f) = θ(g ◦ǫ f)
x1 xl· · ·
z1 zn· · ·
(definition of (ǫ∗)m)
= θ(g) ◦V θ(f),
x1 xl· · ·
z1 zn· · ·
(proposition 6.4.2)
On the other hand, we have
(ǫ∗)m(g) ◦ǫ̂ (ǫ∗)m(f) = θ(g)
x1 xl· · ·
y1 ym· · ·
◦ǫ̂ θ(f)
y1 ym· · ·
z1 zn· · ·
(definition of (ǫ∗)m)
= θ(g) ◦V θ(f),
x1 xl· · ·
z1 zn· · ·
where the last step we use the definition of ǫ̂.
• ǫ∗ preserves the fusions.
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Let f : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn be a morphism of D, and I, O be two linear partitions with ||I|| = m, ||O|| = n and
|I| = p, |O| = q. Assume f˜ = ∗IO(f) : u1 · · ·up → v1 · · · vq. Then we have
∗IO((ǫ∗)m(f)) = ∗
I
O
 θ(f)
x1 xl· · ·
z1 zn· · ·
 (definition of (ǫ∗)m)
= θ(f)
u1 up· · ·
v1 vq· · ·
(definition of ∗IO in (D̂, ǫ̂) )
= θ(∗
I
O(f));
u1 up· · ·
u1 vq· · ·
(proposition 6.4.3)
= (ǫ∗)m(∗IO(f)). (definition of (ǫ∗)m)
The following proposition is not difficult to prove.
Proposition 6.4.5. The construction of ǫ∗ produces a natural transformation η̂ : IT.SchT → ΦΨ.
For any tensor manifold (D, ǫ), we define the core of (D, ǫ) to be the image of ǫ∗ : (D, ǫ) → (D̂, ǫ̂) which is a sub-T -
algebra of (D̂, ǫ̂), and we denote it by (D, ǫ). So for any tensor manifold (D, ǫ), there is a natural morphism of tensor
manifolds
ǫ˜ : (D, ǫ)→ (D, ǫ).
Theorem 6.4.6. Φ is right adjoint to Ψ, that is, for any strict tensor category V and tensor manifold (D, ǫ) we have a
natural isomorphism
Ξ : HomStr.T(Ψ((D, ǫ)),V)
∼
→ HomT.SchT ((D, ǫ),Φ(V)).
Proof. (1) For any strict tensor functor K : Ψ((D, ǫ)) → V , we define a morphism ϕK = Ξ(K) : (D, ǫ) → Φ(V) as
following:
• notice that Ob(Φ(V)) = Ob(V), Ob(D) = Ob(Ψ((D, ǫ))) as monoids, so we define (ϕK)o = Ko which is a morphism
of monoids;
• for any morphism f : x1 · · ·xm → y1 · · · yn in (D, ǫ), we define
(ϕK)m(f) = Km ◦ θ(f),
Kox1 Kox2 · · · Koxm
Koy1 Koy2 · · · Koyn
In fact, it is not difficult to see that ϕK = Φ(K) ◦ η̂(D,ǫ), hence it is a morphism of tensor manifolds.
(2) For any morphism of T -algebras ϕ : (D, ǫ)→ Ψ(V), we define a strict tensor functor Kϕ = Ξ−1(ϕ) : Φ((D, ǫ))→ V
as following:
• on the level of objects, (Kϕ)o = ϕo;
• on the level of morphisms, (Kϕ)m = εV ◦ ϕm which sends a morphism f : x→ y in D to ǫV(
ϕo(x)
ϕo(y)
ϕm(f) ).
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In fact, we can identify Kϕ with the restriction of ϕ under the pair of maps j
V
o , j
V
m. The fact that Ξ
−1(ϕ) is a
well-defined strict tensor functor can be directly checked from the fact that ϕ is a morphism of T -algebras.
(3) By a routine check, we can see that Ξ and Ξ−1 are indeed inverse functions of each other.
(4) The naturality of Ξ is not difficult to check.
A T -algebra (D, ǫ) is called critical, if (D, ǫ) is isomorphic to Φ(V) for some strict tensor category V .
Proposition 6.4.7. (D, ǫ) is critical if and only if the natural morphism ǫ∗ : D → D̂ is an isomorphism.
Remark 6.4.8.
• The pattern we get here
Φ(V1)
Φ(V2)
T.SchT
Str.T
Ψ
V1 V2
is in some sense similar to that of wave function renormalization [LW04, LW05, CGW10] (or entanglement renormaliza-
tion [Vi06, KRV08]) in the theory of topological orders.
V1
V2
V3
V4
Our results may suggest that there is a monad behind the theory of entanglement renormalization.
entanglement renormalization tensor calculus
isometries relations of generators/rewriting rules
disentangler coarse-graining
scaling invariant critical
• The two adjunction (F,U, ε, η) and (FT , UT , εT , ηT ) produce two comonads: one is
G = FU : Str.T→ Str.T
and the other is
D = FTUT : T.SchT → T.SchT .
The following commutative diagram
Str.T
U //
Φ

T.Sch
F // Str.T
Φ

T.SchT
UT // T.Sch
FT // T.SchT
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shows that Φ can induce a morphism of the two resolutions:
V
Φ
✤
✤
✤ G
∗(V)oo
Φ∗
✤
✤
✤
Φ(V) (D)∗(Φ(V)).oo
7. Appendix
7.1. Strict tensor category
Here we give a brief review of strict tensor category, strict tensor functor and strict tensor natural transformations.
Roughly speaking, a strict tensor category C is a category equipped with a bifunctor (called tensor product)
⊗ : C × C → C
and a distinguished object 1C ∈ ob(C) (called two-sided unit object) satisfying the associativity and unit axioms.
For objects x, y ∈ Ob(C), we write ⊗ on objects as
(x, y) 7−→ x⊗ y
and for f ∈MorC(x, y) and g ∈MorC(x′, y′) we write ⊗ on morphisms as
x
f

y ,
x′
g

y′
 7→
x⊗ x′
f⊗g

y ⊗ y′
or briefly
(f, g) 7→ f ⊗ g.
The functoriality of ⊗ tell us that for arbitrary f ∈MorC(x, y), g ∈MorC(y, z), f ′ ∈MorC(x′, y′) and g′ ∈MorC(y′, z′),
we have 
x
f

y
g

z

⊗

x′
f ′

y′
g′

z′

=

x⊗ x′
f⊗f ′

y ⊗ y′
g⊗g′

z ⊗ z′

or for short
(g ◦ f)⊗ (g′ ◦ f ′) = (g ⊗ g′) ◦ (f ⊗ f ′),
which is called the middle-four-interchange law. The equations Idx ⊗ Idy = Idx⊗y are hold for all x, y ∈ Ob(C), which
are also required by the functoriality of ⊗.
The associativity axiom means the following commutative diagram:
C × C × C
IC×⊗ //
⊗×IC

C × C
⊗

C × C
⊗ // C
The unit axiom means the following diagram commutes:
1× C
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■
ι×IC // C × C
⊗

C × 1
IC×ιoo
zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
C
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where 1 is the category with one object 1 and one (identity) arrow Id1, ι : 1 → C is the obvious functor determined by
1C ∈ Ob(C), that is, ι(1) = 1C and ι(Id1) = Id1C .
Remark 7.1.1. For every strict tensor category (C,⊗, ◦, 1C), we have three associated strict tensor categories: its
opposite tensor category (C,⊗op, ◦, 1C), tensor opposite category (C,⊗, ◦
op, 1C) and opposite tensor opposite category
(C,⊗op, ◦op, 1C), where X ⊗op Y := X ⊗ Y for X,Y ∈ Ob(Cop) and f ⊗op g := g⊗ f for f, g ∈Mor(C) and f ◦op g = g ◦ f
for composable f, g ∈Mor(C).
Definition 7.1.2. A strict tensor functor between two strict tensor categories (C,⊗C, IC) and (D,⊗D, ID) is a functor
F : C → D preserving strict tensor structures, that is, the diagrams
C × C
F×F

⊗C // C
F

D ×D
⊗D // D
C
F // D
1
ιC
__❃❃❃❃❃❃❃ ιD
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
should commute.
More concretely, we have F (1C) = 1D and for any A,B ∈ Ob(C), we have F (A ⊗C B) = F (A) ⊗D F (B). For any
morphisms f, g ∈Mor(C), we have F (f ⊗C g) = F (f)⊗D F (g).
Definition 7.1.3. A natural transformation τ : F =⇒ G of two strict tensor functors F,G : C → D is called a strict
tensor natural transformation if and only if
τ⊗C = ⊗D(τ × τ).
That is, τ : F =⇒ G is a strict tensor natural transformation if and only if for any A,B ∈ Ob(C), we have
τA⊗CB = τA ⊗D τB.
7.2. Progressive plane graph
Here we briefly review the theory of progressive plane graphs closely following [JS91] but with some modification.
Definition 7.2.1. A generalized (topological) graph G = G1
∐
G0 is a Hausdorff space G with a decomposition
G0, G1 such that
(1) G0 ⊂ G is a discrete closed subset and not including isolated points of G,
(2) the complement of G1 = G−G0 is a 1-dimensional manifold homeomorphism to an open interval. That is, G1 is
the topological sum of open intervals.
An element x ∈ G0 is called a vertex or node. The degree of a node x is the number deg(x) of connected components
of V − {x}, where V is a sufficiently small connected neighbourhood of x. A connected component e ⊂ G1 is called an
open edge. Each open edge e can be compactified to a closed edge eˆ by adjoining two end-points. An edge e is called
pinned when the inclusion e → G can be extended to a continuous map eˆ → G (called the structure map) and the
image is not homeomorphic to a circle. When the inclusion e → G extends only to eˆ minus one end-point, we call e
half-loose or half-pinned. An edge is loose when it is neither pinned nor half-loose.
Definition 7.2.2. A (topological) graph is a generalized graph in which all the edges are pinned and every node is
contained in the image of some closed edges eˆ under the structure map. A plane graph G is a graph with G ⊂ R2.
Remark 7.2.3. Our notion of generalized (topological) graph and graph are restricted version of Joyal and Street’s. The
only difference is that we exclude the existence of circles and isolated points in the definition of generalized (topological)
graph. Our notion of graph is almost the same as their notion of ordinary graph, except we don’t allow the existence of
loops in their sense. In fact, our notion of (topological) graph can be identified with those which are geometric realization
of combinational pre-graphs (see definition 2.1.1).
A generalized (topological) graph is called finite if G0 and the set π0(G1) of connected components of G1 are finite.
Obviously a finite generalized graph is a graph if and only if it is compact.
Definition 7.2.4. A graph with boundary G = (G, ∂G) is a compact graph G together with a distinguished subset of
nodes ∂G ⊂ G0 such that each x ∈ ∂G is of degree one.
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The elements of ∂G are called the outer nodes of (G, ∂G) and the elements of G0 − ∂G are called inner nodes of
(G, ∂G). Obviously, the set of inner nodes of (G, ∂G) is same as the set of nodes of G − ∂G. When an inner node x
is in the image of the structure map ê → G of an edge e, we call e is incident to x and denote this fact as e → x. An
isomorphism or equivalence f : (G1, ∂G1) → (G2, ∂G2) of graphs with boundary is a homeomorphism f : G1 → G2
inducing bijections on the inner nodes and on the outer nodes.
An oriented edge of G is an edge e equipped with an orientation; or equivalently, with a linear order on ∂eˆ. The
source e(0) of an oriented edge e is the image of the first element of ∂eˆ under the structure map eˆ→ Γ; the target e(1)
is the image of the last element. An oriented graph is a graph together with a choice of orientation for each of its edges.
For an oriented graph G, the input In(x) of an inner node x ∈ G0 is defined to be the set of oriented edges with target
x; the output Out(x) of x is the set of those with source x.
A polarized graph is an oriented graph together with a choice of linear order on each In(x) and Out(x). A
progressive graph is an oriented graph with no circuits. The domain dom(G) of a progressive graph G consists of the
edges which have outer nodes as sources; the codomain cod(G) consists of the edges which have outer nodes as targets.
An anchored graph is an oriented graph with a choice of linear orders on its domain and codomain.
Definition 7.2.5. Let a < b be real numbers. A leveled progressive plane graph between the levels a and b is a graph
G = (G1, ∂G ⊂ G0) embedded in R× [a, b] such that
(1) ∂G = G ∩ R× {a, b}, and
(2) the second projection pr2 : R× [a, b]→ [a, b] is injective on each connected component of G1.
A progressive plane graph G between levels a and b is written as G[a, b].
Each leveled progressive plane graph G is both progressive and polarized in the above subsection. In fact, each
edge e ⊂ Γ1 is given the orientation with pr2e(0) < pr2e(1). Condition (2) excludes circuits. Also, In(x) and Out(x)
can be linearly ordered as follows. Choose u ∈ [a, b] smaller than but close enough to pr2(x). Then each edge e ∈ In(x)
intersects the line R×{u} in one point which is different for different edges. This defines a bijection between In(x) and a
subset of R× {u}(∼= R), and so induces a linear order on In(x). The order on Out(x) is defined similarly by intersecting
with R× {u} for u larger than but close to pr2(x). The dom(G) and cod(G) are naturally linearly ordered as subsets of
R× {a} and R× {b}, respectively.
Definition 7.2.6. For a leveled progressive plane graph G[a, b], a number u ∈ [a, b] is called a regular level for G if the
line R× {u} contains no inner nodes of G, and in this case we write G[a, b] = G[u, b] ◦G[a, u].
If c < d are regular levels of G, the graph G∩ (R× [c, d]) is written as G[c, d], whose set of inner nodes is (G0 − ∂Γ)∩
(R× [c, d]) and whose set of outer nodes is G ∩ (R × {c, d}). The graph G[c, d] is a progressive plane graph between the
levels c and d; it is called a layer of G[a, b].
When Γ[a, b] is the disjoint union of two subgraphs G1[a, b] and G2[a, b], we say that the pair (G1[a, b], G2[a, b])
is a tensor decomposition of G[a, b]. Moreover, if there exists a number ξ such that G1 ⊆ (−∞, ξ) × [a, b] and
G2 ⊆ (ξ,∞) × [a, b], we write G[a, b] = G1[a, b] ⊗ G2[a, b]. This notion extends in the obvious way to n-fold tensor
decompositions
G = G1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Gn.
Proposition 7.2.7. For any progressive plane diagram G between levels a and b, there exist regular levels a = u0 < u1 <
· · · < un = b such that each layer G[ui−1, ui] is elementary for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Definition 7.2.8. Let (G, ∂G) denote a graph with boundary. A deformation of leveled progressive plane graphs (between
levels a and b) is a continuous function function
h : G× [0, 1]→ R2
such that, for all t ∈ [a, b], the function
h(−, t) : G→ R× [a(t), b(t)]
is an embedding whose image is a leveled progressive plane graph (G(t), ∂G(t)) between the levels a(t) and b(t).
Any deformation of leveled progressive plane graphs gives rise to a unique isomorphism of leveled progressive plane
graphs G(t1) and G(t2), for t1, t2 ∈ [0, 1].
Definition 7.2.9. An isomorphism f : G[a1, b1] → G[a2, b2] of leveled progressive plane graphs is an isomorphism of
graphs with boundary such that it can be lifted to a deformation of leveled progressive plane graphs.
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It is easy to see that an isomorphism f preserves the orientation of progressive plane graphs, the linear order of every
nodes and the linear order of domains and codomains. We denote the set of isomorphic classes of leveled progressive
plane graph by G, and denote the isomorphic class of G by [G].
A plane graph G is called boxed if it is between levels −1 and +1, and is contained in (−1, 1) × [−1, 1]. Write
G : m→ n when m, n are the cardinalities of dom(G), cod(G), respectively. In defining operations on boxed graphs, we
use the functions γ, τ : R2 → R2 defined by
γ(x, t) = (x,
1
3
t), τ(x, t) = (
1
2
x, t)
and the points e1 = (1, 0), e2 = (0, 1) ∈ R2. Notation such as γ(S + e2), for S ⊂ R2, denotes the set
{(x,
1
3
(t+ 1)) ∈ R2|(x, t) ∈ S}.
The tensor product G1⊗G2 of two boxed plane graphs G1, G2 is the space
τ((G1 − e1) ⊔ (G
2 + e1))
with τ((G10 − e1) ⊔ (G
2
0 + e1)) as the set of nodes. Ignoring translations, we depict this as following:
G1 ⊗ G2 = τG1 τG2
Suppose G1 : l → m, G2 : m→ n are boxed plane graphs. Let a1 < · · · < am be the elements of the codomain of G1,
and let I be the set of inner nodes of the graph γ(G1 − 2e2). Let b1 < · · · < bm be the elements of the domain, and let
J be the set of inner nodes of the graph γ(G2 + 2e2). The composition G
2◦G1 : l → n is the plane graph consisting of
the space
G2◦G1 = γ((G1 − 2e2) ⊔ [a1, b1] ⊔ · · · ⊔ [am, bm] ⊔ (G
2 + 2e2))
with I ⊔ J as the set of inner nodes, where [a, b] ⊂ R2 is the segment between the point a and b. We depict this as
following:
G2 ◦ G1 =
γG1
γG2
γa1
γb1
γam
γbm
· · ·
Note that the layer (G2◦G1)[− 13 ,
1
3 ] has no inner nodes.
Now we introduce two operations ⊗JS and ◦JS on the set G. Any element in G can be realized as a boxed progressive
plane graph. For two elements [G1], [G2] in G with G1, G2 being two boxed progressive plane graphs, we define their
tensor product
[G1]⊗JS [G
2] , [G1⊗G2].
For two elements [G1], [G2] in G with G1 : l→ m, G2 : m→ n being two boxed progressive plane graphs, we define their
composition
[G2] ◦JS [G
1] , [G2◦G1].
For simplicity, we will not make a distinction between a boxed progressive plane graph G and its isomorphic class [G].
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7.3. Adjunction, (co)monad and their (co)algebras
Definition 7.3.1. For two categories C and D, an adjunction from C to D is a triple (F,G,Φ) : C ⇀ D, where F,G are
functors
F : C ⇋ D : G,
and Φ is a natural isomorphism of bifunctors
Ψ−,− :MorD(F (−),−)→MorC(−, G(−)).
There are also other useful equivalent definitions of an adjunction. Given an adjunction above, we can define two
natural transformations
ε : F ◦G→ ID , η : IC → G ◦ F .
Substituting G into the first variable of Ψ−,−, we get
ΨG(−),− :MorD(F ◦G(−),−)→MorC(G(−), G(−)),
then the value of ε at an object D ∈ Ob(D) is defined to be εD = Ψ
−1
G(D),D(IdG(D)). Substituting F into the second
variable of Ψ−,−, we get
Ψ−,F (−) :MorD(F (−), F (−))→MorC(−, G ◦ F (−)),
then the value of η at an object C ∈ Ob(C) is defined to be ηC = ΨC,F (C)(IdF (C)). The naturality of ε, η comes from
the naturality of Ψ, and the condition that Ψ to be isomorphism implies the following commutative diagrams of natural
transformations
F ◦ IC
F (η)//
∼

F ◦G ◦ F
εF

F
∼ // ID ◦ F
IC ◦G
ηG //
∼

G ◦ F ◦G
G(ε)

G
∼ // G ◦ ID
We give another equivalent definition of an adjunction.
Definition 7.3.2. For two categories C and D, an adjunction from C to D is a quadruple (F,G, ε, η) : C ⇀ D, where
F,G are functors
F : C ⇋ D : G,
and ε, η are natural transformations (called co-unit and unit repectively)
ε : F ◦G→ ID, η : IC → G ◦ F
satisfying εF ◦ F (η) = IdF and G(ε) ◦ ηG = IdG, where IdF : F → F and IdG : G → G are the identity natural
transformation of F and G respectively.
Definition 7.3.3. A monad (T, µ, η) in a category C consists of a functor T : C → C and two natural transformations
µ : T ◦ T → T and η : IC → T, which make the following diagrams commute
T ◦ T ◦ T
µT

T (µ) // T ◦ T
µ

T ◦ T
µ // T
IC ◦ T
ηT // T ◦ T
µ

T ◦ IC
T (η)oo
T
✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
✉
✉✉✉✉✉✉
■■■■■■■■■■
■
■
■■■■■■
where IC : C → C is the identity functor of C.
Definition 7.3.4. A comonad (D,∆, ε) in a category D consists of a functor D : D → D and two natural transformations
∆ : D → D ◦D and ε : D → ID, which make the following diagrams commute
D
∆

∆ // D ◦D
∆D

D ◦D
D(∆)// D ◦D ◦D
D
∆
①①
①①
①①
①①
①
①
①
①
①
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
D D ◦D
D(∆)
oo
∆D
// D
where ID : D → D is the identity functor of D.
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Every adjunction (F,G, ε, η) : C ⇀ D gives rises to a monad (T, µ, η) in C and a comonad (D,∆, ε) in D. Specifically,
the monad is defined as 
T = G ◦ F : C → C
µ = G(εF ) : G ◦ F ◦G ◦ F → G ◦ F
η : IC → G ◦ F
and the comonad is defined as  D = F ◦G : D → D∆ = F (ηG) : F ◦G→ F ◦G ◦ F ◦G
ε : F ◦G→ ID
The associativity of µ becomes the commutativity of the diagram
G ◦ F ◦G ◦ F ◦G ◦ F
G◦F◦G(εF ) //
G(εF◦G◦F )

G ◦ F ◦G ◦ F
G(εF )

G ◦ F ◦G ◦ F
G(εF ) // G ◦ F
which can be deduced from the commutativity of the diagram
F ◦G ◦ F ◦G
F◦G(ε) //
εF◦G

F ◦G
ε

F ◦G
ε // ID
The commutativity of above diagram is just the consequence of naturality of ε and functoriality of F ◦ G. The left and
right unitary law of η can be deduced from the equations εF ◦F (η) = IdF and G(ε) ◦ ηG = IdG respectively. That is, we
have the following commutative diagram:
G ◦ F
ηG◦F //
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
G ◦ F ◦G ◦ F
G(εF )

G ◦ F
G◦F (η)oo
ww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦
G ◦ F
The co-associativity of ∆ becomes the commutativity of the diagram
G ◦ F
G(ηF ) //
G(ηF )

G ◦ F ◦G ◦ F
G◦F◦G(εF )

G ◦ F ◦G ◦ F
G(εF◦G◦F ) // G ◦ F ◦G ◦ F ◦G ◦ F
which can be deduced from the commutativity of the diagram
IC
η //
η

G ◦ F
G◦F (η)

G ◦ F
ηG◦F // G ◦ F ◦G ◦ F
The commutativity of above diagram is just the consequence of naturality of η and functoriality of G ◦ F . The left and
right unitary law of η can be deduced from the equations εF ◦F (η) = IdF and G(ε) ◦ ηG = IdG respectively. That is, we
have the following commutative diagram:
F ◦G
F (ηG)
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
F ◦G F ◦G ◦ F ◦G
F◦G(ε)
oo
εF◦G
// F ◦G
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Definition 7.3.5. An algebra over the monad (T, µ, η) is an object A of C equipped with a morphism γ : T (A)→ A such
that
T ◦ T (A)
T (γ) //
µA

T (A)
γ

T (A)
γ // A
IC(A)
ηA //
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
T (A)
γ

A
Definition 7.3.6. Let (A, γA) and (B, γB) be two algebras over (T, µ, η), a morphism of them is a morphism f : A→ B
in C such that
T (A)
γA //
T (f)

A
f

T (B)
γB // B
Definition 7.3.7. A coalgebra over the comonad (D,∆, ε) is an object C of D equipped with a morphism λ : C → D(C)
such that
C
λ //
λ

D(C)
∆C

D(C)
D(λ)// D ◦D(C)
C
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
λ // D(C)
εD

C
Definition 7.3.8. Let (C1, λ1) and (C2, λ2) be two coalgebras over (D,∆, ε), a morphism of them is a morphism g :
C1 → C2 in D such that
C1
g

λ1 // D(C1)
D(g)

C2
λ2 // D(C2)
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